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CHRISTIAN TRUTH ACROSS CULTURAL BARRIERS

(Missions in a Pluralistic World at Home and Abroad)
S 330/S 730 Samuel Moffett
Summer 1986 Eileen Moffett

Course Description:
In this course's focus on Christianity and Culture on all six continents,
attention will be given to sharpening Christian awareness of local and global
socio-cultural distinctions; and to identifying what is the truth to be

conveyed and how it can be communicated effectually across and between the
culture of the first century (the Bible), the culture of the 20th century
Christian communicator, and the various cultures of present-day receptors.
Discussions will involve principles of communication, and contextualization.

Course Requirements:
Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, EQalis.hnes g . .tq .

A

he . Gr.eeks (Eerdmans, 1986)
H. Richard Niebuhr, CUriat..atid..CvUlt!UP.e (if unavailable, qjig.

of the following:
David J. Hesselgrave, Caugmaiaatjii^gv..Cbj:lst.-Cj;o..s&r

CuLturallv (pp» 1-141 plus three other chapters of your
own choice); or Charles H, Kraft, Chraat.iaaitY..in

CuUnt'e (pp. 1-115; 169-178; 261-290).

One-page reviews of each of two^^bQ^Qks chosen from the Recommended Reading list.

Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list. These
papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second period of

each day.
There will be no final examination.

Schedule: Class. hours 9:00 a.m. -10:20; 11:00-12:15 p.m.

Outline (tentative)
Week 1 July 21 -

July 22 -

July 23 -

July 24 -

July 25 -

Week 2 A July,, 28 -

July 29 -

July 30 -

July 31 -

U- August 1-

Week 3
'

f August 4-

et- August 5-

August 6-

rt- August 7-

: August 8-

Introductions; Christian faith and non-Christian culture:
the interaction.

Principles of communication; What is culture?
Culture: the barrier of race.
The barriers of language. Discussion.

The barriers of religion. Discussion.

Culture: Nepal, a case study. Slides, discussion.
Religious barriers: African independent churches and

religion. Paper and Discussion
Religious barriers: Korean traditional religions.

Slides, discussion.
A classical definition: Niebuhr's Chrdatian.itv..aivd

CuLtur.e . Discussion, papers
Jesus and His disciples. Papers, discussion

Asian-Amer ican Churches (Dr. Lee). Discussion, papers.
Barriers of sex: Women and mission. Discussion, papers.
Contextualizing Theology Discussion, paperS|.

Western cultural barriers to Christianity. Discussiion,
papers

.

Review; summaries and discussion. Thoughts in closing.
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Five Lanterns at Sundown. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978)

James Engel and H.W. Norton, What's Gone Wrong With the Harvest? (Grand Rapids:
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John C.B. and Ellen C. Webster, The Church and Women in the Third World.

(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985)
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Conversion, Culture

and Cognitive Categories

How much must Papayya "kmov" about the Gospel h, he c on\e>

by Paul G Hieberi

Can an illiieraie peasant become a Christian after

hearing the Gospel only oncef* And. if so. uhat do 'se

mean by conversion?

Imagine, for a moment. Papa\>a, an Indian pea-

sant. returning to his village after a hard da_\ 's u ork in

the fields. H)S \')fe is still preparing the e\ening mieal.

so. to pass the timie. he wanders over to the \illage

square. There he notices a stranger surrounded by a

'’ev'. curiosit) seekers. Tired and hungry, he sits down
to hear what the man is saying. For an hour he listens

to a m.e'-sage of a new God. and something which he

hctirs moves him deeph. Later he asks the stranger

about the New Way. and then, almost as if by im-

pulse. he bows his head and prays to this God who is

said to have appeared to humans in the form of Jesus.

He doesn't quite understand it all. .As a Hindu he

worships N’ishnu who incarnated himself as a human
or animal in order to rescue humankind at different

times in hislorv. He also know s many of the other 33

million gods village proverbs say exist. But the

stranger said there is only one God. and this God has

appeared among humans onh once. Moreover, this

Jesus is said to be the Son of God. but the Christian

d'd not S 3 ) anything about God's wife It is all con-

fusing to him.

The man turns to go home, and a new set of

questions floods his mind. Can he still go to the temple

The author is prcM/uly Associate Professor of Anthro-

pology and South Asian Studies at th< Sihool of H ortd

Mission. Fuller Theutogica! Seminary He serud six \turs

in .South India with the Mtnnoniic Breth/tn Ckurih

in order to pray*!* Should he tell his familv about his

new faith? .And how can he learn more about

Jesus—he cannot read the few papers the stranger

gave him. and there are no other Christians within a

dav's v\alk. Who knows when the stranger will come
again?

Conversion and cultural differences

Can Papayva become a Christian after hearing

the Gospel only once'.’ To this we can onlv say ves. To
sav that a person must be educated, have an extensive

knowledge of the Bible, or live a near perfect iCe

would mean that the Good News is oniv for an elite

few in the world.

But what essential change has taken place when

Papavya responds to the Gospel message'* Certainly

he has acquired some new information. He has heard

of Christ and his redemptive work on the cross. He
may also have heard a story or two about Christ's life

on earth But his knowledge is minimal. Papayya

could not pass even the simplest tests of Bible

knowledge or theology.

To complicate matters further, the knowledge

Papayya has. he unviersiands m radically different

ways from Christi.ins in the W est or in other parts of

the world. For exairiple. the English vpeaker talks of

God. but Pvipayya speaks of devudu because he is a

Telugu speaker. But devudu does not have precisely

the same meaning as God. just as the English word

"God" does not correspond exactly to the Greek word

iheus found in the New Testament.

Ordinary English speakers divide living beings

2- • GCSr S . IN COM : Vc N: - C’C'cCr ’art
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into different cale^orie<^. One of ihc'c i*s 'jper-

naturai beings, a categor) into s^hieh tbe> pat Ciod.

a'-'geis. Satan, and demons. .Another is haman he.ng>

and includes men. wemien. and children. A third is

an.maS. and a fourth is plants In addition to tl e^e

thure IS the categor_\ of inaninmite objects such a- >and

and rocks, as uell as a feu kinds of life th;it are not so

easil_\ classified and over which there is somie disagree-

ment. such as \irus and germs (see Figure 1 ). In this

sjstem of classiFication. God is categoricallv different

from human beings, and hum.an beings from animals

and plants.' The incarnation means that God crossed

the categorical difference between himself and

humans and became a human.

Telugu speakers do not differentiate between

different kinds of life. .All forms of life are thought to

be manifestations of a single life: gods, demons,

humians. animals, plants, and e\en what appear to be

inanimate objects all have the same kind of life (see

Figure 1). To be sure, the gods ha\ e more of this life

than humans, and humans more than animals or

plants. But there is no real difference between gods

and humans or humans and animals. After death,

good humans ma_\ be reborn as gods, and wicked gods

as animals. Moreo\er. gods come down constantlv to

earth as incarnations to help humankind, just as a rich

man miighi stoop to help hi> servant.

The problem we face. then, is that when we
translate the ord of God into Telugu. not c'nlv is

there a change in sounds fr..'m (Tiyj't'.' devudu. but also

a change in basic meanings. There is a fundamental

diifercnce in the wavs in which the two words are

viewed, and in the wa_\s these words are related to

other words belonging to the same cognitive domain.
I f devudv does not carrv the biblical connotations

of the word "God.” then certainlv we must Find

another wcjrd for translating it. There are mans others

that suggest themselves: ish \ Ofudu
. b}\a^a\ ur.ihudu

.

paranieshvara

.

and so on. But upon examination we
find that all of these carrv the same essential meaning
as devudu. There is. in fact, no word in Telugu that

carries the same connotations as either the English

word "God or the Greek word iheus (nor do these

two have exactl) the same meaning). Nor is "God"
the only word with which we have a problem in

translation. Similar differences exist between all the

other major words of an> two languaees.

Now we must ask not onlv what knowledge must
Papavva have to become a Christian, but also whether
this knowledge must be perceived in a particular

AMERICAN CONCEPT OF LIFE INDIAN CONCEPT OF LIFE

5's"~a^. t.be onlv reattr>-,

unNr,c.vab<e tc :ne pass.nc wono

Goc
e'ernal.

supe 'natural,

infinite

‘ Relations tetvseen

Creator Goo anc '“.a’" are

Creat'on ve’lical

Man
ratj'al. but with

ar eie'na' soul.

A B

Relations between
men ere essent.ally
*••7' 20 ' ta!,

T.ais
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Inanimate Worla
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Spirit
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Vo‘16'

h-pr goes

lesse' poOs
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Figure 1 . A comparison of .American and I ndian view s of life.
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learn tr.e English ('r ihe Greek meaning for "god”

before he hccome> a Chrisi-inf

S;nce :l is so hard to mcavare a perstm'^ beliefs

and concepts, v^oaid r. not be better to iC'l h’^ von\er-

su'n b> means of changes m his hie ’ Can e no" ceHne

a Chr'.stian as a person no g. les to church i.o ^.,nda_\

.

and \Cno does not drink liquor or smoke'i’ Here. loo.

the chunge at conversion ma_\ not he dramatic There

is no church for Pape_\\a to attend. The circuit

preacher m.a> call onl_\ a half dozen times a >ear.

Papa>_\a cannot read I’ne Scriptures. His the(^log> is

found in the feu Christian songs he has learned to

sing. To be sure, he no longer worships at the Hindu

temple, but otherwise his life is much the same He
carries on his caste occupation and lives as most other

villagers do. Is he then not a Christian?

Conversion and category differences

What does it mean to he a Christian'i’ Before we

can answer this question we must look nvore closeh at

our own thought patterns— at what we mean b_\ the

word “Christian.” This word, hke manv other words,

refers to a set of people or things that we think are

alike in some manner or other. It refers to a categorv

that exists in our minds. To be sure. God. looking at

the hearts of people, knows who are his. It is he who

one dav w ill divide between the sav ed and the lost. But

here on earth, we as humans pass judgments, we

dec'de for ourselves who is a Christian, and. therefore,

what It means to be a Christian. What criteria do we

commonly use*’

Before we answer this question, we must ask an

even miore fundamental question: what kind of

categorv are we going to usc'i* Modern studies of

human thought (see bib!iogr.-.ph\ )
show us that our

mind forms categories in at least three different ways,

and each of the three kinds of categories has its own

structural characteristics. For our discussion here we

will look at two of these tvpes: ( 1 ) bounded vets and (2)

centered sets.’

/. Boundfd seis:

Many of our words refer to bounded sets:

"apples," “oranges," “pencils." and “pens.” for in-

stance. In fact, the English language, probably

borrow ing from the Greek, uses bounded sets for most

of its nouns—the basic building blocks of the

language.

nai IS a bi’cnoed vet flovv o^'e' ,'u- n'unc iurn'i

it'.’ In cheating a bounded set our mind putv together

tf "g' that sh,:re sonre common :har.icterisiii..v.

"Apples.” for exumple. are objects that are "the firm

'’e-.'''v .Nti::,ewhat rc'und fruit of a Rosa^e-oio tree. The>

,;re .;''..ali_v red. vellow or green and are eater, raw or

cooked.”

Bounded sets have certain structural

characteristics— that is. the> fc>rce us to look at things

in a certain w av (see Figure 2 i. Let us use the categorv

"apples” to illustrate some of these:

a. The categorv is created b> listing the essential

characteristics that an object must have to be within

the set. For example, an apple is ( 1 )
a kind of “fruit”

that IS ( 2) firm. (3 )
flesh)

. (4) somew hat round, and so

on. An) fruit that meets these requirements (assuming

we have an adequate defnition) is an “apple."

b. The categorv is defned bv a clear boundarv . A
fruit is either an apple or it is not. It cannot be 7(Wc ap-

ple and 30T pear. .Nlost of the effort in defning the

categor) is spent on defning and maintaining the

boundarv. In other words, not onl) must we sav what

an "apple” is. we must also clearlv differentiate it

from “oranges.” "pears.” and other similar objects

that are noi “apples.”

c. Objects within a hounded set are uniform in

their essential characteristics. All apples are lUOT ap-

ple. One is not more apple than another. Either a fruit

is an apple or it is not. There ma) he different sizes,

shapes, and varieties, but the) are all the same in that

the) are all apples. There is no variation implicit

within the structuring of the category.

d. Bounded sets are static sets. If a fruit is an ap-

ple. it rem.ains an apple whether it is green, ripe, or

rotten The onlv change occurs when an apple ceases

to be an apple (eg., bv being eaten), or when

something like an orange is turned into an apple

(something we cannot do). The big question,

therefore, is whether an object is inside or outside the

categorv. Once it is within, there can be no change in

its categorical sta'us.

2. " C}\>is:iun" us a houndfd set:

\k’hat happens to our concept of “Christian" if

we defne it in terms of a bounded set? If we use the

above characteristics of a bounded set we come up

w ith the follow ing:

a. W'e would defne "Christian" in terms of a set

of essential or defnitive characteristics. Because we
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^anr -i see mo Tne hea'ls of people, we eenerall)

thc' 0 >e ^hara^lerisiics thal we Ccin see or hear, n^mel}

^

esls O' tirlhi'dox) inehl beliefs) or or:hc'pra\_\ (riehl

praciuei or boih.

For example, some define a Christian as a person

who believes tgivc' verbal acknow ledgement to) a

speoific set of doctrines such as the deilx of Christ, the

virgin birth, and so on. Some make such lists quite

long and add on specific doctrines of eschatolog) or

soierioiogv . Others, convinced that true “belief is

more than a mental argument with a set of

statements, loc'k for the ev idence of belief in changed

lives and behavior. ,A Christian, then, is one who does

not smoke or drink alcohol, and so on.

b. W'e would make a clear distinction between a

“Christian" and a “non-Christian." There is no place

in between. Moreover, maintaining this boundarx is

critical to the maintenance of the categorv. Therefore

it is essential that we determine who is a Christian and

who is not. and to keep the two sharplv differentiated.

\\'e want to make sure to include those who are truly

Christian and to exclude as heretics those who claim

to he but are not. To have an unclear boundarv is to

undermine the ver> concept of “Christian" itself.

c. W’e would view all “Christians" as essentially

the same. There are old experienced Christians and

xoung converts, but all are Christian.

d. V\'e would stress evangelism as the major

ask—getting people into the categorv. Moreover, we

would see conversion as a single dramatic

event— crossing the boundarv between being a

“non-Christian" and being a “Christian." To do so a

person must acquire the defining characteristics w hich

we have outlined above. Crossing the boundary is a

decision ev ent. Once a person is a Christian he is 1 OOf
Christian. There is essentially (not required bv the

structure of the categorv) nothing more for him to

acquire. He might grow spirituallv. but this is not an

essential part of what it means to be a Christian.

Let us return, for a momient. to Papayva. If we

think of “Christian" as a bounded set. we must decide

what are the definitive characteristics that set a

Christian apart from a non-Christian. W'e m.av do so

in terms of belief in certain essential doctrines. But

here we face a dilemma. If we reduce these to so sim-

ple a set that we can sa\ Papayva has trulv become a

Christian (that he has acquired all of the beliefs

necessary to become a Christian) are we not in danger

of settling for cheap grace"!* Furthermore, how do vve

BOl’XnFI)

CENTERED

handle the fact that Papavv a view s the doctrines w e do
require in different thought forms'!* .\1ust these be cor-

rected before we are convinced that he is a real

Christian'!’

On the other hand, if we raise the basic re-

quirements for being a Christian too high, we make it

imipossible for Papavya to become a Christian that

night, or that v ear— for it w ould take more than a v ear

of careful teaching before he could begin to under-

stand our theological framework.

W'e face a similar problem in using changes in

behavior to define a Christian. There will be changes

in Papav) a. to be sure, but many of them w ill not take

place immediate!) . W’e mav sec little in the wav of a

dramatic change bv tomorrow. Is he then not a

Christian?

3. CcnltTcd sets:

Could it be that our problem with deciding

whether Papavv a is or is not a Christian has to do w ith

the wa\ we form our mental category “Christian"?
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But there arc other u.i_\s to fc'rrt'i eatueorie.- , A >e^orid

v^a> IS to form centered sets. A centered set has the

following characteristics

a. It is created b> defining a center, and the

relationship of things to that center (see Figure 2).

Some things ma_\ be far from the center, but the\ arc-

moving iv\‘^ards the center, therefore. the\ are part of

the centered set. On the other hand, some objects ma\
be near the center but are moving aua> from it. so

the> are not a part of the set. The set is made up of all

objects moving towards ihe center.

b. V\'hile the centered set does not place the

primary focus on the boundarv. there is a clear divi-

sion between things moving in and those moving out.

.An object either belongs to a set or it does not. The set

focuses upon the center and the boundarv emerges

when the center and the movement of the objects has

been defined. There is no great need to maintain the

boundary in order to maintain the set. The boundar)

is so long as the center is clear.

c. Centered sets reflect variation within a

category. While there is a clear distinction between

things moving in and those moving out." the objects

within the set are not categoricallv uniform. Some
mav be near the center and others far from it. even

though all are moving towards the center. Each object

must be considered individually. It is not reduced to a

single common uniformitv within the categorv.^

d. Centered sets are dvnamic sets. Two tvpes of

movements are essential parts of their structure. First,

it is possible to change direction—to turn from mov-

ing awa\ to moving towards the center, from being

outside to being inside the set. Second, because all ob-

jects are seen in constant motion, thev are moving,

fast or slowlv. towards or awav from the center.

Something is always happening to an object. It is

never static.

Illustrations of centered sets are harder to come

b\ in English, for English sees the world largely in

terms of bounded sets. One example is a magnetic

field in which particles are in motion. Electrons are

those particles which are drawn towards the positive

magnetic pole, and protons are those attracted b) the

negative pole.

4. "Christian” as a centered set;

How would the concept "Christian" look if we

were to define it as a centered set?

a. A Christian would be defined in terms of a

center— in termis of who is God The critical que^tlon

IS. to whom does the person offer his worship and

allegiance'!’ This w ould be judged, in part, bv the direc-

tion a person faces and moves. A Christian has Christ

as his God Christ is hi"; center if he moves towards

Christ— if he seeks to know and follow after Christ.

From the nature of the centered set. it should be

clear that it is possible that there are those near the

center who know a great deal about Christ, theologv.

and the church, but who are moving awav from the

center. These are the Pharisees. On the other hand,

there are those who are at a distance—who know little

about Christ—but lhe> mav be Christians for thev

have made Christ their Lord. He is the center around

which their life revolves.

b. There is a clear division between being a

Christian and not being a Christian. The boundarv is

there. But there is less stress on maintaining the boun-

darv in order to preserve the existence and puritv of

the category
,
the bod> of believers. There is less need

to plav boundar) games and to institutional!) exclude

those who are not trul) Christian. Rather, the focus is

on the center and of pointing people to that center.

c. There is a recognition of variation among
Christians. Some are closer to Christ in their

knowledge and maturit), others have only a little

knowledge and need to grow But all are Christian,

and all are called to move even closer to Christ.

B) recognizing variance, the centered set avoids

the dilemma of offering cheap grace to make it possi-

ble for the Ignorant and the gross sinners to become

Christians without lengthy periods of training and

testing Growth after conversion is an intrinsic part of

what it means to be a Christian. A Christian is not a

finished product the moment he is converted.

Two important dynamics are recognized. First

there is conversion, which in a centered set means that

the person has turned around. He has left another

center or god and has made Christ his center. This is a

definite ev ent—a change in the God in w horn he places

his faith.'

But. b) definition, growth is an equall) essential

part of being a Christian. Having turned around, one

must continue to move towards the center. There is no

static state. Conversion is not the end. it is the begin-

ning. W'e need evangelism to bring people to Christ,

but we must also think about the rest of their lives. \\ e

must think in terms of bringing them to Christian

maturity in terms of their knowledge of Christ and

I
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iheir crou ih in Chrisllikeness W e must also think of

the bod\ of believers in terms of their grow th over the

;

centuries.

Stress on growth also means that ever_\ decision a

Christian makes, not onK his decision to become a

Christian, must take Christ into account. Ever> deci-

sion throughout life moves him towards Christ or

slows him dow n.*'

If we w ere to define "Christian" as a centered set.

the critical question regarding Papavva is not what he

knows (although he obviousl) needs some knowledge)

but has he made Christ his God—-does he seek to

follow Christ and to know him more fully'i’

Conclusions

What do we mean when we sav that Papavva. an

illiterate peasant, has become a Christian" In answer-

ing this, it is clear that we must first clarifv what we

mean bv' the word—whether we are thinking in terms

of bounded or centered sets. If we do not make this

clear, we will onlv talk past each other, and our dis-

agreements will often arise out of subconscious

presuppositions rather than out of theological

differences.

A centered set approach to defining "Christian"

corresponds more closelv to what we see happening in

mission and church growth. It also seems to corre-

spond more closelv with the Hebraic view of realitv.

But a centered set approach does raise some problems,

at least for westerners who think primarily in terms of

bounded sets. These problems often relate to the ques-

tion, how do you organize an institution such as the

church as a centered set? Is it not essential to maintain

the boundaries by setting high standards for

membership? On the other hand, the bounded set fits

best with our western view of the world and our

democratic wa)S of organizing associations such as

the church.

Ultimatelv the question of w hether w e should see

the term "Christian" as a bounded or as a centered set

must be decided on theological, not pragmatic prin-

ciples. But this demands that we think through all of

the basic theological terms and decide which of these

should he viewed as bounded sets, and which as

centered sets.

A'o/e.s

'This is true despite the widespread acceptance of the theorv

of biological evolution. This theorv blurs the distinctions

beiv^een human^. animals, and plants But in evervdav life

the distinction is strong W e can kill and eat animals and

plants, hut to kill humans or to enslave them is ccmsidered a

crime. Animals need not wear clothes, but hum.ans must.

"In addition to these two. there is a third and possiblv a

Riurth tvpe of categorv. namelv fa??) sets of one or two

tvpes. lo be p'ecise these should be referred to as luz^v sub-

sets.

’ a composite definition based on the Oxford and the Thorn-
dv ke dictionaries,

^Between A and m;i A This is the law of the excluded mid-

dle. While it is part of bounded and centered sets, the law

does not hold for fuzzv sets.

-The turning mav take several steps, but there is a definite

turning around which is d’stinct from growth Note. too.

that the stress is on a change in knowledge or action.

Knowledge must be acquired, but that in itself is not enough.
It is a decision, a change in faith, that is the critical factor,

bln centered set terms, one might sav that each decision

moves a person towards or awav from Christ, but that a per-

son remiains a Christian so long as he is faced towards
Christ. Whether he can or cannot turn back to face awa>.
and therefore lose his position as a Christian, is a theological

issue and is not determined bv the structure of the categorv

itself

7ll is interesting to note that the independent church move-
ments in India, such as Bhakt Singh, organize themselves in

terms of centered sets. The_v have onlv looselv defined, or no
church membership, and give leadership to a few elders at

the center.
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How does the gospel move from one culture to another? In our

day of mass media and modern technology, we are tempted to

think in terms of radio, television, and the printed page. Rather,

communication of the gospel across the chasms of cultural dif-

ferences rests upon the quality’ of interpersonal relationships

between human beings—between missionaries and the people

they serve. This relationship of people of one culture to people

of another culture is w'hat w'e call the bicultural bridge.

The biculture

Communication across the bicultural bridge takes place w ithin

the biculture: a new culture created by people from two dif-

ferent cultural backgrounds. (See Figure 1.) When missionaries

leave their first culture to enter a new society, they take with

them their cultural maps. They have ideas of what is food and
how to cook it, who should raise the children and what values

should be taught to them, how to worship properly, and a great

many other things. No matter how hard they try, they cannot

“go native.” The earlier culture of their childhood can never be

fully erased. On the other hand, for missionaries to totally im-

port their culture is impossible, even if they try. They are in-

fluenced to a great extent by the culture they enter—their

second culture.

To the extent local people interact with the missionaries, they

too become part of the biculture. They have their own ideas of

food, child rearing, values, and worship. Even though they may
not leave their country, they are exposed to new' ideas and
beliefs.

In order to relate to each other, missionaries and nationals

must create new patterns of living, working, playing, and

worshiping—in other words, a new culture. Much of the effort

of a bicultural community, in fact, is spent on defining what

that culture is. What types of clothes should be worn? Should

missionaries and nationals each wear their own t\pe of dress?

Should they both wear Western clothes or the clothes of the

local culture? What type of food should they eat? What t\pe of

house should they build? Should missionaries have cars, and, if

so, should national leaders also have them? W'here should the

children of the two groups go to school, and in what medium of

instruction? How should missionaries and nationals relate to

each other? These and a thousand other questions must be

answered in order to build a stable biculture that enables

foreigners and nationals to communicate and work together.

While the biculture may borrow from the different cultures

of its participants, it is more than the sum or synthesis of those

cultures. New cultural patterns often emerge out of the interac-

tion. In the end, if communication is to take place between

people of different cultures, a satisfactoiy biculture must be

worked out in which both sides find a measure of mutual

understanding and satisfaction. Without this, for the gospel to

cross the bicultural bridge is difficult.

The bicultural bridge is only one stage in the multi-stage
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communication of the gospel from one culture to another. The
missionary has been trained by parents, pastors, and teachers

before going to a new society. There he or she generally works

most closely with national Christian leaders who are part of the

same biculture. They in turn communicate the gospel to other

people throughout the land. The greatest share of village evan-

gelism and church planting has been done by national workers.

Our concern here is with relationships between missionaries

and national church members, for it is here that the gospel and

church are translated into a new culture. Whether people trust

the gospel and whether they see the church as foreign or in-

digenous to their culture depends to a great extent upon the na-

ture and (juality of relationships of this bicultural bridge.

Generationalism in the biculture

As in other cultures, generational differences emerge within the

biculture. There are newcomers—the missionaries and na-

tionals who have recently entered the biculture. And there are

old-timers—those who have spent much of their lives in the bi-

culture.

First-generation missionaries

Rrst-term missionaries belong to the first generation of the

biculture. For the most part they are idealistic. They have taken

an assignment because they have a great vision of the work and

tremendous zeal. The goals they set for themselves are high—at

times unrealistic. They will evangelize all of India in five years,

or, if not all of India, at least Andhra Pradesh. Or they will build

a large hospital or Bible school. Moreover, they are ready to

sacrifice everything in order to complete their mission. They
have little time for family or relaxation.

h'irst termers are often called plungers because of their will-

ingness to identify more closely with the national culture than

do many of the old-timers. If they are encouraged in this iden-

tification, they can be bonded to the local culture and people.

However, if they are acculturated into the missionary culture,

they will acquire the belief that it is impossible to fully identify

with the national people.

The success or failure of first termers depends to a consider-

able extent upon their place within the structure of the bicul-

ture. Placed at the top of a new venture, such as opening a new
field, starting a new hospital, or building a new Bible school,

they can be a tremendous success. They begin with nothing.

When they leave there is a church or an institution. No
precedents hinder them, and they have the power to build a

program aceording to their own plans. For example, when the

first missionary doctor moves to an area, there is often only an

empty field. When he or she leaves, there is usually a hospital,

complete with operating rooms, admissions offices, and wards.

On the other hand, first termers placed at the top of new ven-

tures can be tremendous failures. They have no institutional

constraints and often no peers to check their bad decisions.

They set the direction for new programs which are often dif-

ficult to change later.

When first-generation missionaries are placed at the top of

old, established programs, they have a potential for moderate

2

success. They have the power to institute their own ideas, but

they inherit a legacy from the past. When they tiy to change es-

tablished procedures, they will be reminded that “that is not

the way the founder did it, or the way we have always done it.”

Later leaders of the program can never measure up to the re-

membered image of the founder whose picture hangs on the

wall in the central hall. What the founder established as an ad
hoc procedure, by the second generation becomes law and by

the third becomes a sacred rite. But if first termers can be only

moderately successful in initiating their programs, they can be

only moderate failures. They are guarded from making great

mistakes b\ the institution which has begun to acquire a life of

its own. An institution has a way of staying alive and of temper-
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ing the failures of its leaders. By now too many people have

vested interests in the institution to let it die easily.

First-generation missionaries placed at the bottom of old pro-

grams have little possibility for success or failure. They have lit-

tle power to initiate change; this, combined with their vision

and zeal, generally leads to frustration. A special type of person

is needed to serve in such a position and to do so with a

measure of joy.

One of the primary characteristics of missionaries’ first terms

is culture shock. Often for the first time, the newcomers have to

come to terms with another culture—to learn its ways and to

respect, even love, its people and their customs. The types of at-

titudes and relationships worked out during the first term will

generally characterize the missionaries’ ministries for the rest of

their lives.

Second-generation missionaries

Second-generation missionaries are those experienced in the

work they are doing. Often they are on their second, third, or

fourth term of service.

Second-generation missionaries share certain characteristics.

First, they tend to be more realistic in their assessment of their

work. They have come to grips with the fact that they cannot

evangelize all of Japan—or even Osaka—in five years. They

realize that it is worth their life to build up a Bible school and to

train a number of good leaders or to plant four or five strong

churches.

They are more realistic, too, about their own lifestyles. They

become increasingly aware that they have only one life to live.

If they are going to have time with their children, they will

have to do it now, before the children are grown. If they are to

have rest and relaxation, they must do so at the expense of some

other activities. They are no less committed to the task. In fact,

their commitment has become a long-term one. But they are no

longer willing to pay any price to attend meetings, classes, and

wards. They begin to realize that their children and they

themselves are part of the greater work of God.

The second-generation missionaries together with their

experienced national co-workers do the greatest share of the

mission work. For the most part they have solved the logistics of

keeping alive. They know the language and the local customs.

Consequently, they are able to give themselves to the long,

hard labor required to plant the church.

One of the important tasks of the experienced missionaries is

to help first termers adjust to the field. Even when this task is

turned over to the church, experienced missionaries have an

important pastoral role in helping the new missionaries to deal

with culture shock.

Third-generation missionaries

Third-generation missionaries are sometimes referred to as

the old-timers. In the study by John and Ruth Useem and John
Donoghue (1963) in which the concept of bicultural genera-

tionalism was first presented, the old-timers were those who
served abroad during the colonial era. Many of them, with

some notable exceptions, accepted notions of Western supe-

riority and colonial rule. They assumed that the missionary

should be in charge of the work and live like foreigners with

their compounds and bungalows. We are not to judge them, for

they, like us, were people of their times. Many of them
sacrificed much more than do modern-day missionaries.

Missionaries then served seven or more years before going on

furlough. Most of them buried spouses and children where they

served, and many could not take vacations in the summer hill

stations because the journeys by cart or boat were too difficult

and long.

But times have changed. No longer do we live in a world in

which colonial rule and foreign superiority are accepted. Today

we need missionaries who identify with the people and their as-

pirations. Consequently, we find a generation gap between

those who look back with nostalgia to the colonial era when
missions played a central role in the life of the church and those

who see the task of missions to be one of partnership in service

with an autonomous church.

Generationalism among national leaders

Generationalism is also evident among the national leaders in

the biculture. The young often have a great vision and zeal for

the work. In our day of increasing nationalism, this is often

linked to strong convictions that the national church should

take responsibility for its own affairs. Like their missionary

counterparts, they are usually willing to pay almost any price

for the sake of the work. In many cases they have to sacrifice

the support of families and kinsfolk who may have planned

more traditional careers for them. First-generation leaders

given responsibility for important tasks can be great successes

—

and great failures. Placed in a position of little authority and not

allowed to lead, some of the best of them leave to join other

(often nativistic) churches or to start movements of their own.

Too often we have lost our best young men and women be-

cause we have not entrusted them with responsibilities.

Second-generation national leaders are those who have com-

mitted themselves to long-term work in the church or mission.

Paired with experienced missionaries, they carry out the major

share of the work.

Third-generation national leaders are those who grew up

during the colonial era. For many of them the rapid movement
toward nationalism is frightening and unsettling. They look

back with nostalgia to the day when the mission was in charge

and there was a great deal of security.

Stress points in the biculture

The biculture is a culture in the making. It has little time depth

and is created by people from different cultures who have little

or no idea of what the new culture will be like. It is not surpris-

ing, then, that there are points where stress appears. Further-

more, stress likely will remain part of the biculture for some
time because few areas of the world have changed so rapidly as

have international relationships. The shift from colonialism to

nationalism—and now to internationalism—and the change in

world powers as one nation and then another rises and falls in

world power and prestige influence the biculture greatly.

The creation of the biculture

One area of stress has to do with the creation of the biculture

itself. What shape should it take? What should be borrowed

from each of its parent cultures? Should missionaries and na-

tionals relate as parents and children, as contractual partners, as

undifferentiated equals, or as what? If national leaders in

developing countries receive the same salaries as missionaries,

will they not be alienated from their people and many be at-

tracted into the ministry by the affluent lifestyle? On the other

hand, should there be differences that speak of cultural distance

and segregation?

Today considerable emphasis is on the missionaries’ identifi-

cation with the culture to which they go. To the extent possible,

missionaries should live within the cultural frameworks of the

people to whom they go, for in doing so they are able to bring

the gospel most of the way across the bicultural bridge. The
distance between cultures is often great, and someone must
bring the gospel from one to another. The further the
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missionaries bring the gospel to a new eulture, the more effec-

tive will be its acceptance and the less distance the national

leaders must carry' it to make it indigenous in that culture.

Early attempts at identification often focus on visible cultural

practices regarding food, houses, clothes, cars, and lifestyle.

Identification on this level is important, although we must

recognize the limits of human adaptability. Some people must

retain more ties than others to their cultural past in order to

maintain psychological balance and effective ministry.

But identification on the level of practices can hide feelings

of distance at deeper levels. On the level of roles, missionaries

may feel that they should not work under the direction of na-

tionals. On the level of attitudes they may be convinced of the

superiority of their culture or race. No identification on the sur-

face nor attempts to cover them will follow.

Search for identitij

One of the big questions facing members of the biculture has

to do with their cultural identity. To a great extent our personal

identity is tied to our identification with a society and culture.

Bicultural people belong to two sociocultural worlds.

M issionaries are often unaware of the profound changes that

take place within them. They think of themselves as Americans

or C>anadians living abroad for a time. When they return to

their first cultures, they expect to assimilate back into the cul-

ture with a minimum of adjustment. Often, however, they

experience severe culture shock. To the extent they adapt suc-

cessfully to the biculture, they experience a greater reverse cul-

ture shock on their return home.

M issionaries are shocked to find their relationships with their

relatives and friends strained and distant. They expect these

folk to be excited to hear about their many experiences, but

after an hour or two, conversation drifts off to local affairs—to

local politics, church matters, or family issues. The people at

home have no frame of reference within which to fit these tales

from abroad. Their world is their town and state or province.

Missionaries, on the other hand, have lost touch with local mat-

ters and have little to say in conversations.

The gap is often aceentuated by the altered world-view of

the missionaries. They return with a bicultural and worldwide

perspective that no longer identifies the home culture and na-

tion as right, one which treats all others as less civilized. When
missionaries criticize their first cultures, they arouse the suspi-

cions of their relatives and friends. Missionaries are often sad-

dened to find they are no longer close to relatives and friends.

They find their closest friends among other bicultural people

—

people who have lived abroad. It does not matter much which

other countries bicultural people have been in; there is a sense

of mutual understanding, a common bicultural world-view that

draws these people together.

National leaders, too, face a cultural identity crisis. In their

relationships with missionaries they adopt foreign ideas and
practices. Some travel abroad and become part of a world com-
munity of leaders, but in so doing, they leave their traditional

cultures. They may find it hard to live in their native houses,

dress in their former dress, eat their traditional foods, or even

speak their childhood language. Like the missionaries, they

belong not to their first or second cultures, but to the biculture

that has emerged. When the leaders return home, they are

often treated with suspicion or indifference. In the end, they,

too, feel most at home with other bicultural people.

Both nationals and missionaries are people of two cultures.

While they may resolve the tension between these externally by
creating the biculture to order their lives and relationships,

internally they must still face the question of reconciling two
often divergent sets of values and assumptions. This internal
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tension may be handled in a number of ways. Some people at-

tempt to build ghettos in order to preserve their first cultures.

T(X) often, then, external withdrawal from the local culture

represents a far deeper rejection of it at the psychological level.

The result is a biculture far removed from the people, often

ineffective in communicating to them the message of the

gospel.

A second and opposite response is to attempt to go native in

the second culture. Missionaries, for example, may try not only

to identify fully with the people of their adoption, but also to

deny their first culture. Similarly, nationals may reject their

childhood culture and adopt fully the foreign culture to which

they are exposed. This response is seldom successful. We can

suppress, but never kill, the culture into which we are encultu-

rated as children. It remains buried, but it will rise someday to

haunt us.

A third response is compartmentalization; to accept both cul-

tures, but to keep them separated. One or another is used de-

pending upon the occasion. An example of this is the modem
African chief who is a member of the national parliament. In

the village he dresses in traditional dress, keeps several wives,

and speaks his native language. In the city he dresses in

Western clothes, has a modern wife, and speaks French or

English. In one such case described by Colin Turnbull, the

chief had a two-story house. Upstairs was modem, and

downstairs was traditional. But the two worlds never met.

Missionaries, too, can become cultural schizophrenics. In the

long run, however, the tension betw'een the two cultures is not

resolved, and the persons live fragmented lives.

A fourth response to the tension of living in two cultures is to

seek integration of the two. Parts of both are combined in a new
synthesis—a synthesis that is generally based on a multicultural

perspective that accepts cultural variance. Rarely is synthesis

fully achieved, but in seeking to bring the two cultures

together, the individual strives for internal wholeness.

Most bicultural people, with the possible exception of those

who deny one or the other of their cultures, maintain symbolic

identification with both cultures. For example. Western

missionaries in India tend to talk about Western politics, greet

all Americans and Canadians as old friends, and go to Western

restaurants when they are in the cities. During the war years

they received food packages with cheese. Spam, and Fizzies.

These were put away for special occasions, to be eaten with

American friends in a sort of ritual meal of identification with

America. Upon return to the West, these same missionaries

tend to talk about Indian politics, greet all Indians as old

friends, and eat in Indian restaurants whenever possible. Sud-

denly Spam and Fizzies carry no symbolic value at all. The

same identification with two cultures is found in Indians who
are part of a biculture. This ritual identification with each cul-

ture is important, for it reaffirms the different parts of the lives

of bicultural people.

Alienation

A second problem facing bicultural people is that of aliena-

tion from their first cultures. In the case of missionaries, this is

less of a problem so long as they live abroad where their

primary task lies. On their return to their first culture they sense

the growing distance between them and their people.

The problem is more severe for national leaders. While they

participate in the biculture, they continue to be involved in

their first culture. For them to separate the two cultures

geographically is impossible. Daily they must shift gears as they

move from one culture to the other. Moreover, their task is to

bring the gospel to their native culture, so they must retain

close ties with it. If they identify too closely with the biculture.



they become alienated from their people and are mistrusted as

foreigners.

The emergence of a cultural gap between leaders and people

is a serious problem in much of the developing world. (See

Figure 2. ) This is true in politics and business as well as in the

church. National leaders are given advanced training in English

or French, travel around the world, and form friendships with

people from other countries. They are often more at home in a

plane and hotel than they are in their hometowns. With the

emergence of this international leadership, broad strategies for

world evangelization can be planned. But these leaders often

find it hard to minister directly to the people in their countries.

They can no longer serve as village evangelists and health

workers. The danger in missions is to concentrate on advanced

training for national leaders and to forget that the communica-

tion of the gospel requires leaders who can identify with the

people. The training of indigenous leaders is one of the greatest

tasks facing the church around the world.

Alienation in the case of national leaders creates another prob-

lem, that of dependency upon outside support. Many of the top

leadership positions in developing countries are dependent

upon foreign funds. When such funds are cut off—an increas-

ing possibility in our age of political turmoil—leaders in these

positions are vulnerable. Missionaries generally can return to

their home countries and find other jobs. The national leaders

have lost their support, and because of their training and

cultural tastes, they find it hard to take jobs within their tradi-

tional society. Moreover, they have become politically

identified with the West, and if some anti-American govern-

ment comes to power, they may be marked for punishment or

death. Unlike the missionaries, they cannot leave. In planning

mission strategies we must be particularly sensitive to the dif-

ficult position in which we may place our national colleagues,

and appreciate more the tremendous sacrifices they often have

to make.

Missionary children

Some of the most difficult decisions facing missionaries have

to do with their children. First, to which culture do these

children belong? Unlike earlier mission movements when mi-

gration to a new country' was common, the modem mission

movement has been characterized by missionaries seeing

themselves and their children as citizens of the missionaries’

home country. In times of crisis and at retirement they expect

to return to it. They assume that their children will marry' and

settle there.

Here is a fundamental misconception. Children raised in the

biculture do not belong to their parents’ first culture. For the

children, the biculture is their first culture. Their home is

neither the American nor the Indian nor the Brazilian culture,

but the culture of the American-living-abroad or the Indian-

living-abroad. Consequently many of these children suffer cul-

ture shock and problems of adjustment when they go (not

return) to their parents’ first culture. In many ways to them it is

a foreign country. It is also not surprising that many of them try'

later in life to find vocations abroad that will take them back

home. Sadly, that world is gone. However, because of their

cross-cultural experience, they are often able to adapt to other

bicultural situations. Those who stay discover that the foreign

community abroad looks quite different to adults who work in

it than to children raised in it. Most missionary kids adapt in

varying degrees to their parents’ culture, but for them this will

always be their second culture. The cultural imprint of their

childhood can never be erased.

If migrating to their parents’ home culture creates problems

for missionary' children, so does going native. Foreign children

abroad have a special role in the society. They attend different

schools, speak a different language, and have bicultural

values—all of which set them apart from the local people. With
few exceptions, they suffer serious culture shock if they adopt

local citizenship, marry into the society, and compete for local

jobs. They are still outsiders.

When the decision is made that the children should

eventually identify with their parents’ home culture, the prob-

lem of education arises. Local schools generally do not cor-

respond either in language or in curriculum with that of the

children’s country. In the past missionaries often left their

young children in their homeland with relatives for education.

The
Missionary's

First

Culture The Biculture

The
National

Leader's

First

Culture

Figure 1. The Bicultural Bridge
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Figure 2. Alienation in Third World Countries

Later missionary children s schools became common. In some

instances missionary mothers tutored their children at home.

F^ach approach has had its difficulties.

Institutionalizatiun

Bicultural relationships are essential if the gospel is to bridge

the gulf between cultures. If they are to be enduring and fruit-

ful, these relationships must take place within a bicultural

context. But as is true of any culture, institutionalization sets in.

What starts as a means to communicate the gospel across cul-

tures becomes an end in itself. Over time, defining and

maintaining the bieulture occupies more and more time and

resources, for both missionaries and national leaders have

vested interests in maintaining it. Effective evangelists and

teachers become administrators and builders. The flexibility

that allowed early missionaries and national leaders to respond

to local opportunities gives way to rules, policies, and hardening

of the categories.

To be effective, mission requires a measure of flexibility and

mobility. It is the church in action, reaching out to plant the

church in worship. The balance between cui hoaiess and consti-

tutional order—between individual initiative and corporate

planning—is a difficult one to maintain.

Implications for missions

If the success of missions depends to a great extent upon the

quality of the relationships betw’een missionaries and the

people to whom they go, is there a biblical model to which we
can turn for guidance? In the past we have often seen the rela-

tionship as parent to child. More recently we speak of

partnership. The biblical model is that of incarnation. To
bridge the cultural gap between heaven and sinful earth, God
beeame human and dwelt among us, eating our food, speaking

our language, and suffering our sorrows, yet without giving up
his divine nature. Incarnation is identification, but it does not

deny who we originally are. It is, in fact, a bicultural or biper-

sonal state. Just as God became one with us in order to save us,

we must become one with the people to whom we go in order

to bring them that salvation.
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Witnessing to the Christian Way
in Marriage and Family in Japan

CHARLES B. SHENK

This is a progress report on the study and efforts we have made
in Hokkaido, Japan, to foster Christian families. We keep mak-

ing these efforts not because of great measurable results, but

because the need to encourage Christian families is great and

the conviction to work at it doesn’t go away.

The challenge of Christian marriage and family in Japan

Giving witness to Christian marriage and family life has long

been high priority work for us in Japan. Why? The news media

and those who come to us personally for help make the need

obvious enough. For some it is a marriage problem, for others a

fmstration between parent and child. Then, too, the church has

long asked for teaching and modeling of the Christian way in

family life. But we also have the conviction that this witness

may be one of the most significant points of contact that the

church can make with the Japanese society w'hich has so abun-

dantly fulfilled most other needs.

The main areas of need as we see them are these: to lift

women’s position to be equal to men’s, to promote mutuality

and true companionship in marriage, and to encourage parents

in child training and discipline.

The new Japanese constitution of November 1946 gives

equality to women (Article 14) and mutual consent of the indi-

viduals, cooperation and equal rights, to marriage (Article 24).

But legal means for change are not enough to effect change.

While the ideal of a union between a man and a woman based

on love and mutuality is in wide circulation, the actualizing of it

takes time. The old hierarchal stmcture of ie (household) was

abolished by the new constitution and there is some obvious

movement toward real equality, but we still observe a strong

residual influence of the “no equals ” principle of ie: males su-

perior to females; elders superior to juniors; those born in the

household superior to those bom elsewhere.

Doctor Narabayashi, a former gynecologist turned marriage

counselor, in his recent book, Gendai no Katei Ron (A View of

Modern Family), published survey results on the comparative

happiness of Japanese husbands and wives. According to this

report, after the first tw'o years of marriage, the wife’s happiness

line is substantially lower than the husband’s and the gap
widens as the marriage lengthens (Narabayashi, 1979).

A few years ago when 1 was asked to speak on the subject of

Japanese women at the annual Eastern Hokkaido Women’s
Convention, I was almost overwhelmed by their deep longing

for more mutuality in marriage and confidence in relating to

children. That talk resulted in six more invitations to speak on

the same subject in other towns, PTA groups, and even to

Kushiro city office w'orkers! Discussions always followed, and

the sentiments expressed then have been repeated since.

Women often express eagerness for a new dimension in mar-

riage which they feel Christianity offers—mutuality, warmth,

respect, and communication. (Even non-Christian brides want

church w'eddings!) In a church seminar setting, a choms of

Charles B. and Ruth Shenk have served in Hokkaido, Japan,

with Mennonite Board of Missions, Elkhart, Indiana, since

1957.

agreement followed when a Christian wife shared her desire for

more expressions of love from her husband.

Two couples have been in deep distress largely because the

young husband was not able to break psychologically from his

family of origin, a common example of ie mentality influence.

One young couple wished they could live for a while with a

Christian family to learn firsthand what Christian marriage and

family is all about.

Parents, mostly mothers, are constantly looking for guidance

in how to train, discipline, and relate to their children. I sug-

gested once in a lecture to mothers that w e parents need a clear

standard from which to teach and discipline our children. One
mother responded, “But sir, we have no standard. ” The void

left by the receding principles of ie has not been filled with

something new, unless it would be the transference of responsi-

bility to the educational system.

Christian and other young people now take the initiative,

coming to the church or missionary for guidance. What is

Christian marriage? How do we prepare for it? How do w e find

suitable companions? There is excitement and imperative in

their inquiries.

Another imperative faces the Hokkaido church, coming al-

most with a sudden awareness recently. How do our own
children come to faith? In many cases, while Christian parents

were religiously pursuing their church activities, the children

were somewhere else. Now there is serious interest in the in-

fluence of Christian parents on children and how the church

can include and instruct them in its program.

In response to such needs around us through the years, we
have taken opportunities to preach, lecture, and counsel, and

use home meetings, camps, and seminars to spread the word

about Christian family. We realize that modeling is going on all

the time, w hether w'e are aw are of it or not.

In trying to upgrade our qualifications for this kind of work,

we attended the two-week Christian Family Life Seminar at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Indiana,

conducted by Ross Bender and Abraham Schmitt while we
w'ere on furlough in 1971. This has been the most significant

single training experience we have had, but seminary' courses

on family and counseling have also been important.

The marriage and family seminar in Hokkaido

Thirteen years ago Japan Mennonite Conference asked Ruth

and me to do one-day seminars on the Christian home for the

Hokkaido churches. More recently these have been incor-

porated into the Eastern Hokkaido Bible School extension

program. The seminars have been sponsored by one or two

congregations or by youth groups. Earlier seminars were rather

doctrinal in nature, laying out the duties of each member of the

family. Now' we are more comfortable dealing with the family

in terms of relationships.

In abbreviated form, here are the basic materials we are

presently using. When given for credit, seminars have ten class

hours divided among input and discussion, role playing, and
book reporting.

To get acquainted, each person introduces him- or herself
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and famiK . For a meaningful group experience where trust and

freedom develop, we have these ground rules: attendance at

ever\' session, free sharing of self and support of one another,

and keeping strict confidence where deeply personal things are

shared.

People not meant to he alone

Persons are created as social beings, to relate and have

fellowship. Ck)d established community, beginning with family.

What is family? One definition is persons in community. But

what does it mean to be a person? For one thing, it means to be

alive, to grow, to have identity and potential. It means to be

able to say yes and no as a moral being, able to choose and give

direction to life. It means to be able to say I and me, being

aware of oneself as a feeling, thinking, acting being. It means

the ability to say you, to be aware of others in relation to or in

contrast to self. Finally, it means to say you and I to enter into

relationships, deep and growing and reaching toward total

mutuality (Bender, 1971 ).

In the Bible this personhood is the highest form of existence

and manifests the likeness of Ck)d which he has given to hu-

mans. He is alive and gives us life. He is moral, saying yes and

no. As the great I Am he acts purposefully. He longs for rela-

tionship; in relationship he is just and righteous.

'I'he supreme revelation of this tnith about G(xl came to us in

the form of a person, Jesus Christ, and the means through

which we come into relationship with God is that community
known as the body of Christ. While God’s love to us stands first,

we come to know him as a person through a community of

persons.

Recognizing these things about the nature of personality and

the personal way that God revealed this knowledge to us, we
begin to realize in a deeper way why humans should not be

alone. We see the beauty of God’s plan for c'ommunity, begin-

ning with family.

Leaving, cleaving, and becoming one flesh

In the Creation account we find an instructive fonnula for

the marriage relationship: “Therefore a man leaves his father

and his mother and cleaves to his wife, and they become one

flesh” The three action words are leaving, cleaving, and be-

coming. Leaving indicates a forthright break, physically and

psychologically, from one’s family of origin for the purpose of

establishing a new entity. If the leaving is accomplished, only

then can there be tnie cleaving. Two persons become closer to

each other than to anyone else in a relationship that is more im-

portant than profession, relatives, children, guests, or friends.

Ecpiality is recognized, and the welfare and happiness of the

partner is a primary concern for each. This begins the process of

becoming one flesh in body, soul, and spirit. Partners seek one-

ness in regard to possessions, thinking and feeling, joy and suf-

fering, hopes and fears, success and failure, faith and prayer.

The sexual union symbolizes and reminds the partners of this

deeper and wider union. These three actions may be seen as the

poles of a tent, essential for a sturdy, happy, permanent mar-

riage. All three are necessary (Friesen, 1978).

Christian love and mutuality in marriage

A. W. Verrall once said that one of the chief diseases of

which ancient civilization died was a low view of women (Bar-

clay, 1954). In Ephesians 5 the Apostle Paul paints a beautiful

picture of God’s intention for marriage and lifts up the dignity

and worth of women. But, as William Barclay outlines it, things

were quite different in the world into which Paul s message
came.

The Jews had a low view of women. The Jewish man prayed

every morning his thanks to God that he had not been made “a

Gentile, a slave, or a woman” (Talmud). In Jewish law, a

woman was more of a thing than a person. She was a man’s
possession and absolutely at his mercy. According to

Deuteronomy 24:1, it was simple for a man to “send her out of

his house.
”

The position of women was even worse in the non-Jewish

world. Prostitution was an integral part of Greek life.

Demosthenes said, “We have courtesans for the sake of

pleasure; we have concubines for the sake of daily cohabition;

we have wives for the purpose of having children legitimately,

and of having a faithful guardian for all our household affairs.
”

There was no possibility for companionship and fellowship in

marriage for Greek and Roman women.
So Paul’s message was not simply a restatement of what

everyone already believed, but a new call to fidelity and purity

and fellowship in married life.

Throughout much of the church’s history, men—Bible

readers and church leaders—have emphasized Ephesians 5:22-

24, the “wives, be submissive” portion, often overlooking verse

21, where subjection is to be mutual, and verses 25-33, which

makes the wife the worthful object of the highest kind of love

and regard. Paul likens this love to that of Christ’s for the

church. What kind of love is this?

Sacrificial. Christ gave himself for the church. He loved the

church not so the church would do things for him, but so that

he might do things for the church.

Purifying. As Christ cleansed the church, symbolized by
baptism, our love ought to lift and make a better person of the

spouse.

Caring. Christ cares for the church. Something is wrong

when a man regards his wife, consciously or unconsciously, as a

kind of permanent maid who cooks, cleans, and takes care of

the children.

Inseparable. Christ is united to the church as the members
of the body are united to each other.

This passage is clear: Love is central and not control.

Preparation for marriage

Seeing the depth of meaning and the permanence of mar-

riage in God’s plan, how does one prepare? Examining one’s

reasons or motivations for marriage is a good place to start.

Marrv’ing for financial reasons, or because one will soon be too

old, or to fill the void left after being jilted by a recent lover are

hardly reasons that promise a fulfilling marriage.

Also, one might ask some basic questions about personal

maturity. Where am I in the process of unselfing in the spirit of

John 12:24-26? No real personal fulfillment is possible without

commitment. One can hardly say he or she is ready for mar-

riage until the security and well-being of the companion is just

as important as one’s own. Do I have the capacity and willing-

ness for responsibility in my marriage role? How will I do in ac-

ceptance, “in sickness and health, for richer or poorer? ” How
forgiving can I be?

Perhaps few people would marry if they waited until each of

these questions could be answered confidently with a positive

reply. But neither should they marry until they realize that hap-

piness in marriage will be closely related to the presence or

absence of these personal qualities.

The mate-selection process

Abraham Schmitt believes that the process of finding the

right person to marry resembles an iceberg. Just as the larger

portion is submerged below the surface, something deeper is

going on unconsciously in our choosing a mate. We cannot ra-

tionalize about our deepest, inmost needs, but rather are given
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the spouse that we need by the great Matchmaker himself

(Schmitt, 1976).

While we may consciously be looking for someone like

ourselves, or in accordance with our idea—similar hobbies and

tastes, compatible social and economic background, good

looks—the larger unconscious process is drawing together hvo

persons quite different in the deeper personality dimensions.

For example, the person who likes to talk needs someone who
can listen! The extrovert goes precisely for the introvert who is

able to complement his or her being. This view fits well with

recent studies of personality showing that people do want

wholeness.

Modelfor a maturing marriage

“The two shall become one flesh” does not happen on the

wedding day but comes through a living process of mutual

commitment. Elton Trueblood says that marriage is not a

contract assuming obligations and rights, but a commitment

—

giving everything we have and are. The question is not what

will I get out of this relationship, but what do I bring to it and

to my lover?

The maturation process must begin, say Abraham and

Dorothy Schmitt, by committing ourselves to the belief that

“we are meant for each other.” This is believing that my mate

is not only what “God hath joined” to me, but also the one

whom I deeply need psychologically. Therefore, if trouble

begins, the problem is not with the selection, but in the failure

to let the complementation process proceed after marriage

(Schmitt, 1976).

Such a problem reflects not a troubled marriage, but a

normal one going through the dialectic pattern of union and

separation experiences absolutely necessary for the develop-

ment of the two individuals and the relationship. “ Movement
into relationship is an act of union when one discovers his like-

ness to the other and his likeness to humanity and hence his

self-worth. Movement out of relationship is experienced as

separation when one affirms his difference from another person

or mankind and thereby discovers his identity” (Schmitt,

1976:111). There is no shortcut from the peak experience of

courtship and marriage to the next major peak in marriage

other than through the valley. The high cost of tme intimacy

involves the reckoning with and affirmation of each other as

unique personalities. The intimacy we seek is not the blending

of two personalities into one common unit.

The problem is that most couples begin married life with

each partner trying to remake the other, which is ironic because

this “different” person who now seems so often “wrong,” is

precisely the person that is needed! The valley experience will

continue as long as one partner assumes he or she is better or

can dictate behavior to the other. But as soon as the couple can

begin to accept each other as is—unique and different—then

the journey begins to move upward.

With tension past and equality recognized, change suddenly

becomes possible. With new humility one can ask, what am 1

doing to my partner? What is wrong with me? What must I do

to rescue this marriage? I married this person because of our

differences; in accepting our differences we will grow.

A couple enters the final phase of marriage maturation as

soon as they are able to trust both the unions and the separa-

tions—the intense intimacies and the inevitable conflicts of

marriage.

The function of sex

The Bible talks of humans in their totality as being good. A
human being is a whole person comprised of body and spirit,

created from the beginning as male and female, which means

that sex is built into our nature and structure.

Every man and woman is an embcxfied spirit, and each is

made for communication and fellowship. But the spirit cannot

talk to the spirit. The body must come to the aid of the spirit as

the spirit moves the body. This fact underlies the meaning of

sex.

Love is a thought, a feeling, an aspiration, a determination

that seeks expression, but it is dependent upon the body.

Therefore, we have the handclasp of a friend, the communion
between mother and child at feeding and bathing time, the kiss

of lovers, and ultimately, in marriage, the highest and most

complete communication between man and woman, sexual in-

tercourse. Regardless of age, the physical is the outward

expression of the inner spirit.

In his chapter, “The Role of Sex in Love,” Reuel Howe
teaches that sex has two purposes, procreation and re-creation

(Howe, 1959). He sees the re-creative purpose as of primary im-

portance. Explaining this he says that the re-creative purpose

has two functions. Eirst, it is an outward and visible expression

of any reunion achieved between marriage partners, such as

after working or playing or worshiping together. The act of

physical love becomes a seal of experiencing union. Second, sex

may be the physical means by which the partners seek to break

through separateness, to find the other as a person, and to

experience the complementary fulfillment of what one, as an

individual, lacks. In these two functions we have an important

resource for renewal and reunion.

Howe believes that the re-creative function is primary be-

cause of its importance in establishing the community upon

which the children of the union must depend.

A nagging question still remains: Why can’t we more

perfectly love those we love? The answer is that we need more
love than we can give. In spite of our best efforts, a degree of

need is always remaining. As Christians we believe in the

enabling power of God. “When we make a positive effort to

love and to forgive, we ally ourselves with the power of God’s

love which is always at work to unite and reunite us with one

another and with Him ” (Howe, 1959:102).

Meeting the basic needs of children

The Bible makes clear through passages in Deuteronomy,

Proverbs, and in places like Ephesians 6 that God gives to

parents a specific responsibility for the training and discipline of

children. Happy, useful, responsible people don’t just happen.

Yet the society around us has largely handed the duty of teach-

ing, even moral training and discipline, over to institutions.

As a primer on guidance for parents, we like to introduce the

book, Seven Things Children Need by John M. Drescher

(1976). The author seems to assume two things: one, that the

primary requisite for meeting our responsibility to children is a

warm, mutual parental relationship; and two, that meeting

these basic psychological needs stands prior to the teaching of

precepts. The seven needs Drescher points out are these:

Significance. A child needs a healthy sense of personal worth

which comes from being noticed, appreciated, and loved as he

or she is.

Security. Children need assurance that the ground is not go-

ing to fall away from under their feet. They need parents who
are secure in their relationship, family-together time, and the

communication of love and assurance that comes through

touching.

Acceptance. A child who does not feel accepted by his or her

parents becomes vulnerable to destructive group pressure,

fights for acceptance from others, and is likely to feel that God
hates him or her. Parents need to recognize the uniqueness of

their children, listen to them, accept their friends, and by all
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means, communicate acceptance in both success and failure.

Love. Psychiatrist William Glasser says that what we call

mental illness occurs from the absence of two basic needs: to

love and to be loved. A study in a large Oklahoma high school

revealed that the ten most troubled students could not re-

member an expression of love from their parents, while the ten

best students had all received that assurance within the past

twenty-four hours!

Praise. The American Institute of Family Relations dis-

covered that mothers criticize children ten times as much as

they praise them! Persons seldom change because their faults

are pointed out, but they may well become more beautiful

people through sincere praise and encouragement.

D iscipline. “A child with unlimited freedom gets

frightened; he suspects he isn’t loved ” (Gross).

God. Happy is the child w ho is led early to the assurance that

people are made by God and for God and find their ultimate se-

curity and purpose and rest in him.

Responses to seminars

Wherever we go, interest in efforts made on behalf of marriage

and the family is high and we see some gratifying responses.

A middle-aged couple with grown children is attending

every session of the seminar w ith their tape recorder. The tapes

go to their college daughter in Tokyo, and dialogue follows by

phone or letter. This couple said, “If only we could have had

this experience twenty years ago! ” They are also drawing close

to the church.

After we spoke on child training in a parents’ education series

at a town hall, people bought twenty Christian books on the

subject and one woman started coming to church.

A Christian couple’s marriage was in trouble partly because

the husband was bound to his mother and older sister. When
the break was finally made and his own family and faith be-

came central, everything changed—his family life, his service

to the church, and even his relationship with his mother and

sister!

A wife was discouraged about the discipline of her three

small children. Now after receiving new insights on diseipline,

she testifies happiK' of a new kind of relationship with her

children. The atmosphere is better, and she feels respected as a

mother.

A young single brother in the church soundly resisted the

idea of leaving his parents’ home. Now as he approaches mar-

riage to a fine Christian woman, his interest in a good marriage

has become more than an academic matter. They are coming to

us now for some pre-marriage counsel.

A couple in their late fifties, married thirty-four years, had

been matched by arrangement and not their own choice. The
wife attended a seminar series from the start and finally got her

husband there by the end of the third (out of six) session. Now
they are much involved, both listening and sharing their mar-

riage with the group. Though many good matches result from

the wise, objeetive judgment of a third party, this couple had
severe doubts along the way as to whether they were properly

matched and now feel they missed something beautiful by not

having the privilege of courtship and personal ehoice. As a

group, we agreed that the complementary process after mar-

riage is of crucial importance, regardless of how the match was
originally made. This couple, now enjoying a kind of renewal in

their relationship, wish they could have heard this view of mar-

riage a long time ago. They are also developing a relationship

with the church.

These are the kinds of happenings which currently inspire

our continuing efforts. Aside from this general congregational

seminar, we are eager to work more with individual couples in

the future.

Finally, it is a great satisfaction to us to see that Japanese pas-

tor couples are becoming the models and counselors and
teachers for their own people. Unless this happens, our work
can hardly be eonsidered ultimately successful.
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Reflecting on Thirty Years in Japan

AN OUTLINE BY RALPH BUCKWALTER

Editor’s note; After Ralph and Genevieve Buckwalter returned

to the USA in May 1979 for Ralph to receive treatment for mel-

anoma, I wrote to him suggesting that he “engage in some

reflection and writing in an effort to sum up some of your chief

learnings out of these past thirty years of missionary work in

Japan.” He replied that he was interested in the assignment.

During the folloiving six months of illness, despite gradually

declining strength, Ralph kept in touch with many friends

through correspondence. He also began making notes for an

article on his years of missionary service.

Our thanks go to John M. Bender, seminary student and

free-lance writer, for preparing this collection of Ralph's notes

and excerpts for publication in Mission Focus.

This “reflecting ” piece is not the article Ralph Buckwalter

intended to have published. The substance of this article

formed Ralph’s outline, written in longhand on four pages of

typing paper, for an essay reflecting the successes and failures

of thirty years of missionary service in Japan.

Ralph’s wife, Genny, found the notes some weeks after his

death, January 10, 1981, when sorting through personal papers.

“I’m really sorry that we didn’t get them [Ralph’s notes] into

manuscript form, but perhaps you can put them together to

make some use of them, ” Genny wrote to Mennonite Board of

Missions overseas missions administrator Wilbert R. Shenk in

Elkhart, Indiana.

The notes reflect part of the sum of Ralph’s life, that which

has now been achieved in the service of Christ. Despite the

course which the illness and treatment took, Ralph knew
himself sustained in God’s care. His last words in the outline

were, “All praise to Him who is our Lord and coming King, in

whose name we are called, sent and upheld.
”

One mark of a good servant is that not everything that is

intended may get done. However, neither privation, nor hard-

ship, nor illness can stop the Master’s work from being done.

Today, Genny is back in Furano on Hokkaido, serving as a

co-worker with the Christian community there. “When they

want help I am glad to serve. At present I am taking my turn

leading the weekly women’s Bible study, and I will be responsi-

ble for one Sunday morning service per month,” she said in a

mid-1981 prayer letter.

Ralph’s last article outline, with minor editorial changes for

clarity and integration, follows. Excerpts from a previous work

are inserted in italics for underlining of Ralph’s ideas. The
excerpted material is taken from Ralph’s chapter, “Rejoicing in

Expectant Hope,” in Being Gods Missionary Community:
Reflections on Mennonite Missions 1945-75. (Elkhart, Indiana:

Mennonite Board of Missions, 1975.)

Begin article

Our conviction at the start of our years in Japan is summed up
in the words of a hymn which I typed on a piece of paper and

taped to my file cabinet. It was there by my desk for most of

these years. The second verse of “O God, Thou Faithful God,
”

now #352 in The Mennonite Hymnal (Herald Press, Scottdale,

Pennsylvania):

“And grant me. Lord, to do.

With ready heart and willing,

Whate’er Thou shalt command.
My calling here fulfilling;

And do it when I ought.

With zeal and joyfulness;

And bless the work I’ve wrought.

For Thou must give suceess.
”

Along with this conviction, Jesus’ words to his disciples

recorded in Luke formed my spirit and often came to mind at

times when reflecting on God’s ways of wonder-working some-

times through us, sometimes in spite of us, “And when you

have done all these things that I have commanded you [could

we ever say we had?] count yourselves unworthy servants
”

(17:10).

December 17, 1956: God is with us! Immanuel! Hallelujah!

We confess our utter unworthiness of the joys and blessings and

burdens God has given us during these few years. We knew
God would bless the church during our year of furlough. He
did! New believers were added. The members grew through

much testing of faith. One brother voiced the common
testimony when he said, “God has permitted us to pass through

deep waters in order that we might learn to depend only on His

unfailing grace.”

What have we learned?

We have learned

•to keep on saying, “It seemed good to us and the Holy Spirit.”

•to be more vulnerable, with courage to be weak, seeing

ourselves as Christ’s treasure in earthen vessels and not on a

pedestal.

•to concentrate on essential relationships.

•to let program develop from our life together.

•to see growth as God’s gift, as dependent on our abiding in the

vine.

•to depend more on insights, promptings of the Spirit, less on

personal plans, scheduled programs, projects.

•to recognize that fellow Christian missionary co-workers may
have needs and feelings which do not fit into my sense of

priorities—to let not this hinder fellowship.

•to accept and affirm what is good, to give time for growth for

self and others and for the Holy Spirit to bring new under-

standing. There were many times that I grieved the Holy

Spirit, I know, through neglect, through omission as well as

commission. Sometimes someone in need or a special need in

the church would cause me to cry to God for forgiveness and
to seek anew to walk in the Spirit and just make no provision

for the flesh. Sometimes a fresh reading of the Word, or read-

ing of a stimulating author or the alive witness of a humble
Christian or fellow laborer would point to the central need in

my own life—to keep in tune with Jesus.

•to speak truth in love, praying, waiting, expecting to be filled

with Jesus’ love and then to speak, to confront. Necessity of

honesty, openness.

•to not pass on gossip. Recognize how gossip and slander can

easily pose underneath guise of “concern” and “caring”

—
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these think only what is true, good report, kind, right.

•to observe that interchurch (denominational) fellowship is

fostered as each church group experiences growth. When
home base is weak and suffering it is more difficult. Often

Christian fellowship suffers the same in congregational life.

When one is being tempted and suffering, the tendency is to

stay away from fellowship just when it is most needed. Aware-

ness that this pattern can be changed as we walk together in

the light, confessing sins, bearing one another’s burdens, shar-

ing openly, and not hiding behind masks.

•to keep a gentle tension between obedience to Jesus’ call and

command to take up cross and follow and respond to Jesus’ in-

vitation to come with him and rest. Problem of fatigue and

overwork and loss of discipline in devotional life, church work,

and family. Times in early years Genny felt very lonely though

surrounded by helping friends and occupied with caring for

our children. Our mission to communicate the gospel was first

priority, and that meant schedule of meetings and preparation

and meeting needs of people first. Family second. Both need

nurture.

Other learnings

•learning the value of a work shared as compared to a task done

alone, sacrifice efficiency for participation and joy to be work-

ing together.

•learning to be more relaxed, trusting, expectant of Holy Spirit

work to bring conviction of sin and lead to repentance, to

prepare for making personal commitment to Christ and

request baptism.

•learning to be thankful in everything, the joy of praise living.

The value of writing in a journal. Seven years carrying on con-

versation with the Lord, with myself, reflections. To trust and

not be afraid in the storms. He is with us in our sorrows and

suffering. In the loss of our infant born prematurely in

Kushiro. Pastor Ito of the Presbyterian Church, our first co-

workers, and Takio Tanase stood by us. Placing the perfectly

fomied tiny body in the small wooden box, going out to the

crematorium. Repeated with our second baby some years

later.

•motivation

•objectives

•rewards of serving

•recreation

•study—self-discipline

•language and culture

•assignments—coming to Japan in the first place. Prepared as

best we knew;

—Christian home dedicated to “mission
”

—church dedicated to “mission
”

—church school dedicated to “mission
”

—C.P.S. experience—service for peace. Broad training,

theological and practical in church assignment, but knowing lit-

tle of Japan. Transplant of church we knew. Expectations and
interests of Japanese. Christ against culture and Christ through

culture. Japanese experience authentic. How can we keep out

of way?

January 1953: Our objective, we agreed, is “to preach the

Gos-pel, teach the Word, witness to the transforming power of
Christ through life and service, win men and women to Christ

and establish them into churches with roots in the 'soil' and de-

pendent only on Christ.”

Missionary era. We and they era, Japanese leadership,

missionaries holding back. Church era, partnership, serving in

the church. The church actively seeking to discern with

missionaries’ gifts and roles.

1975: Our convnction through all these years continues to be
that the missionary presence must be characterized by personal

warmth of relationship to Christ and others, joy in sharing the

good news, a lifestyle of committed discipleship, a posture of
flexibility in working relationships, and a willingness to be mo-
bile for the sake of church growth .... The Holy Spirit has

been teaching us to always say “ours” and “us,” not “theirs”

and “they” It is the Lord’s work and together we shall over-

come. Hallelujah!

Quote from Bosch about being where God wants me to be.

[The intended quote may have been the following, from David

J. Bosch. A Spirituality of the Road. Scottdale, Pennsylvania:

Herald Press 1979.] It is as true of the modem missionary, as it

has always been of all the generations of missionaries since

Paid, that we will not be able to cope with frustrations, disap-

pointments, disillusionment, and shock unless we know that we
belong where we are, and are able to draw courage from that

knowledge. In Troas Paul had a vision of a Macedonian appeal-

ing to him and saying, “Come across to Macedonia and help

us” (Acts 16:10). Yet upon arrival in Philippi, no county

orchestra or reception committee greeted him, rather a whip,

and a cell in the local prison. Yet he persevered, with joy, for he

knew. “ This is where I belong!”

In this awareness and conviction source of strength. Not al-

ways perfect match of gifts and place or assignments, but open

door for His strength to be made perfect in weakness and in

process of God’s leading new doors open and we look back and

say God was really with us and He provided in ways beyond

our expectations. It was for our good. Truly this was His goal to

form Christ in us in the church: Romans 8:28-29.

Share experience in 1979 of God’s promise to work for good

through this illness and this time of “extended tarrying
”

(Foster). [Richard
J.

Foster in Celebration of Discipline. San

Francisco: Harper & Row. 1978, p. 61, says, “God desires for all

of us various ‘tarrying’ places where He can teach us in special

ways. ” He addresses the classical spiritual disciplines which

nurture a deeper inner life and joy: meditation, prayer, fasting,

study, simplicity, solitude, submission, guidance, and celebra-

tion.
]

Quote Martin Niemoller in margin of my Bible at Philip-

pians 1. Written there at least twenty-five years ago. Out of

cmcible of suffering of World War II,

“I used to be a bearer of the Gospel

Now that Gospel is bearing me.
”

This I feel also in a unique way in our own situation. In the

fellowship of those who are together participating in Christ,

partaking of his very nature we are being borne up, nurtured,

sustained, strengthened. We ll never finish being bearers of the

gospel by God’s grace, till our earthly life is completed. And
that gospel in the fellowship of Christ’s covenant people shall

continue bearing us up. All praise to him who is our Lord and

coming King, in whose name we are called, sent, and upheld.

1975: The end objective of our mission is not this church in

Hokkaido for itself, hut this church for the world: in the power

of the Holy Spirit, forJesus' sake to the glory of God.

End of Article

I
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In review

Green Finger of Cod. By Maurice Sinclair.

Exeter: The Paternoster Press, 1980, 121 pp.,

U.K. £2.60 (pb)

Reviewed by Albert Buckwalter

This book is a discussion of the meaning of

development in the Third World from a Chris-

tian and specifically Anglican perspective. Sin-

clair’s aim, stated in the introduction, is “to

bring more Christian content’ (p. 10) to the

subject of development, based on “the central

conviction that the church’s role in develop-

ment must be distinctively and explicitly

Christian ”

(p. 10). He hopes the church may
come to share his belief that development is

logically and inherently necessary from a

Christian and scriptural perspective.

The Anglican Church, through its mission-

ary arm, the South American Missionary So-

ciety (SAMS), began its work among the

Mataco Indians before the turn of this century

and among the Toba Pilaga in the late 1920s.

These Indians inhabit an area of northern Ar-

gentina which forms part of the Gran Chaco, a

vast region shared by Bolivia, Argentina, and

Paraguay and characterized by impenetrable

forests, some grasslands, extensive swamps,

and several course-changing, silt-laden rivers.

Although the SAMS was primarily concerned

with evangelization and church planting, from

the beginning it was interested in the eco-

nomic and social needs of the Indians. In the

late 60s and early 70s it inaugurated a vastly

expanded program of social outreach to

prepare the Indians, as was believed advisable,

to face the demands of living in juxtaposition

with non-Indians who were invading the area

to establish themselves as farmers and cattle

ranchers. This is the development program on

which Green Finger of God is based.

The title of the first chapter, “One Story

Half Told,” reflects Sinclair’s recognition

—

which I commend—that the promising begin-

ning which he reports is still only a part of the

story. The book’s ultimate value will certainly

depend on the eventual success or failure of

the experiment, and I must confess that I

believe it cannot but fail. Some of the reasons

for probable failure are suggested in this first

chapter.

Funding for the project, from the World

Council of Churches (WCC) and other

agencies, began before a thorough discussion

of the following questions asked by the WCC:
“Was there adequate participation of local

leaders in the planning of projects? Didn’t the

programme show signs of missionary domina-

tion? Wasn’t it loaded with a heavy
paternalism? Couldn’t it be reformulated in

more ecumenical terms?” (p. 14). Later a team

of specialists evaluated and “fully approved
”

the program, but they “questioned the eco-

nomic soundness of the agricultural projects”

(p. 14f ) and made corresponding recommenda-

tions. Unfortunately, Sinclair does not mention

the reasons for their doubts.

In chapter two, “Does God Believe in De-

velopment?’ the author sets forth the scrip-

tural evidence for why he would answer that

question with a strong affirmative reply. He
states that “a reassertion of God’s comprehen-

sive sovereignty is a much needed corrective in

all thinking on development ’

(p. 31). He
points out that there must be a coordinated

development in which the material, mental,

aesthetic, and spiritual aspects are held

together. Without God at the center of our

theory and practice of development, we “will

always lack a vital measure of coherence and

integrity, and betray an underlying futility ”

(p.

31f).

In chapters three to seven Sinclair discusses

progressively what he calls “a bare outline of a

God-centered approach to development in the

spheres of education, agriculture and industry,

community life, medicine and politics” (p. 32).

In chapter eight, “A Sufficient Obedience,
”

there is a discussion of what the church ought

and ought not do in development as Christians

try to live out obedience to the will of God.

The ninth and final chapter, “The Story

Must Go On, reiterates the open-ended-ness

of the whole discussion, since “seed beds for

the following season’s crops must be prepared
”

(p. 118). Sinclair refers to the fact that three

other development projects were in process at

the time of writing—two in Paraguay and one

other in Argentina, all initiated by Protestant

missions. It would have been instructive to in-

clude a Baptist mission’s project in northern

Argentina, as well as a third one in Paraguay.

This latter project, headed by the Franciscans,

had probably not yet been drastically reduced

in scope at the time of publication of Green

Finger of God. But the missioners have now al-

most totally abandoned what they had origi-

nally projected. The main reason I deduce for

this change in the Franciscan program was the

inadequate response of the Toba people to the

project as originally planned for them.

I find Sinclair’s treatment of development

extremely heartening from a purely religious

point of view, since I share the conviction that

the basic purpose of life is a spiritual one, and

that all else must necessarily revolve around

that center where God is Lord; otherwise, life

will suffer an underlying futility. However, I

find that my own experience with the Indians

of northern Argentina (thirty years with the

Toba, including twenty with the Pilaga and
fifteen with the MocovI) has led me to some

profoundly different a)nclusions regarding the

viability of development as usually conceived.

(The Toba Indians to whom the missionaries

of Mennonite Board of Missions, Elkhart, In-

diana, are relating live in scattered commu-
nities throughout approximately the eastern

half of Ghaco and Formosa provinces of Ar-

gentina. Those Toba, or Toba Pilaga, referred

to by Sinclair are in reality speakers of one of

the dialects of the Pilaga language whose set-

tlements are scattered in the western half of

Formosa province.

)

During the last twenty-seven of these thirty

years I have deliberately endeavored to main-

tain the stance of full freedom for the Indians

to control and direct their own religious life us-

ing patterns and expressions which they work

out as they examine their own traditional

values in the light of the Scriptures. As I con-

sciously opened my heart and mind to the

thinking of Indian Christians, it soon became

apparent that they wanted me to serve as

spiritual counselor and as the means to a fuller

command of the Scriptures. In order to do this

I sat long hours in the homes of church leaders,

primarily listening to their discussions; but also

responding to their questions and participating

in the conversation in a give-and-take at-

mosphere. During these extended listening

periods I began to see the vast abyss that exists

between the culture and philosophy of the In-

dians and that of the surrounding non-Indians.

As I became aware of the Indians in-

terpretation of development, I came to sense

the ambiguity, even futility, of the non-Indian

people’s goals, as they endeavor to help the In-

dian develop. It does not matter whether the

goal of development is that the Indians learn to

maintain themselves physically and spiritually

intact vis-a-vis the non-Indians who have

geographically hemmed them in, or that the

Indians integrate with the dominant society. In

general the Indians’ psychological stance does

not equip them to live successfully in this new
competitive reality. Traditional ways assert

themselves continuously to the complete undo-

ing of any economic project visualized by non-

Indians.

For instance, many hectares of excellent

land have passed from Indian into non-Indian

hands seemingly because the Indian did not

want to or could not resist the pressure of

knowing that another person wanted some-

thing he possessed. Indian tradition teaches that

a person even anticipates such desires or needs

and demonstrates profound humanity by shar-

ing even before asked. Land never was tradi-

tionally an item to be bought, sold, traded, or

even given away, but more than one good-

hearted Indian has allowed the non-Indian to

dispossess him of his land because he did not
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relish the fight which hanging on to it would

have entailed. Nor did he want to live under

the unbearable pressure of knowing someone

wanted what he had.

Another facet of Indian reality which seems

to be in direct conflict with developers plans is

the whole complex of interpersonal relations as

it relates to food. Traditionally the hunt was

the basic way of obtaining food which was

then automatically shared with the group. The
next hunting excursion was predicated on the

total consumption of the results of the previous

excursion. This hand-to-mouth type of living

has hardly been altered to this day. An indi-

vidual may be earning a wage paid him at

regular intervals by a non-Indian; but unless

something intervenes from outside Indian

circles to prevent it, his paycheck will quickly

be shared with relatives as was the game from

the hunt.

An Indian may attempt to farm, having

received credit from some developer in order

to get started. He may persevere long work

hours which may result in his having a bumper
crop. But unless the developer is on hand to

oversee the arithmetic of settling ac-counts, the

proceeds may be swallowed up in a short pe-

riod through the traditional system of sharing

the spoils. To scandalize the developer even

more, the would-be farmer may announce that

he is now quitting farming! “Someone else can

occupy the field next year,” he might say. He
may even sell the equipment for which he has

not yet paid!

It is no surprise when the developer be-

comes a sort of policeman who must be ever

present, ever watching, anticipating every

possible Indian countermove in order to make
sure that proper procedures are followed. The
development which is being visualized in

Green Finger of God seems to be impossible

without constant supervision and actual

management by non-Indians. This being the

case, dare we call it development?

Entrusting management of capital to Indian

hands, a necessary feature of development as it

is now envisioned, can have catastrophic

results within Indian society. Natural human
inter-family rivalries are often exacerbated to

the breaking point where families can hardly

tolerate each other’s presence, even in the

church, until the offending outside capital is

removed. This is especially likely to happen
when a mission is obliged to select which In-

dians will be favored with their development

plan.

It appears to me that the large majority of

the Chaco Indians prefer to work for non-ln-

dian employers as day laborers, since living

from hunting is now not an option in most

areas, nor does farming seem to interest them.

14

Those few who are farming invariably need a

sympathetic non-Indian as their seasonal

source of credit, since even the most accultu-

rated cannot manage capital successfully.

Wouldn t it be preferable, then, to accept

seriously the inevitability of this type of

development, rather than pouring millions into

well-thought-out, yet ill-conceived, projects?

These projects are often posited on unproven

assumptions and are doomed to disappoint and

disillusion the planners and the planned-for

alike. They may destroy even the possibility of

healthy interpersonal relationships in the fu-

ture.

When a development program fails, the

situation is often measurably worse than it was

before the project began, because of the diffi-

culties of cross-cultural communication. This is

particularly true if the unfortunate developer

happens to be a missionary or a pastor who is

openly committed to planting and nurturing

the church as his or her highest goal. Many In-

dians have told me that this or that developer is

a liar! These damning accusations against

developers come out of unsuccessful programs

in which the Indians perceive the words and

actions of non- Indians to be in conflict. If we
tnily believe we ought to be concerned above

everything else with the kingdom of G<xl,

surely we will want to relate to the Indian

Christians in such a way that our actions will

not vitiate our words. We will not want to

cause conflict between Indian individuals and

groups.

I recommend this book to all missionaries

and developers on the condition that Sinclair

(or someone equally involved in the project

discussed) write an adequate sequel analyzing

in depth and with equal candor what follows

these apparently promising initial years.

1 join Sinclair as he shares his Christian faith

with the Indians of the Argentine Chaco. But I

feel I must part ways with him when he

believes his Christian faith impels him to par-

ticipate in the usual development projects

designed for these people. My Christian faith,

in contradistinction, impels me not to par-

ticipate in such projects. I have observed the

inevitable bitterness and alienation

engendered within the Indian community and

church from which even missionaries do not

escape unscathed.

Albert Buckwalter has served in the Argentine

Cluico with Mennonite Board of Missions,

Elkhart, Indiana, since 1 950.

Into All the World—A Biography of Max
Warren. By Frederick William Dillistone.

London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1980, 251

pp., £8.25

Reviewed by Wilbert R. Shenk

Upon learning the news of John R. Mott’s

death in 1955, Max Warren wrote in his diary,

“It is not unfair to link him with St. Paul, Xa-

vier and Carey as one of the few men who
have caught the imagination of the Christian

world from the point of view of the missionary

enterprise. Warren himself was just such an

influential leader in his own generation.

Max Warren (1904-77) was born to

missionary parents and spent his early years in

India. He followed his older brother to

Cambridge, where Warren was the popular

all-around student—athlete and scholar. He
also identified with Anglican evangelicalism.

But already at that stage of life he found

himself unable to tolerate some of the narrow-

ness of mind and spirit which marked evangeli-

calism as he experienced it. Throughout his life

he identified with this part of the church both

as loyalist and friendly critic—trying to

broaden and deepen the intellectual base for

what he considered a stuffy and sterile dog-

matism, while applauding its commitment to

evangelism and personal devotion.

One of Warren s heroes was Henry Venn,

who had served as senior secretary of the

Cihurch Missionary Society for thirty-one years

in the nineteenth century. Warren came to the

same position exactly 100 years later and

served the CMS twenty-one years. One of

Warren’s avocations was to read and index the

vast Venn correspondence. He never found

time to write the biography of Venn which had

been brewing in his mind for many years. He
settled rather for a collection of Venn writings

which he selected and for which he wrote a

long introduction (To Apply the Gospel, 1971).

Warren s affinity for Venn was based on his ad-

miration for Venn s commanding influence on

the wider missionary movement and his keen

insight into missionary problems.

Many who read Warren’s autobiography.

Crowded Canvas (Hodder and Stoughton,

1974), felt they learned more about his

contemporaries than about Warren himself.

Dillistone fully remedies this deficiency in this

biography which exudes the vitality which was

Max Warren. A series of words describes War-

ren and his contribution:

Self-discipline. Warren early formed the

habit of daily Bible reading and intercession.

He wrote extensively in his diary daily for over

fifty years. He read widely in history and cur-

rent affairs.



Balance. He was both a fine athlete and

top-rank scholar; he combined warm personal

piety with intellectual vigor; he made a

missionary commitment at age sixteen but

tested methods to ensure their consistency with

missionary goals; he was both evangelical and

ecumenical.

Presence. Warren was a man of command-
ing presence.

Prescience. He took the long view and cor-

rectly anticipated the direction the tides of his-

tory were moving.

Interpreter. One of Max Warren s great

contributions was to interpret these changes in-

telligently and cogently to his generation

through his writing and lecturing. Especially

the CMS Newsletter, under his leadership,

came to have an unequalled influence on the

missionary world. He produced nearly one

book per year throughout his tenure as CMS
secretary.

Anglican. Warren was a devoted member of

the Anglican communion. He preferred that

the church remain an established church. But

more than most missiologists, he brooded over

the inherent tensions between the church and

political power.

Missionary statesman. He was “totally

committed to the missionary enterprise.” War-

ren was a missionary leader without being an

administrator.

Wilbert R. Shenk is Vice President for

Overseas Ministries, Mennonite Board of
Missions, Elkhart, Indiana.

African Christian Spirituality. Edited by Ayl-

ward Shorter. Maryknoll, New York: Orbis

Books, 1980, 160 pp., $4.95 (pb)

Reviewed by Levi Keidel

Aylward Shorter, a Roman Catholic priest with

strong academic credentials and over twenty

years of experience in East Africa, has assem-

bled thirty-one essays and poems which reveal

what African Christian writers have in mind
for the development of their continent. The
twenty African authors include presidents,

statesmen, bishops, and theologians. Their

common concern is that the positive factors of

their traditional culture, which are also rein-

forced by the ethics of the Christian gospel, be

built into the social fabric of developing Africa.

Here is a sampling of such cultural factors:

The Bible and African culture make no separa-

tion between the secular and the sacred; true

spirituality penetrates equally all levels of

human experience. Traditional Africans have

lived close to the soil, close to the seasons, and

in harmony with the rhythms of the created

universe. Jesus’ command that we love our

neighbor and minister to human need around

us is reinforced by the way people lived and

cared for one another in the traditional African

extended family.

The authors insist that love is the only power

capable of changing people into responsible

social beings; it is the only force which binds

people to God who created and who recreates

the material universe upon which they depend

for survival. Hence, the focus of development

must be the human community; needs which

exist in that community must be the primary

factor which determines the behavior of indi-

vidual members of the community. Each must

live for the well-being of others.

The vision these writers share is aligned with

neither East nor West. While they identify

with the socialistic aspects of Marxism, they re-

ject outright its atheism, its inhumanity, its

denial of love as a necessary bond to human
community. While they insist upon the im-

portance of Western technology to develop

their material resources and thereby to

improve their standard of living, they decry the

Western abuse of technology which they feel

has led to rampant mindless consumerism and

has promoted a mad competitiveness to accu-

mulate material wealth. This has debilitated

Western life of its spiritual dimension and has

disrupted human community by introducing a

class structure; some revel in affluence while

others languish in poverty. Meanwhile those in

power direct an unbroken flow of valuable

natural resources into the maw of military

weaponry to defend this way of life.

These authors propose an original and al-

ternative ideology: what they believe to be a

revolutionary Christian humanism which
insists upon worshiping God as his responsible

creatures, and upon improving the human
social condition.

I am impressed with the perception and vi-

sion of these writers. Their idealism is stimulat-

ing. It is reassuring to know that there are Afri-

cans of opinion-forming stature whose thinking

counterbalances that of power-hungry heads of

state who exploit their positions to inflate their

egos and to increase their personal wealth at a

terrible cost to those they govern.

However, realizing such a vision for the

social development of the African continent

poses some formidable challenges. While these

positive social aspects were a part of its tradi-

tional culture, they constitute only select

threads from a total cultural fabric, and not the

strongest threads at that. Many of its threads

may be c-onsidered neutral to human develop-

ment. Others militate against such develop-

ment. Eort'es which most powerfully shapt'd

traditional Bantu African society were
witchcraft, which often enslaved people to

poverty, and reverence for ancestral spirits,

which resisted social change.

While certain positive ethical principles

were scrupulously observed within the clan or

tribe, outside it they were reversed. Eor

example, stealing, lying, and abuse of human
rights were unacceptable within the clan;

however, outside the clan, they were readily

exploited. I cannot agree with Kaunda when
he lauds traditional culture for the honor it ac-

corded the aged. Our eldest generation of

Zairian church leaders praise Christianity for

teaching that the aged are not to be discarded

like tattered cloths, but are to be cared for and

respected as human beings. This philosophy

for African development gives rise to a key

question: Can select threads—which have

functioned effectively within the confines of

tribal units—drawn from a traditional culture

now be reinforced with a thin overlay of Chris-

tianity and serve as control wires to guide and

direct the development of a continent?

Nevertheless, such voices are welcome. Why
haven’t we heard more of them? Are they only

Catholic, or are opinion leaders of Protestant

persuasion also pressing out such frontiers of

thought? Wherever they are, they need every

encouragement. Perhaps they can leave a bet-

ter example for social development to their

successors than they have found in the West.

Lem Keidel serves in Zaire with Commission

on Overseas Mission of the General

Conference Mennonite Church, Newton,

Kansas.

Book Brief

Two Ways to Look South: A Guide to Latin

America. By R. Dwight Wilhelm. New York:

Eriendship Press, 1980, 64 pp., $2.25 (pb). The
topical approach to the study of Latin America

outlined by the author follows closely the

content of The Cry of My People and In Every

Person Who Hopes. The geographical ap-

proach suggested takes the form of an imagi-

nary trip. The list of supplemental resource

materials and the proposed learning activities

make this book a useful study guide for indi-

viduals or groups who are serious about look-

ing south.
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Editorial

The articles which comprise this issue do not speak to a com-

mon theme. Yet several threads hold the whole together.

1. Crossing boundaries is at the heart of mission. Webster’s

New Collegiate EHctionary defines boundary crisply: “That

which indicates or fixes a limit or extent; that which marks a

bound, as a territory.” We commit an error if we see crossing

boundaries only in terms of going from one country to another.

That, to be sure, remains an important part of missionary

concern. But boundaries, in myriad forms, pervade the life of

every human being. Boundaries are essential to human
existence; boundaries also can become destructively demonic.

The tx’pical congregation in Indiana appears to have as many
problems with boundaries as the congregation in India set amid

a society noted for its rigid class system. Each congregation,

wherever it is situated in the world, needs to find the creative

balance between the sustaining nurture of its members and

winsomeness in its relations with those outside the household of

faith.

Paul Hiebert deals with this question of cultural boundaries

at another level: the contact between two cultures which is

made possible by the ability of certain representatives of two

dominant cultures to meet and communicate to a degree not

possible by the majority of members of either of the two main

cultures. He argues that this is the primary' means by which the

cultural boundary can be breached, enabling intercultural ex-

change.

Ralph Buckwalter was among those committed to crossing

boundaries for the sake of the gospel. While he cared deeply

and nurtured the community of faith, he never lost his convic-

tion that he must also move out into the larger community to

meet new people.

Whatever these boundaries be—cultural, religious, lin-

guistic, or social—they do not change the fact that human be-

ings have basic needs to belong, to be loved, to live with a sense

of well-being, to be nurtured and sustained by family rela-

tionships. The good news about Jesus Christ compels the Chris-

tian to witness that through the cross reconciliation is possible.

Cultural realities are not to be denied but transferred.

2. The quality of the life of the witness is cmcial. Indeed, the

integrity of the witness depends on the integrity of the life lived

by the entire community of faith. Such a quality of life does not

simply happen. It is the product of discipline both conseious

and unconscious. Discipline must be applied on both the per-

sonal and group levels. In an age which puts a premium on the

spontaneous—because of the supposed freedom which this im-

plies—we need to learn the ancient truth that ereativity de-

mands discipline. Form and stnicture enable freedom.

Integrity in witness is based on several dimensions. It arises

from personal discipline and commitment. It is undergirded by
training. We do well to study the example of Jesus and the

hvelve disciples from the standpoint of the type and quality of

training he gave them. Integrity in witness reflects a sense of

call or vocation. One lives out who one is. This is more than a

mere job. My calling defines who I am. The witness is other-

directed, expressed in being accessible to other people. The
vogue phrase of the 1960s, picked up from Dietrich Bonhoeffer,

described Jesus as the “man for others.” Jesus appeared on the

stage of history as the suffering servant with all that this implies

in terms of selflessness. Whenever an individual or community
becomes preoccupied with programs and schemes which are

self-serving, all integrity in witness is lost.

Such integrity' is in contrast to the prevailing view of

politicians and political parties in today’s world. The cynicism

which greets politicians stems directly from the fact that the

average voter is tired of the politieal game—saying the right

things to get elected, but acting in line with the demands of

special-interest groups once in office. In the world no one has

yet found an alternative to systems based on self-interest

despite the pent-up fmstration and pleas for justice and com-
passion. Jesus modeled a different way which witnesses to the

pow er of divine love directing and controlling human actions.

3.

Witness is always response to the other. A lesson w'e have

been too slow' in learning is that we must win the right to be

heard. We must rid ourselves of the self-deception which

allowed us to believe that we have served, even in the name of

God, when we transferred certain technical information or

skills. That is not to decry such aid, but it is to suggest that

genuine inter-eultural communication demands far more than

a quick dash of technical know-how. In a face-to-face culture

people expect to meet the outsider in a variety of ways, often

prescribed by ancient ritual, over a period of time, before any

e.xchange can take place. We are continually reminded by first-

hand experience how many years invested in friendship and or-

dinary living together are required to produce fruit in the

kingdom of God.

In societies facing rapid cultural change which inevitably

causes serious social dislocation, we need to learn what the

points of hurting are. In cultures entering the twilight hour, as

many feel the W'est is now doing, observable depression weighs

down the spirits of many people. Rather than being a package

which we ship from one place to another, the good news of

Ck)d’s love comes in the form of sensitive, earing individuals

who allow that love to speak through them to people who know

they need that love, but have not found it in a saving form.

—Wilbert R. Shenk
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CHRISTIAN TRUTH ACROSS CULTURAL BARRIERS
(Missions in a Pluralistic World at Home and Abroad)

S 330/S 730 Samuel Moffett
Summer 1986 Eileen Moffett

Course Description:
In this course's focus on Christianity and Culture on all six continents,
attention will be given to sharpening Christian awareness of local and global
socio-cultural distinctions; and to identifying what is the truth to be

conveyed and how it can be communicated effectually across and between the
culture of the first century (the Bible), the culture of the 20th century
Christian communicator, and the various cultures of present-day receptors.
Discussions will involve principles of communication, and contextualization.

Course Requirements:
Required reading: Lesslie Newbigin, Foali s,bnes g . ^tq ,

L

he . Gr.eeks (Eerdmans, 1986)
H. Richard Niebuhr, Chri&t..aiid..C.ultJjne (if unavailable, one
of the following:

David J. Hesselgrave, CaTP?mn.ia9stlng..Cbj:lst..Ctio.Sfir

CuLturallv (pp. 1-141 plus three other chapters of your
own choice); or Charles H. Kraft, Chra&tiaaitv...io

CuLtur.e (pp. 1-115; 169-178; 261-290).

One-page reviews of each of two^ybOvOks chosen from the Recommended Reading list.

Two five-page papers on subjects chosen from the Suggested Topics list. These
papers will be presented for discussion, usually in the second period of

each day.
There will be no final examination.

Schedule: Class. hours 9:00 a.m. -10:20; 11:00-12:15 p.m.

Outline (tentative)
Week 1 July 21

July 22

July 23

July 24

Introductions; Christian faith and non-Christian culture:
the interaction.

Principles of communication; What is culture?
Culture: the barrier of race.
The barriers of language. Discussion.

Week 2

July 25 -

July 29 -

July 30 -

July 31 -

August 1-

The barriers of religion. Discussion.

^
(9/4

Culture: ^a case study. Slides, discussion.
R€ 1 i r ''^fr teai*- in4€p.endent churches and

P r eligiQO . Paper and Discussion
Re 1 i g s' i^sT ' ^Tore^ '^radit ional religions

.

Slides, discussion.
A classical definition: Niebuhr's Chraatianitv.and

CuLtur.e . Discussion, papers
Jesus and His disciples. Papers, discussion

Week 3 August
August
August
August

August

4- Asian-Araer ican Churches (Dr. Lee). Discussion, papers.
5- Barriers of sex: Women and mission. Discussion, papers.
6- Contextualizing Theology Discussion, papers^.
7- Western cultural barriers to Christianity. Discusslion,

papers

.

8- Review; summaries and discussion. Thoughts in closing.
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RejkQWPfi d . -Read ixxs.

Louis J. Luzbetak, The Church and Cultures (Techny, II: Divine Word, 1970)
Eugene Nida, Customs and Cultures (N.Y.: Harper, 1954)

Message and Mission (N.Y.; Harper, 1960)
Paul G. Hiebert, Cultural Anthropology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1983)
Mark K. Taylor, Beyond Explanation: Religious Dimensions in Cultural

Anthropology (Macon, Ga: Mercer, 1986)
Don Richardson, Peace Child (Glendale, CA: G/L Publ., 1974)
Bruce Nichols, Contextualizat ion: A Theology of Gospel and Culture. (Downers

Grove, I1:IVP,. 1979)
Charles H. Kraft, Communicating the Gospel God's Way. (Pasadena, CA: Wm. Carey,

1979.)

John Stott and R.T. Coote, ed.. Gospel and Culture. (Pasadena, CA: Wm. Carey,
1979)

Marguerite G. Kraft, Worldview and the Communication of the Gospel.
(Pasadena, CA: Wm. Carey, 1978)

Carl F. Hallencreutz
, New Approaches to Men of Other Faiths. (Geneva: WCC,

1970)

J.N.D. Anderson, Christianity and Comparative Religion. (Downers Grove, I1:IVP,
1974)

D.T. Niles, Buddhism and the Claims of Christianity. (Richmond, VA: John Knox,
1967)

G.H. Anderson and T. F. Stransky, ed . Mission Trends No. 5. (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1981)

Mission Trends No. 3 (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1976)

Phil Parshall, Bridges to Islam. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1983)

Donald McGavran, Ethnic Realities (Pasadena: Wm. Carey, 1979)

W.A. Visser 't Hoft, No Other Name (Naperville, II: SCM, 1963)

Tetsunao Yamamori and C.R. Taber, Chr istopaganism or Indigenous Christianity?
(Pasadena, Wm Carey, 1975)

Alfred C. Krass, Evangelizing Neopagan North America. (Scottsdale, PA: Herald
1982)

9

Five Lanterns at Sundown. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978)

James Engel and H.W. Norton, What's Gone Wrong With the Harvest? (Grand Rapids:

Zondervan, 1975)

James F. Engel, Contemporary Christian Communications (Nashville: Thomas
Nelson, 1979)

John C.B. and Ellen C. Webster, The Church and Women in the Third World.
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985)
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Topics for Papers
(including one bibliographical suggestion for each, as a starter)

Basic Principles of Communication
(James F. Engel, Contemporary Christian Communications)

Models for Missionary Communication
(David J. Hesselgrave, Communicating Christ Cross-Cultural ly)

Understanding Worldview: Ideas and Values of Receptors
(Marguerite G. Kraft, Worldview and the Communication of the Gospel)

Dynamic Equivalence in Bible Translation
(Charles H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture, pp. 261-312)

A Case Study in Bible Translation: (1) Wycliff
or (2) A specific translation

Problems in Textual Translation of the Bible.

(Eugene Nida and Wm. D. Reyburn, Meaning Across Cultures)

What Is Culture?
(Paul Hiebert, Cultural Anthropology pp. 25-87)

The Relation of Religion to Culture
(Christopher Dawson, Religion and Culture)

Religion and Anthropology.
(Mark K. Taylor, Beyond Explanation)

Religion
( 1 )

or (2)

or (3)

or (4)

or (5)

as a Barrier
Confucianism

Buddhism
Shintoism
Hinduism

Islam

to Communication of the Christian Faith
(K.S. Latourette, History of Christian Mission in China,

pp. 131-155)

(D. T. Niles, Buddhism and the Claims of Christianity)
(John M. L. Young, The Two Empires in Japan)
(M.M. Thomas, The Acknowledged Christ of the Indian

Renaissance)
(Phil Parshall, Bridges to Islam)

Contextualizing the Faith (Religion)
(1) India (M.M. Thomas, The Acknowledged Christ of the Indian

Renaissance)
or (2) Buddhism (Donald K. Swearer, Dialogue: The Key to Understanding

Other Religions)
or (3) Southeast Asia (Koshe Koyana, Waterbuffalo Theology)
or (4) West Africa (Lamim Sanneh, West African Christianity, pp. 168 ff.)
or (5) Central Africa (Mar ie-Louise Martin, Kimbangu, An African Prophet)

(Sheila S. Walker, The Religions Revolution in the Ivor
Coast .

)

or (6) Chile (C.L. d'Epinay, Haven of the Masses)
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Caste and Christianity in India
(Donald McGavran, Ethnic Realities.)

Contextualization: Where Must It Stop?
(Hendrik Kraemer, The Christian Mission in a Non-Christian World)
(J.N.D. Anderson, Christianity and Comparative Religion)

Has the West Contextualized Christianity Too Far?
(Alfred Krass, Evangelizing Neopagan North America)

Theology and Contextualization: Is There a Standard?
(Bruce C.E. Fleming, Contextualization of Theology)
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Further Reading Recommendations ( on desk reserve )

H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture

Eugene A. Nida, Customs and Cultures

Louis J. Luzbetak, The Church and Cultures

Charles A. Kraft & T. N. Wisley, Readings in Dynamic Indigeneity

Wm. A. Smalley, Readings in Missionary Anthropology II

Jacob A. Loewen, Cultures and Human Values: Christian Intervention in

Anthropological Perspective

J.N.D. Anderson, Christianity and Comparative Religion

Henry Osborn Taylor, The Emergence of Christian Culture in the West

Eugene A. Nida, Message and Mission

Marvin K. Mayers, Christianity Confronts Culture

Lin Yutang, From Pagan to Christian

Liu Wu-Chi , A Short History of Confucian Philosophy"'

D. T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture

G.H. Anderson & T.F. Stransky, Mission Trends #5: Faith Meets Faith

G.H. Anderson & T.F. Stransky, Mission Trends #3: Third World Theologies

T.M. Kitwood, What Is Human?





C0!'MU:JICATI0N AIFD 'JORLD EVAI'IGELIZATION

3y Viggo E«igaard

Comnunication is ssential to evangellSTii

It should be obvious to consider communications at a world consultation on evangel-
ization because evangelism cannot be ?-'-visaged without communication. Previous
conferences on evangelization

j however, have not grappled with that issue. Since
we are communicators of the good news of Jesus Christy communications understanding
is of central importance.

The most outstanding exasnple of communication ever made to mankind was embodied
in the coming of Jesus Christ. He was the full and ultimate communication of God
to man - “the express image of His person'. As Jesus li^ed among people, they looked
at Him and saw God. They heard Jesus speak, and listened to God. They saw Jesus
at work, and they were viev/ing God at work.

Jesus Christ the incarnation and ultimate communication of God, challenged His
disciples, ancient and modern, to let the world see Him., hear Him, and witness Him
at work through them. In that sense, we as Christians becom.e the communication
medium through x<rhich God speaks tomn. In Ghana I noticed a sign on a truck,
'I see the man, but I do not know his party' . People see us, and if what they see
is positive and attractive, they will also be interested in the party \<re proclaim.

As communicators, let us seriously consider communications theory during this con-

sultation, In particular, vre should focus on the problems that block effective
Christian communications. Doing that v;e v;ill discover some causes of ineffective
evangelism.

A Communication Breakdown

’Let the Earth Hear His Voice!' With that stirring Scripture and Lausanne theme
ringing in our ears, \</e cannot afford to remain blind to an^^thing that xrould muffle
•that voice and hinder our communications.

Possibly the first challenge is one that we may be reluctant to consider. It

involves a willingness to face squarely the problems that hinder effective Christian
communication, but apart from such self-criticism, hov/ever, we are destined to con-
tinue making noises and print words without communicating.

The second challenge, coming out of the first is an unwillingness to accept necessary
changes in plans, programs and methods. Are we willing to let someone else produce
our program in Manila (instead of Wheaton) and provide the finances without receiving
credit? Christian communications - in coramon with all areas of discipleship - calls
fir sacrifice and for crucifixion of many of our mcEt cherished ideas, names and methods.

We seem to be at ease talking about the problems, but ae often reluctant to really
apply the principles in practical communications projects. Let me therefore cite
some of the root causes of Christian communication breakdown'

1, WE ARE SUFFERING FROM PROGRAJ! ORIENTATION RATHER THAI^ FOCUSING OUR ATTENTION ON
THE LISTENER/READER/VIEWER AND HIS NEEDS,

In evangelical Christianity we have focused on the 'program*. We are concerned
about saying it 'the right way . We have made programs for all and everywhere.



giving the message V7e want all to hear. Too seldom have we^ like Jesus stopped and
been interested in the listener and his real problems and needs. We have rarely
askea our brother. Why are you crying? Whe. does it hurt you!* Why are you sad?
ITaat is your problem? and then gone back and made programs that are relevant to
him. We are too busy making o_ur program.

2. VJE ARE SUFFERING FROM A NEDIi^ 0RIEUTATI9I1 RATHER THAN LOOKING AT THE JOB TO BE
DOME, AND THEN SELECTING THE MOST SUIT/^LE MEDIA

Christians have often looked at communications media V7ith awe and wonder, almost
treating them as having life and power in themselves. So instead of treating media
as tools in the Church's strategy

j strategy has developed around a particular medium
We have used terms as. 'I am a radioman' .01 'I am a literature-man’, or some other
kind of man. Just think of craftsmen talking about ’screwdriver men' or 'hammer-
men ! If radio-people go into one corner and plan strategy, film-people into another
corner and literature into a thir;!; effective strategy can be planned. This is

especially so if all ’church-people’ - the ’planters'
5
the 'grov/ers' and the ’reapers'

are excluded altogether.

Let us remind ourselves of G W Peter i V7ords at Lausanne -

'
. . . a method whicn may be very effective at one time, at one place, among one

people may not be effecJj.ve at another time, another place, another people. In
fact it may prove disadvantage is if not disastrous. Therefore, a method-bound
movement cannot becoiav_ an effective ivorld movement. Neither can it last very
long. It vjiil soon be relegated to the outdated and the outworn. ’

Somebody has said that we are leaving the age of technology and entering ’the age of

communication’ . Let us bops this is true,

3. WE ARE SUFFERING FPOM ILiSSIVE WESTERN PRODUCTIONS RATHER THAN FOCUSING ON LOCAL
PRODUCTIONS AMD ro:.ililJMICATIC:T ARTS TilAT ARE lETDERSTOOD AND APPRECIATED BY THE
AIDIENCS

.

It is sad to realise that this is more a problem for evangelicals than for other
Christians. Church-leaders across A.sia lament the fact that so many radio and

television programs are produced in the West, or at best translated from Western
productions. The same goes for evangelistic methods, films, - and even theological

education, ilv.ch is just not relevant even though thousands of dollars are spent.

One of the strong factors behind the creation of the Asia Christian Communications
Fellovjship (ACCF) was a desire by Asian churches and communicators to be able to

speak V7ith a reasonably strong voice to our Western brothers, trying to get them to

understand. It has been my experience that our Indian Brothers - and those from

Bali, Thailand and Nigeria, hav'e far better and more refined ways of communication

than we have in the West, It should be a rare exception to put a US produced

radio program on a station in Manila.

4. WE ARE SUFFERING FROM MISUiTDERSTAlJDIlIGS BETVrEEN CHURCH LEADERS AND SO-CALLED

COMMUNICATORS

.

Such misunderstandings have often led to separate strategies. It can always be

questioned if the misunderstandings are due to envy, pride or some other causes

but it is a situatioxi that hinders effective evangelism. It is closely related to
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the following point,

5, \JE ARE SUFFERING FROM PARA-CHURCH CONTROL PJiTHER TM PUTTING COMliUNICATIONS

TOOLS INTO THE HAIJDS OF THE LOCAL CHURCH, WHERE THEY BELONG.

Much Christian coranunication is controlled by para-church groups, and most para-church
groups are controlled by overseas organizations and finance. It is beautiful to

claiia that they are arms of the church, but if they are aimis, they should also be
controlled and used by the body, A mutual concern and cooperation between para

-

church groups and local churches is mandatory to effective evangelism. The para-
church groups may have all the best intentions, but if they just come into a
country, doing their ov/n thing, hiring staff at high salaries etc., they may ia fact
do more harm than good. It raay look like a slow and narrov; path, but effective
evangelism strategies cannot by-pass the local church. Some para-church groups
have learned this lesson, but many still have to do so,

5. l^rE ARE SUFFERING FROM THEOP^ETICIANS
,

!7H0 DO NOT li/lSTER PRACTICAL COIIiUNICATIONS

,

AND FROM PR/xCTITIONERS, LHiO DO NOT,MASTER THEORY,

"We just don t have time las often' been the answer, when trying to persuade
people to take part in communications training. They are too busy producing,
producing and producing. They have no time to evaluate and to ask if anybody is

listening, or even more important, does anybody understand. Practitioners, v.^ho do
not master theory, will often work in the dark, not knowing if they are achieving
their goals. On the other hand, there are theoreticians who do not master prac
tical communications. A report from India last year suggested that all teachers
of communication must have proved the principles they teach in practical communica-
tions projects,

7, WE ARE SUFFERING FROM A SERIOUS LACK OF GPJIDIBILITY, AND >iAY BE EVEN MORE AN
mWILLINGNESS TO BE FPv^WK /iB'OUT THE CAUSES OF CREDIBILITY G/iP3,

If you are not believable, tBny do not believe what you say! The church in many
places is faced with a serious lack of credibility, but fortunately this is changing
in some places. The reasons for lack of credibility may be because of oolitical
history, methods used, lack of good testimony, irrelevant approaches, lack of under-

standing of culture and the consciousness of the various social groups. If the
church, as my listener sees it, is involved in splits, arguments and scandal he is

not likely going to pay any attention to w?iat I say be it on radio, television or
at a crusade meeting,

B. COI'RIUNICATIQN UNDERSTArTDING

Communication theory has been described in numerous books. That theory is now quite
refined and applied to Christian communication as x^rell , A crucial consideration for

us therefore, is the application of sound communication theory in practical evan-
gelism. The question is not merely one of getting a certain message or program to

a particular group of people. A more basic consideration is how can I achieve
realistic dialogue v/ith a group of people in their cultural context and frame of mind?
It is not only a question of reaching’ somebody else (i.e. one-way communication)
but he must also reach me. Dialogue requires an active acceptance of and involve-
ment by the other person, so that bridges of mutual trust can be biailt. Good com-
munication projects will therefore not seek to disassociate a person from his present
cultural context, but rather seek to penetrate and permeat'e his culture, so that
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understanding can be achieved.

We should also remember that communication is not just an event it is a process
that takes time. Or, evangelism is not just one step but a process of steps.
The sower who just scatters the seed, hoping some of it will fail on fertile ground,
cannot expect a plentiful harvest. Effectiv evangelism must also concern itself
with the preparation of the soil, • plowing, fertilizing etc. After sowing comes
a time of watering and care, and comas harvest. Finally, the conservation of
the fruit, and re-using it for further and even more plentiful harvest.

The most important thing is not always what you saj^, but v;hat your listener heard
you saying. We may be able to say it the 'right way', may be even reach’ a person
but if ho is not listening, he will not be able to hear. His ears may be blocked
by misunderstandings or by the confusion of strange words and concepts. If he is

not listening we must find out what is causing the communications breakdown.

He will most likely have, in his memory, stored information and experience concerning
Christianity. If that information and experience is positive, he will probably
listen, but if it is negative he will most likely not listen to your message. We
must therefore seek detailed information about our listener his understanding and
attitudes, if we are to be effective communicators. This requires serious research
which both can be and will be used in strategy development.

C. COmiUITICATION THE CHURCH

If at all possible evangelism mist be centered in the local church and not in some

oxtside organization. It is th^.- present, visible church that is influencing the

society in which it exists and runctions, communicating itself and its message.
The cutting edge of a church is where its members meet society, embodied in

neighbours, friends, and family. It ix at this level that the church must function
and communicate itself and its message. If a church functions only when gathered
jgether in the church building a fe^^r hours a week, it is difficult to conceive

of it as a living body a living church,

Media tools, or channels are 'extensions of man’ . They extend us, make us more
useful. In the interpersonal situation where a Christian is playing a cassette

for his non-Christian neighbour, it is the testimony of the Christian that is most

important. The cassette merely extends and expands that testimony. So does radio

in a wider sense, extend the testimony of the local church.

Modern mass-media require professional skills, but they also require church leaders

who are skilled strategists so that media can be used v/isely. Radio and television

are for example good for the communication of information, for breaking down
barriers of misunderstanding and then raising aspirations for change, but they are

not good for decision-making.

It is extremely inter sting to see how the church is rediscovering older and more

local forms of communication such as puppets, arts and drama. Promising experiments

are going on in India, Bali Thailand and other places. These are media that are

inexpensive and which the ordinary church-member can use with ease. Alert church

leaders will take notice of this and see how such tools can be used in effective

evanglism.
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EVAIIGELIS^'t BY MID THROUGH THE LOC/JL CHURCH

O Christian o non Christian

D. HOW CAN CO'.HMUInICATION BE ACHIEVED?

As we believe effective evangelism is possible, we cannot afford to let communic
ation failures of the past continue or be repeated. He believe God is going to

do great things ^ut we must also realize that root causes blocking effective
evangelism just have to be removed or overcome , Some of these have to do with
willingness to change’ others require dedicated research and planning.

The beginning point could be Phil, 2 3^ 'Let each esteem others better than them
selves . The conductor of an orchestra is able to call in the various instruments
as they are needed in the symphony. All instruments are controlled by the con
ductor and thus they blend beautifully into a pleasant sound. In our Chrisitan



communication (and evangelism) we are often experiencing a situation in which the
orchestra does not have one conductor only but each group of instruments or may
be even each instrument has its o\m conductor. How can we expect a pleasant
harmony in the ears of the listener? The situation calls for humble submission
to one another If strategy develonraents are done at local church level local
situations will filter out many irrelevant methods and programs.

The serious question of credibility must be squarely faced by all involved in
evangelism. Building credibility may actually be the most important aspect of
an evangelistic campaign! If the communicator is not believable nobody v/ill

hear what he says. As the local church is the visible manifestation of the
message' Christian radio programs will for example, be judged by what the
listener sees in the nearby church. v

Communications training t/ill equip us to detect and remove other blocks but this
training should not be given just to so called communicators. Communication
courses should be made mandatory at Bible schools seminaries and schools of evangel
ism in order that church leaders can develop skills in planning effective strategies
of evangelism.

Effective evangelism takes place on the premises of the recipient, the place xdiere he
is in control . We do not like that we therefore invite him into our church
(or buy time), where we are in control, , . but Jesus said Go out be involved in

society, let them be in control and you evangelize them, communicate with them.

'

^^se Study Bangkok A1 1 Media Penetration Projec t (A?1P

)

AliP is a comprehensive program for Church Planting. It is realized that for a

Thai to accept Christ and become an active church member, several steps are involved,
/dip therefore seeks to meet a person at his present place in this decision process
and then to lead him on towards the fi.nal goal of discipleship

.

The aim of AllP is to confront every person, iii Bangkok with Jesus Christ as a living
option. This will include awareness of who. Jesus is as well as cognitive under-
standing of the message. Furthermore, /dIP will seek to penetrate the culture of

Bangkok with the Gospel in order to presat Jesus Christ as a culturally acceptable
option.

Ai!P will utilize all available media for a comprehensive program of evangelism and

church building. In doing so AIIP will follow modern principles of Christian
communications strategy and as such become a pioneering and experimental project for

Ci>|>vC^UY

^KjaaJ ci/sr SoJj .

1.

Climatlzing the City Prime media used will be mass media’ television,

radio and newspapers.

urban media evangelism.

The objectives of A^IP has been stated in five main points

2. Confronting the Interested Again mass media techniques, but mainly concerts

movies and other mass gatherings.

3. Contact ing the ?.esponsive This is totally decentralized based on outreach

¥y local churches and Christians. Media used v/ill be personal and group
' media such as films cassettes and literature.

4. Churching the Committed The immediate follow- u{^ ..pxogran aimed at making new
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Christians church raenbers. ’tedia will be nerson-al and ^rouo media as above

5 ,> Gat al

i

zing_the Church A variety of media t^HI be used including; trainin'^

sessions- It is realized that the effectiveness of the nroie.ct depends on

the local Christians, so it is mandatory that they are trained and eouinoed to

carry out vital aspects of the project
c

(This point will actually be started
before other points )

The cognitive and affective processes desired are indicated on the Spiritual
Decision Process 'lodel below.

Acceptance Responsive Interested No interest Rejection

SOWING

REAPING

REFINING

VS /sc



Why People
Don’t

Hear Us
Unrecognized barriers to evangelism

C. JOHN MILLER

Why is it that Christians have so many
conflicting ideas on the “right” way to

witness? And why is it that so many
attempts to fulfill the Great Commis-

sion actually do more to impede it?

Some earnest evangelists seem to

hurl the gospel at people without a

thought for their humanity. You won-

der if evangelism is their excuse for

being cruel. Others seem more intent

on winning religious arguments than

on bringing others to a knowledge of

the Son. Still others make the gospel

so bland that their “converts” act as

if it cost Jesus nothing, for they cer-

tainly don’t intend to sacrifice for it

themselves!

It seems strange, doesn’t it, that

evangelistic efforts are so often coun-

ter-productive? Surely such efforts

spring at least partly from a desire to

honor Christ. Yet the reason for their

failure is simple: these evangelists

have bypassed the biblical model for

witness for one rooted in the foolish-

ness of earthly wisdom. Making their

own judgment about what a lost

world needs to hear, they reject the

counsel of the Holy Spirit of wisdom.

When Christ issued the Great Com-

mission, it was his intention that his

Dr. Miller is pastor ofNew Life Orthodox

Presbyterian Church, Jenkintown, Penn-

svlvania. and associate professor of prac-

tical theology, Westminster Seminar}'.

Philadelphia.
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people fulfill it in a reliance on the

Holy Spirit. As the Spirit of wisdom

and revelation, Christians were in-

tended to consciously depend on his

direction as they preached the gospel.

It was because of this that Christ told

his disciples not to fear when they

were brought before judges and

magistrates: they could rely on the

Spirit to speak through them with ir-

resistible wisdom (Luke 21:12-15).

This promise was dramatically ful-

filled in the testimony of Stephen

(Acts 6, 7), a man so “full of the Spirit

and of wisdom” that his adversaries

“could not resist the wisdom and the

Spirit with which he spoke.”

What sort of witnes? is it that the

Holy Spirit produces? What kind of

evangelism is “full of the Spirit and of

wisdom?”

A witness controlled by the Spirit is

controlled by Scripture’s one over-

arching principle of wisdom: every-

thing in evangelism must center on

Christ and his cross. The Holy Spirit

does not want us to use any methods

that put the cross in the background;

he does not want us to shape the con-

tent of our message so that the cross is

obscured; he does not want us to

substitute any wisdom of man for the

wisdom of God centered in his work at

the cross. For the preaching of the

cross alone is “the power of God and

the wisdom of God unto salvation”

(I Cor. 1:24). It is at the cross that men

come face to face with Christ, the wis-

dom of God in the fiesh (I Cor. 1:30-

31).

A single-minded commitment to the

message of the cross is the key to ef-

fective witness. Not simply because it

confronts the hearer with Christ, but

because it confronts the speaker as

well. Too often our witness is under-

mined by areas in our lives that have

gone untouched by the transforming

wisdom of God. We fail to lead others

to Christ because we have resisted him

ourselves. Our foolish, willful behavior

becomes the focus and the stumbling

block for men, and the problems fre-

quently observed in evangelism are the

result.

Before we can be effective evan-

gelists, we need our own encounter

with the active, powerful wisdom of

God, who transforms the lives—and

witness—of those w'ho receive him.

The need is most evident in four key

areas that frequently undermine our

witness:

1. Emotional coldness. Biblical wis-

dom teaches that our aim as evan-

gelists must be to make our message

clear. But must a clear witness be a

cold one?

Consider how the wisdom of God is

set forth in Scripture. There is an

emotional quality to its logic. In the

first chapter of Proverbs we encounter

the persuasive character of divine wis-

dom. There is no cold, dead voice
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here. Its arguments are the essence of

rationality, but they have an emotional

eloquence that speaks to the heart.

Everv'where you turn—in the streets,

in the gates, in the market place

—

heavenly wisdom cries its message in

the most tender of tones: “How long,

O you simple ones, will you love simp-

licity?” (Prov. 1:22).

The tender nearness of God also

stands out in the great wisdom pas-

sage in Matthew 11. In the most inti-

mate way. Jesus identifies himself as

the holder of infinite wisdom, and in-

vites men to embrace him as a receiv-

ing Lord. He says, “Come unto me, all

you who labor and are heavy laden,

and I will give you rest” (Matt. 11:28).

Can you sense the warmth of this

loving offer? That is the spirit in

which to share Christ. Ask the Holy

Spirit to sensitize your heart to

Christ’s great deed of atonement so

that your look, your tone, your actions

and your joy will reflect such an

awareness. Speak to others about

Jesus just as God has spoken to you at

Calvary. From him and his sacrifice

we learn a new kind of love. It breaks

down our coldness and replaces it

with the compassion and love of Christ

for the lost. Out of that love will come

a warmth and courtesy that is a natur-

al expression of the “Golden Rule”

(Matt. 7:12).

2. Man-centered strength. The

stumbling block of human strength

“Expressions like ‘born

again’ require careful

explanation and should

not be thrown at

unbelievers in large

doses.
’’

also needs to be removed. The prob-

lem is that it is so much a part of us

that we find it hard to detect. We
share the gospel but somehow sense

that the message did not get through.

We may blame our hearers for their
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hard heartedness, but acknowledge as

we grow more honest that the Spirit of

wisdom did not anoint us with his

power and presence.

Still, even that is not the whole

problem. What has really undermined

our witness is the fact that we have

contradicted our message with our

whole being. The gospel tells us of our

need to abandon our strength to lay

hold of the righteousness of another,

yet in our preaching and sharing of it,

we attempt to accomplish everything

alone. Our attitude and bearing are

often obvious contradictions to the

content of our message. Those who

listen to us can detect this contra-

diction.

The abandonment of our own

strength is the mark of God-centered

wisdom. In I Corinthians 1 and 2,

Paul reminds us that just as Christ,

the wisdom of God, was crucified in

weakness, we in turn preach him in

weakness to accomplish God’s pur-

poses. This weakness is not cowardly,

powerless or effeminate. Rather, it

is a total reliance on the Holy Spirit

to stir up the gifts of the redeemed

“new man” in Christ.

A closer look at I Corinthians 2 will

make this clear. Paul announces in

verse 2 that “I determined to know-

nothing among you except Jesus

Christ and him crucified.” Christ is

the sole content of his teaching; the

crucified Lord is his only wisdom. And
note the word “know.” Paul has an

experiential relationship to his own

message of the most committed sort.

He is part of his message, his life is a

testimony to its truth. He is into the

gospel all the way.

Paul goes further to define what this

means: “I was with you in weakness

and fear and in much trembling. And
my message and my preaching were

not in persuasive words of wisdom,

but in demonstration of the Spirit and

of power” (I Cor. 2:3-4). Paul yields

himself to the Spirit’s leading and to

the power of the gospel to do the work.

For the theologically-trained per-

son, an application of this principle

must be to forsake trust in one’s back-

ground and learning. For the person

trained in evangelistic methods, the

application is to shift trust from skills.

gifts and past blessings to the present

working of the Spirit through your

weakness, relying on nothing but the

message of the cross. Through prayer

we can learn to do this in the most

wonderful and practical way. True

prayer is in its fundamental nature a

simple resting on God and his power.

And true preaching and true witnes-

sing are but an e.xtension of honest

praying.

3. Complicated reasoning. Too

often, would-be evangelists clutter the

salvation message with elaborate intel-

lectual proofs and arguments. Re-

member, the gospel is not simplistic,

but it is simple. Evangelism and all

Bible teaching which is circular and

abstruse is to be avoided.

There is a compelling reason for

preserving a single-minded concentra-

tion on the cross. In I Corinthians,

Paul w’arns against a “wisdom of

word” which is in conflict with the

theology of the cross. Paul may well be

referring to a specialized religious

vocabulary which makes it hard to

understand the gospel. But I think he

was also alluding to the problem of

“false Christs” in the minds of the

Corinthians. They were developing a

Christology with mythic overtones,

conjuring up an image of Christ based

on their own imaginations. In so do-

ing they rejected the humbling mes-

sage and the humble Savior of the

cross.

Pseudo-Christs abound in our cul-

ture today. The closest parallel to such

idolatry is probably found among the

liberal and dialectical theologians.

They have great trouble bringing to-

gether the “Jesus of history” and the

“Christ of faith.” The modern cultists

come under the same condemnation.

-The Judaizing Jehovah’s Witnesses,

for instance, have also rejected salva-

tion by grace and thus have placed a

veil between sinners and the Cruci-

fied One.

We should not overlook the senti-

mental Christ of popular religious cul-

ture either. Romanticized views of

Jesus have been mass-produced

through picture portraits, films,

books, Sunday school literature and

sermons. This sentimental figure

lacks the manliness of Jesus’ human
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Unity in Diversity: Ethnotheological

Sensitivity in Cross-Cultural

Evangelism

LOUIS J. LUZBETAK. S.V.D.

t

Originally presented as an introduction for a visiting

lectureship at Fuller Theological Seminary, this article

illustrates why the author’s writings are so valued by
missiologists — well beyond his own tradition. And Professor

Luzbetak has done for his Roman Catholic colleagues what

Eugene Nida has accomplished in Protestant circles:

sensitized a growing number of missionaries to the cultural

dimensions of their mandated task. One key to this broad

influence is found in the following article: his perceptive

anthropo'logical insights do not weaken his theological

commitment, but rather inform and enhance it.

Th K CHURCH is the Body of Christ, and as such it is to

continue the work of salvation until the end of time. As members
of this Body, however different our individual roles and
situation in life may be, we all have the same major task to carry

out — Christ’s task: “to make disciples,” “to witness,” “to

proclaim the Good News.” In. carrying out this task of being

“othdr-Ghrists,” we must be committed to unity as well as

di\ersity. VVe must look at evangelism,^ so to speak, with both

our eyes, with our divine as well as human powers, with the aid of

theology as well as anthropology and related sciences.

“ITnity in diversity” makes sense precisely because we are

speaking of evangelism. No matter what expression we may
choose to describe the human dimensions of evangelism, we are,

in the last analysis, speaking of communication, and generally of

cross-cultural communication. We are not, ‘of course, speaking

of ordinary communication, for faith is essentially a free gift of

God. Nevertheless, our role as communicators of the faith is

subject to the ordinary laws of communication. To borrow St.

Paul’s words,

Missiolugy: An Inlrrnntional Review, Vol. IV, No. 2, April, 1976
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... for everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved. But they will

not ask his help unless they believe in him, and they will not believe in him
unless they get a preacher, and they will never have a preacher unless one is

sent . . . S(t faith comes from what is preached, and what is preached comes
from the word of Christ (Romans 10.13-15).

Communicating the Good News and spreading the faith in

Christ Jesus presupposes a “preacher”. The preacher must be
heard

, that is, he must speak in such a manner as to be
understood. Despite its supernatural aspect and despite the
inherent Power of the Word, evangelization presupposes
effective preaching” and “hearing”. To preach in any other
way, as implied in St. Paul’s words, would be tantamount to not
preaching at all.

We are speaking of human laws of communication, of
effectively informing, convincing, and persuading. As
Christians we are to inform, that is, we are to be like a lamp
shedding its light throughout the darkness about us; we are to be
a city built on a hilltop, visible witnesses recognizable as such. In
fact, we are to do more than inform; we are to move others, that
is, we are to convince and persuade: we are to do good so others
might “see our good works and glorify our Father in heaven.”
Just as yeast penetrates and affects the whole mass of flour, and
as “the salt of the earth” gives taste to an otherwise tasteless

human existence, the Christian is to influence others by
penetrating their minds and hearts and thus help them to

change themselves according to the mind and heart of Christ
(Matt. 5:13-16; 13:33). The communication of the Gospel, we
are saying, although ultimately a divine task, is nevertheless
governed by human laws of communication. Grace builds upon
Nature, the psychological, sociological, and anthropological laws
of communication.

Theological Understanding of “Unity in Diversity”

To take contemporary man where and as he is, in his great

cultural variety, is precisely what God does when He
communicates with man. When the inspired writers
Communicated God’s message, they did so in human terms, in the

language of the time and place. Although God’s message was for

all times and all places, it was spoken in terms of specific times
and place, and must now be reinterpreted in terms f)f modern
societies and cultures around the world (Headland 1974).- But
ne\(‘i had God spoken more eloquently to us than through the
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Incarnate Word, the Prophet. To communicate with man, God

became Man, thus himself observing the basic law of human

communication, indeed utilizing the wave-length of the

recipient of His message.

His state was divine, yet he did not cling to his equality with God but emptiejl

himself to assume the condition of a slave, and became as men . . .
(Phil. 2 ;6- /

)

That God believes in following human laws of communication

in dealing with men is evident also from the fact that the God we

know from the Bible has not become passive after biblical

revelation was completed. On the contrary, as a God of history.

He continues to speak to us in a variety of ways, through events,

persons, and “the signs of the times,” but always in human terms.

God’s presence in the world (both in the history of the Church as

well as in the history of mankind at large) is not passive but

active, very active. A personal note may be in place. Someone has

placed a sign in the corridor in front of my office, which I greatly

appreciated. It reads; “All I know of tomorrow is that

Providence will rise before the sun.” This reminder is

appropriate not only, as in my case, for a college president

dealing with his little world, but holds also for the big world

around us and all of history. We do not know what history has in

store for our age but we do know that Providence rose before

our age began. God’s grace accompanies and, in fact, precedes

every new generation with all its unique, and not so unique,

problems. God’s grace precedes every missionary to his field of

labor in distant corners of the world. God acts and speaks to us

not so much through miraculous interventions but through

events and human beings, always in terms understandable to

man. He speaks to Christians, Jews, Mohammedans, Buddhists,

Hindus, pagans, and to all men, even atheists, in terms which

they can understand. He speaks to men as they are and wheie

they are, today, here and now, in the given society and

generation.

The only way man is able to communicate is in the specihc

context of his actual cultural experience. He can know, love, and

serve God and his fellowmen only in that limited context. Man

views and is able to understand and interpret the world, and all

that is beyond this world, only in the terms of his cultural or

subcultural experience. Only in the case of the mystic and in

extraordinary religious experience does man somehow bypass

this law of communication. Cultures are therefore the medium
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which the Holy Spirit normally uses in speaking to man and
through the instrumentality of man, in directing events in the
Church and in the world. The specific culture or subculture is

. the normal medium at man’s disposal for responding concretely
to God - the “language” that both the creature and Creator
speak and understand best.

Unity

God is one in essence, and therefore his message must
necessarily be one like Himself, always consistent with His
nature — one for all ages and all nations. God cannot tell one
nauon to love and another to hate; one generation that He alone
IS God and another that there are many gods. The essential
naessage must be one for all times and places. The IncarnateWord was and is ''the way, the truth, and the life,” (In 14-6)
yesterday, today, and for all ages (Heb. 13:8). He is the “Liaht”
not for the Jewish people only but for the world (Jn. 9:5).
Christianity is, therefore, in its very essence immutable. “Heaven
and earth will pass away, but my words will never pass awav”
fMatt. 24:36). The Church, being the Body of Christ continuina
in time, cannot compromise the Gospel, no, not “one dot” or
one little stroke ’ (Matt. 5: 18) of it. To acquire the “treasure in

the field” and the “pearl of great price” men of all times and
cultures must sell all they have (Matt. 13:44-46), with no room
for bargaining. In fact, so immutable and uncompromising is
t e Gospel that we must be ready to pluck out our eyes and cut
off our right hand if they stand in the way of this essential unity
(Matt. 5:29-30).

' ^

Diversity

There is, therefore, only one Christian core. But this Christian
core has many expressions, just as a person’s face, while
remaining one and the same, may have manv expressions. Unitv
does not demand uniformity. To the Church, both unitv and
diversity must be sacred. That is why we speak of unitv in
diversity. While there is only one essential Christian core, there
are many Christianized cultures. There is only “one faith and
one baptism” (Eph. 4:5) but many cultural expressions of that
faith and baptism. 4’his is the way God wants His People to be
one but diver.sified; after all, it was He Who made men being.s
with a culture, in many ways the same but in many ways different
as individuals and as members of distinct social groups.
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To put it in a slightly different way: the essential Christian

core is the Church’s plumbline, which it must use in building up

Christian community; the local ways and values, here and now,

are the Church’s level. A builder must constantly apply both of

these basic instruments. Unless he is scrupulously and constantly

guided by both his plumbline (the essential core of Christianity)

and his level (the culture here and now), he will end up with a

construction terribly lopsided vertically or horizontally, or most

likely lopsided in both directions. In the short space of four

centuries, to mention a commonly recognized example,

Buddhism became one of the major religions of China, but from

the point of view of a Buddhist, one could hardly call Buddhism

a success. Buddhism was indeed thoroughly indigenized: it

became Chinese in character, but only at the cost of losing its

essential unity. The Buddhist builders used their levels but

failed to use their plumblines.

The same could be said of much of African Islamism and

Latin American Christo-paganism. On the other hand, for

centuries missionaries have used their plumblines in Asia,

emphasizing and overemphasizing Christian unity (actually

Western uniformity) but have forgotten to apply their cultural

levels. A greater appreciation of Buddhist, Taoist, and Hindu

thought and Mohammedan mysticism by missionaries of the

past would have helped Christianity to acquire an Asian

expression in Asia instead of its present Western look. The
Church must at all times and places insist on unity and catholicity

but at the same time should not only allow but encourage

legitimate national aspirations and expressions.^ As someone

has put it: we have true presence of Christianity only if the

community in question is 100% of the place, 100% of the times,

and 100% Christian.

In speaking of unitv in diversity we are struggling with a very-

basic and at the same time very difficult problem. What would

Jesus teach today and how would He Himself behave if He were

to be born a Japanese, Indonesian, a Los Angeles Chicano, or if

He were a modern American teenager or college student? That

is precisely our problem.

But lest we be misunderstood, when emphasizing cultural

variabilitv in the Church by no means do we wish to advocate a

kind of particularism. The Church of Christ is both local and

universal, verv much like man himself.
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Just as a human bod\ . thougli it is made up of many parts, is a single unit
because all these parts, though many, make only one body, so it is with Christ
. . God put all the separate parts into the body on purpose. If all the parts were
the same, how could it be a body? As it is, the parts are manv but the body is one.
The e\ e cannot say to the Iiand. “I do not need you,” nor can the head say toahe
foot. "I do not need vou” (1 Cor. 12:12-30).

Pcirticu Inris iTi is unchnstiun. Xew6r churches need the
experience and previous growth of' the older churches; the older
chuiches need the openness, vitality, and spiritual enrichment
of the younger churches. For the same reasons the younger
genei ation in our own society needs the older generation; the
older generation, in turn, can be greatly enriched and constantly
rejuvenated by the younger. The Church is indeed both
particular and universal, diversified and one, ancient and new.
The corresponding rule for the missionary in a distant land or

the religious educator at home is fidelity to the Word of God and
fidelity to the concrete culturological situation of the human
community that is being evangelized — in a word, fidelity to
God’s nature as well as to man’s.

Cultures vary not only horizontally, that is, geographically,
but also vertically, in time. Without in any way compromising the
immutable Christian core, the Church must adjust to the times as
it must adjust to different parts of the world. The Church must
constantly update itself, not just once and for all, but constantly.
The task of every Christian must be to keep the Church “ever
ancient and yet ever new.” The Church must grow with culture.
Just as the boy Jesus is said to have “increased in wisdom, in
stature, and in favor with God and men” (Lk. 2:52), so the Body
of Christ, the Church, must grow and be different today from
what it was yesterday. Many of the complaints of our youth that
organized religion has little meaning for them may well be
justified. Religion, like culture, must be alive, dynamic. Like
culture, the current expressions of our faith niust grow, must
become something new without ceasing to be what it was when
Christ founded His Church.

In fact, it is no exaggeration to say that more change has taken
place in the world in the last several decades than in the whole
history of mankind. The Body of Christ, which is the Church,
cannot simjdy stand by and bemoan the fact of change. Rather,
the true Christian must be in the midst of this changing world.
I here is, of course, risk involved. As Toffler has so graphically
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i portrayed in his Future Shock, the world is changing so rapidly

that man does not seem to be able to absorb the change. In fact,

change threatens to destroy us (Toffler 1970; Wonderly 1973).

Nevertheless, the Church must confidently face this storm and

fearlessly plunge into it, for this is what Jesus would do if He

were walking the earth today.

' Today the cultural complexity of the world seems to be

' greater than ever. Our times may be the most dangerous period

1 in the history of mankind, but to a true Christian they are also

the most challenging of times. The Church must not forget what

we have emphasized earlier that the God of history is active. He

is not asleep. His Grace precedes our problems. For instance,

never has an age been blessed with so much youthful dedication.

\\ ith the growth of godlessness and devil worship we see the rise

of even stronger movements, such as the Campus Crusaders, the

Jesus People, and the charismatic movement in which the

gloriously resurrected Christ and His Spirit become indeed

central in the lives of countless individuals. Think of the new'

strength we have today in interfaith understanding and

cooperation; think of the growdng appreciation in some

churches of the role of the laity, especially of w'omen; think of all

these providential developments and you have more than

sufficient reason to be optimistic despite the threatening storms

of our times. “Unity in diversity” means proper, and courageous

adjustment to the times, whatever they be (Luzbetak 1969).

Anthropological Understanding of Unity in Diversity

The twofold fidelity to God’s unity on the one hand and man’s

diversity on the other is by no means easy, and the resulting

tension is great indeed. We are actually struggling with the basic

problem with w'hich Peter, James, and John struggled in

Jerusalem in the year 49 A.D. (Acts 15:1-30; Gal. 2:1-10).

It is not my task to discuss what we personally may feel should

or should not be regarded as immutable, constant, essential,

absolute, or supracultural in Christianity, for this to a greater or

lesser extent varies with our respective religious traditions. Our

task is to discuss the variable /mman context, the local expressions

of the Christian core, not the core as such. Our focus is on the

variability arising from human differences in time and place.

How does the anthropologist view the Christian challenge ol

unity in diversity? What does he understand when w'e say that

A
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not only every societ\' but every generation within that society

must express the Christian core in its own “language”?

By “culture” we mean the set of socially-shared ideas that a

given society (or, segment of it, in the case of subcultures) has for

being a success in life and for solving human problems. CultuVes

are sets of answers for human needs at any given moment of

time of any social group. “Culture” refers to the socially-shared

solutions to the various human needs in the given physical,

social, or ideational environfnent: needs that are biological,

economic, social, psychological, aesthetic, scientific, spiritual —
or whatever the human need may be. Some of the “solutions”

offered in a given culture will be panhuman; some peculiar to a

{^articular society or only to a particular segment of it. Some
answers rnay.be true, some false; some compatible with the core

of Christianity, some not; some capable of enlightening and

strengthening the Christian core, some tending to confuse or

weaken it; some able to enrich the individual, some tending to

demean him. Not everything in the Jewish culture was approved

or tolerated by Jesus. He nevertheless was born a true Jew and

could instantly be recognized as a Galilean, rejecting only what

was incompatible with His divinity and His mission. The
Church, as the Body of Christ continuing in time, must be

incarnated into every age and culture.

There are three levels of culture, and as a rule of thumb
evangelism must not interfere with or squelch anything on any

of these levels unless, and only to the extent, that some aspect of

the particular way of life is incompatible with the Christian core.

Without entering into a lengthy discussion of these three levels,

it would be helpful to review' them at this point. Christ has not

really been born intp a culture unless somehow' the essential

Christian message is thoroughly integrated on all three levels.

Form

The first level to which w’e refer is what we might label as

“culture content.” Under “culture content” we include all the

various forms that make up a culture, from the ordinary,

commonplace ideas to the most sublime ones: how we should

dispose of our garbage and tie our shoe lace; what we are to eat

and how we are to prepare our food; how we are to relate to our

mothers-in-law; how one gets married; how' to fight and what to
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die fof; who is and who is not a good wife or husband; what is or

is not beautiful; how to perform black magic and how to speak to

God; and an infinite number of other answers to the what, when,

where and how of coping with the various aspects of life.

Function

The second level refers to thefunctions of the \arious forms

that make up the culture. The various elements of the culture

content are related to one another through meanings, values,

usages, presuppositions, prerequisites, connotations, reasons,

repercussions, purposes, and other functional linkages. These
and similar relationships bind the content of a culture into

sub-systems, and these in turn into a system of solutions to

human problems — into a more or less organic whole called

“culture.” The basic Christian core must, therefore, be more
than a mere appendage to the culture whole; rather, it must be

closely related to the other aspects of culture as a truly integral

part of the cultural whole. We are “never (to) say or do anything

except in the name of the Lord” (Col. 3:17). When the Incarnate

Word became man, a Jew to be exact, he was literally

indistinguishable from other Jews of the time, precisely because

the Jewish lifeway was His lifeway, not only as far as the culture

content was concerned but also as far as this culture content was
organized into a system of meanings, values, usages,
presuppositions, prerequisites, connotations, reasons,
repercussions, purposes.

Underlying Philosophy

The third and deepest level of culture is the underlying set of
premises, attitudes, and motives — the starting-points of
reasoning, reaction, and persuasion — in a word, the underlying
“philosophy,” “mentality,” the “psychology” behind the system
we have just spoken about. The Incarnate Word adopted a

genuinely Jewish mentality of his time to the extent that such a

mentality was compatible with His divinity and His mission.

Similarly, the Church of today, in making Christ live in our
times, must not impose in matters that are not inconsistent with

the essential Christian core of Christianity a mentality of any
particular culture upon another — the Western mentality, for

instance, in the case of African or Asian Christians, or a
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mentality of the 1940’s or 50’s in the case of our teenagers oi

college students. In a word, the task of the Church is not so muc h

to introduce a new “philosophy,” “mentality,” or “psychology” ;is

it is to Christianize the existing third level of culture.

Summary

Why unity in diversity? Unity, because God is God; diversiu

because man is man.

Notes

1. “Evangelism” and “evangelization,” as the terms will be used throughout ilicsc-

lectures, include not only evangelization in the strict sense fAcrvgma; hut ,iK.,

post-evangelization (calechesis) and pre-evangelization.

2. See also Tippett 1973; and, for an easily readable treatment of the subjet i. s< .

especially Nida 1952 and 1960.

3. This was a basic and recurring theme in all recent major international (dumli
gatherings. See, for instance, .Abbott 1966 and Douglas 1974.
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USING COMMUNICATION IN

THE KINGDOM OF COD

Donald K. Smith

To change a world, politicians have the tools of public opinion and the power of privileges
given and withheld; generals have the might of armies, disciplined men and unbelievably
powerful weapons; administrators have systems with objectives, accountability and the flow
of money and benefits. But what does the Christian have with which to change the world?
Only a Message.

Whenever the Church has depended upon the tools of generals, politicians or administrators
as their primary force the Church has slid into decay and even extinction in areas of the
world. And whenever the Church has failed, for any reason, to give the Message truly and
understandably the Church has been ignored in its obscurity. The Message is all we uniquely
have; it is all we need to transform the world. But messages are for communicating, not
keeping. Communication therefore, is the primary task to which we are called as servants
of our Lord.

Strategies to complete the task of evangelisation must centre on how the Message of Jesus
Christ can be effectively communicated . It is only in communicating the message that our
task can be completed. Only by communication, with God and then man, can we expect to see
men respond to His love.

In planning more effective communication, what are the most important questions to be

asked, and the most important principles to be understood? Without argument, prayer is

the fundamental principle of any part of God's work. Every question must be answered, and

every principle utilised only as constantly bathed in prayer.

Beginning with prayer, where do we proceed in adequate planning of evangelism and dis-

cipling? Since communication is the basic task to perform, it is wise to begin by recog-
nition of some basic principles of communication.

Communication is not a haphazard business, but follows distinct principles. There are not
many of these principles, but an almost infinite variety of communication patterns are

built around them. All communication situations revolve around these few principles.

What we need to understand about communications then, are the underlying principles of how

understanding is shared between men. In evangelism, or in the working of an organization,
understanding is the foundation of action.

Applying those principles in a specific situation is the next major challenge. With an

infinite variety of patterns, which pattern is the best for which people and in which
situation? How will understanding be achieved with this group?

Thoughtful questions are needed to guide us in applying broad principles to a particular
group of people. In the first section following, then, some questions are given that can

guide to a specific and fruitful strategy.

Next, some of the most fundamental principles of communication are summarised. The ques-

tions themselves will better be understood and used as guides, af ter the principles are

understood at least partially.
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SECTION 1

PLANNING STRATEGIES FOR EVANGELISM

Guiding Questions

Uhat are the most important questions to be answered as adequate planning for evangelism

is undertaken? The focus must be on a specific group of people in answering these ques-

tions, or the resulting strategy will be scattered and ineffective.

Adequate answers also involve an understanding of the principles on which human communica-
tion (which includes evangelistic activities) depends. Each of the following groups of

questions grows out of basic principles of communication; those principles are briefly
explained in the following section, after the questions.

Some of the answers will be known because of experience with the group of people, but most
of the questions must involve some kind of research - library, survey, or anthropological
studies. When a programme is developed and implemented, evaluative research is needed to

make alterations in the strategies and personnel involved as indicated. Even thorough
preparation will not be completely adequate, and experience will indicate necessary changes.
Evaluation will guide the on-going adaptations in evangelistic efforts.

1. Are the audience needs (felt, real and perceived) being considered in planning evan-
gelisation in this group?

2. How would you describe this group of people in 50 to 100 words?
What is your image of their spiritual attitudes?
Their attitudes toward other peoples near to them?

To you and other Gospel messengers?

3. What is the frame of reference for these people? i.e., what is the environment,
physically and socially, within which they live?
In \diat specific ways does that affect their perception of life, and their ability
to perceive new ideas?

4. What planning can be done to use existing cultural patterns and world view as contact
points for proclaiming the Gospel?
What is known of change already occurring among the target group?
How can those changes be utilised for presentation of the full Gospel message?

5. Has the Message to be given been succinctly summarised with all fundamental points
included, yet with the emphases in teaching such that the target culture will quickly
grasp the essentials?

6. How can the existing communication networks and social networks be used to evangelise
and to teach the Church?
Who, in the target group is open to change?
Who are the pace-setters or opinion-leaders of the society?
Who are the innovators, under what conditions?
Describe the authority structure and the societal structure of these people?
How many different "levels" or "classes" within the group must be reached to initiate
a self-generating movement to Christ?
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7. Are the communications resources of the receiving culture being fully utilised in the
presentation of the Message?
Or is the message "adapted", reducing the presentation to the lowest common denomina-
tor in order to reach a wide audience?

8. l^Jhat forms of media are already present and how can they be utilised?
l^That methods have been used thus far?
With what effect?
\ihat communications materials are being prepared that will be suitable for each stage
of change, conversion and re-adjustment of life-style and habits?

9. Are media tools being used as a substitute for close personal involvement of the evan-
gelist with the group to be evangelised?
How can such involvement be furthered?

10. How many people are required to initiate communication of the Gospel within the cul-
ture of the target group?
IVhat attitudes, and what skills need to be present in those people?

11. IThat systematic effort is planned for training and use of target group leadership in

completing the evangelisation task?
How early after initial entry into the group will training begin?

Donald K. Smith
May, 1979
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SECTION 2

t.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNICATION

I
Principle 1. Communication is involvement

Communication is a relationship. The symbols used express that relationship, at the same

time deepening it. The inseparability of involvement and communication is also shown in

several words that have developed from the same root word: common.

Communication
Commune
Community
Communion

- sharing information and ideas
- living in a property - sharing relationship
- having geography or interests in common
- showing deep friendship, and also intimate sharing

in the life of Christ.

To separate an act of "communication" from a continuing involvement between equal partici-
pants, is to reduce communication to a babble of symbols. Without constantly increasing
commonness in interests and experience, there cannot be an increase in understanding.

^ Principle 2 . CQtmurt4Gart4<m--irS-- a -process^ LjinA -yyXLt^ ~/-o ILe. ^ ^ J ,

^

A specific exchange of symbols, whether they be words, pictures, or actions, never stands
by itself as an "act" of ^'ommunicat ion . Communications begin v/ith a person's experiences,
and -is u-t-H-ized to pTr.^rw f Fp^^ nnodfi- .

^
i iThiph rnn st-antlv nlLanpp as ti f ii -i t i onfi ind

p>e&&a««lit ies- changa^^

Communication cahnot be treated as an isolated action, but is a process in which there is

no clear beginning or ending. A people's history, an individual's experience and a dream
of the futuipe^ are all part of any single conversation or media message. To understand com-
munication/then it is necessary to understand the nature of man and the nature of God's
reaching/out to bring man back to Himself. Communication is the process that brings emo-
tion ajm intelligence to human existence, even as blood brings life to the physical body.

/ Principle 3. Meaning cannot beAtransferred . ^ >>^4,

Meaning is something that is always personal and unique to jeach individual.*^ Similar mean-
ings may exist between different people,.^ but. precise meanings are developed within the
framework of each person's exp er fenced ^'Thefe iTs^no ’way to/ directly transfer meaning from
teacher to student, from employer to employee/ or from the preacher to a congregation.

The person intending to send a message must concentrate hn. giving enough bits of informa-
tion so that meaning can be constructed by Another person. The receiver of a specific
message assembles the bits in that message/(plus his owh related experiences) into a com-
posite picture. If the experience of the/sender and receiver are similar and if an ade-
quate amount of information has been giv^n, the meanir^ developed in the receiver's mind
will be very close to the meaning in th^ sender's mind.

/ /Thus , emphasis must be on the transfer yof the right ^ind and quantity of information to
enable meaning to be shared between s^der and receiver. Meaning of course, is fundamental
to the whole process of understanding/ I
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Principle A . Communication is what Is heard, not only vhat Is said .

One of the most familiar statements in any argument is, "Well, what I said was - " and the
reply that is given, "Well, that's not what I heard!" Only together can male and female
form life, and only when speaking and hearing are seen together as equal parts of communi-
cation can understanding be formed. Good communication requires the ability to hear as
well as the ability to speak.

Good speaking is not simply a matter of pleasant words, but of words and symbols chosen so

that the hearer will develop the intended meaning. The sender must be aware that many
filters always stand between himself and the hearer - experience, culture, mood, personal
needs, physical environment. Even with the best intentions and the greatest of care, the
message heard will seldom be the same as the message spoken.

"Vl-o
. a

• ^ -

I t x/ • -U) uj /o aJil!

Principle 5 . Mastery of content is the necessary fminHaf-.4.on--for ^ammi in teat ion .

" '

You cannot tell someone else what you do not know yourself. It is of little value to

learn technique, how to have good rapport with your audience, and the correct timing of

your communication effort, if you have not th«roughly- what it is you want to com-
municate. 4o "iAi,

A director cannot adequal^^ly direct unless ^\e knows exactly what it is that he wants his
employees to accomplish. pimply to say, "Do\a good job", is not an adequate performance
standard. \ It is necessary ro say precisely v)hat is to be achieved.

The preacher who exhorts peo^e to love God, biit does not tell them how that love can be

expressed hag probably not thofight through the message that he is trying to give. Students
quickly identify the teacher who ignores questions because he is afraid he can't answer
them . ' \ \

In every communication situation, Yhe adequate communicator will know iVis material thor-

oughly enough so that he can changeXthe order or style of presentation that unexpected
opportunities and q^uestions can be u^d to ensure audience interest. On^ difference
between a cassette flayer and a communicator is that th^ communicator can\adapt to the

responses of his audience, and that dem'^nds thorough knowledge of your con^nt.

Principle 6 . Purpose determines content .

There is always much more unsaid than can be said in any discussion. It is impossible to

thoroughly cover any subject area no matter how carefully planned the communication or how

long the time available. And rarely, if ever, is an unlimited amount of time available.
Much more commonly, a very brief amount of time is available to transfer a large amount of

available information.

Selection is therefore always necessary in communication. On what basis is such selection
made? In every communication there is an implicit or explicit purpose; that purpose will

determine what is selected from the whole body of information that could be used. If the

purpose is not clear or not clearly stated, the information will appear to be a jumble of

facts that do not relate to each other. Communication will inevitably fail. Questioning

and further interaction may clarify the purpose, so that unrelated infomation can be

dropped. Then, and thus communicator and receiver may reach understanding and communica-

tion succeed.
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inciple 7. Communication Increases commitment .

Commitment tq a position, idea or a person is not static, but constantly increasing or

diminishing. It is strengthened by stating that commitment publicly. When a person
becomes publicly identified as in favour of something, the inward commitment of that per-
son also increases.

Belief is primarily mental on the basis of information received and consideration of that

information. Belief becomes more active, as it were, when it is talked about and the emo-

tions become involved. The act of communicating strengthens commitment to the idea being

shared with others.

Failure to be involved in communication about a new belief will lead to a weakening of

that new position. The belief will be gradually eroded. Lacking emotional involvement
the belief will become ineffective and may eventually be given up altogether.

Principle 8 . A communicator almost always communicates with multiple audiences .

It is a common fiction to believe that a congregation is simply one audience, or that a

radio listening group is a single audience. Every audience is, in fact, made up of a num-
ber of different groups with special interests. If the communicator is unaware of these

differences, he will be unable to adequately shape the message to suit his audience. If

he is only vaguely aware of different groups present, he may attempt to interest all of

the groups and meet some of the needs of all of the people. The result may be that he
interests no one and meets no one’s needs adequately.

Even when the communicator has identified his primary target audience, he may be uncon-
sciously pulled away from the prime target by the influence of secondary audiences present
physically, or present by way of their influence. It is as if a steel arrow going straight
to the target is caused to veer away from the target by powerful magnets on either side of

the straight course. The influence may not be visible, but it is none the less very
powerful

.

Adequate communication strategy demands identification of the secondary audiences and
their potential influence as well as the primary audience for any communication.

^ Principle 9 . The communicator's image of the audience is a decisive factor in shaping
the message .

We do not really communicate with reality, but with a shadowy image of reality. Even in

face to face conversation, we may believe that we understand and know the person to whom
we are talking, but it is to our idea of that person that we are communicating. We may
never be able to know the true person, and so we really converse with what we think of
that person.

With a large audience, it is very similar. We have an impression of the audience. We
feel they are friendly, or hostile, or ready to listen to the news of Christ or perhaps
ready to reject the message and the messenger. We shape the message, as we give it,

according to what we think the audience is really like. When our idea of the audience is

wrong, ineffective communication is the result.

Since the communicator's image of the audience is such an important factor, it is basic to
effective communication to gain better understanding of the audience with vdiom we seek to
communicate

.
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Principle 10 . The audience’s image of the comniunicator Influences initial acceptability
of the message .

There are two important parts to this principle:

(1) The importance of what the audience thinks of the communicator, and
(2) The initial reaction to the message brought by that communicator.

Even as the communicator's image of the audience shapes the way the message is presented,
the audiences' image of the communicator shapes its reception. When the communicat-or irs

considered to be of high status and of considerable importance to the audience, then the
message is more likely--to be accepted. If there is little understanding between the audi-
ence and communicator, the message is likely to be rejected, initially.

Even if a message is rejected because of unacceptability of the messenger, or his rela-
tively low status, the message itself may be remembered. At the outset, the message will
probably not be acted upon, even if it is remembered. But over a period of time, if the
message is a valid message that meets a need of the audience, it will be remembered and
later acted upon. Thus, an important message brought by an unacceptable messenger may in

fact later be remembered and accepted.

Principle 11 . Messages are mediated by opinion leaders .

The audience is not a massive collection of individuals, but rather a series of networks
within which individuals relate to each other. The effect of any message upon that audi-
ence is not simply the effect of the message on individuals. Message effect depends
(among other things) upon its fitting into these networks. Within the network, the mes-
sage will be shared, discussed and decision will be made. Each network is centered around
an individual who is considered knowledgeable, of has prestige for other reasons that are
important to members of the network. This person, the opinion leader, plays a key role in

the acceptance, multiplication or rejection of the message. He acts as a filter for the

message, without necessarily being conscious of this process. He hears the message, con-
siders and discusses it with his friends, and comes to a decision, heavily influenced by

the opinion leader's understanding of the message and his evaluation of it.

A communicator may start the process, but continuation occurs within the networks of indi-

viduals which frequently have p^erlapping members between groups. It is of primary impor-

tance to ensure that the opinj/on leaders understand and regard the message favourably.

Principle 12. All human communication occurs through the use of twelve signal systems.

Each of these systems is like a language, with specific vocabulary and relationships
between the parts of the vocabulary, a grammar. It is necessary to learn the relationship
between the individual signals as well as the meanings of the individual signals himself.

The 12 signal systems are:

Verbal
Written

Numeric

Pictorial

- the use of spoken words.
- a written system expresses words and ideas that affect the spoken word

without the limits of time or space.
- numbers by themselves can be used to transfer information, formally in

mathematics and less formally as symbols such as 3, 7, 666.

- pictures convey information, but the same picture will convey different

information to audiences of different cultures.
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Audio - the use of sound. Music is a systematic use of sound, but also audio
signals are used apart from music - whistles, tone of voice, bells,

etc .

Kinetics - body motion tells much about the messenger and the message, though the

precise meaning of body varies between cultures.
Artifactual - objects communicate, as people consciously and unconsciously use those

objects in decorations, clothing styles, possessions displayed, even
in architectural styles.

Optical - light and colour communicate meaning at both conscious and unconscious
levels

.

Tactile - we communicate by touch, holding hands, shaking hands, a hug or a kiss,

or a blow in anger.
Temporal - our concern for time will indicate much about us, and our attitude

toward other people or the event we are attending. Lateness is not

defined the same way in different cultures; even the units of time

recognized differs.
Spatial - the space immediately surrounding a person that is personal and pri-

vate varies between peoples; how that space is used communicates
information. Use of space in homes, offices and even in villages and

cities communicates.
Olfactory - Smell and taste, as in perfumes or food, tell much of attitude and

intention

.

These systems are inter-related, with one system very rarely used in isolation. Each cul-
ture has 12 languages in effect, that are used in combination to convey desired information.

Principle 13 . Usage of the 12 signal systems is a function of culture, thus there is

variation in usage of these systems between cultures .

Even as verbal language varies with culture, so do the specific meanings of other signals.
For example, some cultures allow a very small area of private space around individuals and
when talking together they stand perhaps 2 feet apart. Other cultures desire much more
private space, and distance between people and a personal conversation may be 3 to 4 feet
apart. Using the space system of the Culture A when you are talking to a person of the
Culture B will give a very different meaning than that which is intended - the person from
Culture A will appear to be aggressivd and embarrassingly intimate.

Uses of the pictorial system vary between cultures; painting from East Asia are frequently
vertical in their overall design, while Western paintings tend to be horizontally designed.
Easterners will "read" the picture from the bottom up, while Westerners will read the pic-
ture from left to right. Cultures use different systems in pictorial signals; pictures
are not therefore a universal language.

No universal language exists but each signal system differs from culture to culture in

both interpretation and the kind of signals used.

/

Principle 14 . Contradictions may occur between the signal systems used in the same culture

Some of the sig »thers consciously. Such systems as verbal or
written are very /uuusu j.uu»i._y cuijjxuyeu , wuixt; systems lower down in the list given in prin-
ciple 12 are usqra in an automatic or largely unconscious way. Space, time and olfactory
are examples of' systems that are frequently used in such an unconscious manner in many
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cultures. These systems are also received in rather an automatic fashion, but the message
of the signals is nevertheless noted and is part of the total message received.

It is very possible to verbally state one position, but unconsciously reveal that you do
not really believe that position by your use of space, time, or one of the other less con-
sciously used systems. It is these silent clues that are used in judging character or the
sincerity of an individual in a particular situation.

When people from one culture interact with people from another, the probability is that

the "silent systems" will contradict the signals from the "loud systems". The result is

distrust and accusations of hypocrisy. Effective communication is destroyed. Persons
from Culture A may continue to use the silent system in the way with which they are famil-
iar, since they give no particular thought to that usage. Persons from Culture B will
also continue to interpret those systems in the way that they have always done. Thus,

there may well be in the minds of Culture B a contradiction between what Culture A says
verbally and what they say through the silent systems. The frequent result is that Cul-
ture B judges all of the people from Culture A as insincere and not to be trusted.

Principle 15 . Communication effectiveness is normally improved by increasing the number
of signal systems used for the same message .

When there is deliberate and carefully planned use of several signal systems simultaneously,
then the impact of the message is increased dramatically. Typically, primary emphasis is

given to the verbal or written systems. But effectiveness will be increased in a multipli-
cative fashion as other signal systems are utilised at the same time to communicate the

same information.

Using several signal systems, in combination is similar to adding more pipes to a water
system. The larger number of pipes carries more water. Similarly each added signal sys-

tem increases the information load carried. Failure of one system to be understood does

not mean total loss of communication since other signal systems are present and carrying
the same (or related) information.

To achieve these results requires of course that the systems handle the same information

and that hidden contradictions are avoided. Also, it is important that systems be used in

a way that is already familiar to that culture and not in a way that is only familiar in

another cultural setting.

Principle 16 . The media can be a message .

Content of the message is obviously of great importance, but it does not make up the whole

message that is given to a particular audience. The media used also conveys a definite

message to the audience.

Identical words given to an audience by a preacher in a Sunday morning service, will appear

to be a different message than when they are given over the radio, or written in a tract.

In some cases, the media strengthen the impact of the message, but in other cases, the

media may be so powerful in its own influence that the message is obscured and misunder-

stood. From the audience point of view, the media used inevitably alters the perceived

content of the message.

Media alone is not the message, nor is the content by itself the message. Media plus con-

tent equals the full message received by an audience.
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. Mass media extend the range, of a message by electronic and mechanical means,
but distort the messase.

ia are essentially multiplying devices. They cannot create a spiritual impact

oes not exist within theyCf^’iginal message or communicator. One hundred times zero,

or ten thousand times zero, is still zero. But if there is an effective message or mes-

senger to begin with, the mdss media can multiply that impact.

But in the multiplicati^ , certain parts of the message must inevitably be dropped. Mass

media utilize fewer of^the signal systems than do face to face interpersonal relationships.
With the reduction in the signal systems, there is a reduction in the information conveyed

and, thus, in the/^pact of the message.

There are hidden effects of the mass media as well. For example, the primary effect of

mass media repeatedly been shown to be re-inforcement of existing beliefs. Also mass
media messages are normally regarded in an impersonal, uninvolved fashion. This hidden
effect diminishes the impact of the Christian message, particularly in spiritual matters
where involvement is essential. The marvels of mechanics and electronics may sometime
powerfu^y assist the spread of the Gospel, but at other times they may be a severe hind-
rance yto a true understanding and response to the message of Christ. There is no magic in

the inodia.

Principle 18 . Re-inforcement is the principle effect of the mass media in a stable society .

A popular image is of mass media as a powerful f^ce changing unsuspecting peoples’ ideas
and ideals. The reality is quite different. ^M^ss media are not a pervasive presence
causing individuals in a widespread audienc&-^to carefully consider new thoughts and new
messages. Instead, people normally selec.t^the media to which they pay attention to ensure
that the media messages agree with their existing opinions and commitments. Messages that
would force consideration of existing beliefs are either ignored re-interpreted so the

message agrees with what they alrea^^y think. Thus, the major effect of massive use of the
media is simply reinforcement.

However there are certain conditions where this is not true. VJhen a crisis confronts an

individual or a society, tliey turn to the media to gain necessary information to handle
that crisis. Also if a,/society is unstable and undergoing rapid change the media will be

more extensively usedy' There are also times in any society when groups feel a need for
re-inforcement of th«ir beliefs especially when they are under pressure that would cause
change. So media /Can be useful but primarily for reinforcement rather than conversion -

except under sp^ial conditions.

/

y Principle 19. Communication effectiveness normally decreases with increasing size
of the audience.

The larger the total number within the audience, the greater the diversity of interests
and cultural patterns existing within that audience. Communication effectiveness depends
upon commonness between the sender and the receiver, but this diversity makes it very dif-
ficult to achieve commonness. It is easier for 2 people to share understandings than for
200 or 2,000. The more people involved, the smaller the overlap of interests is likely to

be. The lowest common denominator may be found, but the area of communication is reduced
to only that small area of commonness.
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Principle 20 . The mass media is only one of many influences operating on the listener.

Effectiveness of a mass media message is probably determined by other factors apart from
the message itself, or the media carrying the message.

The mass media does not simply inject information into a passive group of listeners, who
then respond to that information as the communicator desires. Group networks within the
audience itself are actively sorting, selecting, and rejecting messages that come through
the mass media.

An active audience is the first influence operating on the Individual listener.

Some of the other factors that determine the effectiveness of the media, quite apart from
the media itself, are the personality of the listeners; the frustrations (or lack of them)

present in the audience; the way in which the message itself is organized; whether or not
the media utilized fits naturally into the existing communication pattern in the society;
how highly individuals receiving the message value their membership in their social group -

and whether or not that group is in sympathy with the message; provision of ways for the

audience to implement the action advocated by the media; what the audience thinks of the
originator of the message, the activity of opinion leaders among the audience in accepting
or rejecting the message; and the simple factor of allowing enough time for change to occur.

Adequate use of the media demands that it be used within the total context, and not as if

it were acting in a setting where it is the lone influencing power.

Principle 21 . Physical and social experiences of the communicators (senders and receivers)
affect the form of effective communications .

A man born and bred by the sea, who earns his living as a fisherman, will not talk about
the same thing as a nomadic desert dweller. Though the basic message may be the same,

the way in which it is shaped must differ widely if comprehension is to be achieved. Even
where the same word is used between different peoples, the experience behind that word
varies widely. Water must mean very different things to a sailor, a farmer, a city dweller
and an African living in the drought-stricken Sahel region.

But physical experience is only one of three areas of experience that affect the form of

the communication. Social experience and personal or psychological experience are equally
important. A person coming from a society that is group-oriented has a very different
experience than the individual who comes from an individually-oriented society, where the

individual is more important than the group.

The degree to which a society’s infrastructure has been developed is a significant factor
in communication. A society with widely developed schools, telecommunications, postal
services and an active press and radio service provides a very different social experience
than a society where newspaper readership is almost totally lacking, schools are limited,

and communications are erratic. The kind and amount of communication methods present in a

society obviously affects the form given to specific messages and the channels used for

their dissemination.

Principle 22 . Cultural patterns of a society fundamentally influence the form of a

communication .

All «en have certain experiences in common, and certain basic needs. But the way in which

those needs are met and the experiences are •4aa4e integrated into their life, differs widely.
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Each of these many different cultural patterns gives a unique opportunity for presentation

of any message, and specifically for the message of Christ. Effective communication will

build the form of the message from within the culture and its unique patterns, rather than

seeking to find a lowest common denominator between cultures by adaptation of an existing
message. Even though the content of the message is the same, the form of the message must

alter sharply in each culture in order to have the maximum impact. Within the cultural
pattern will be found the keys to the culture, or, as it has been termed, the redemptive

analogies. These existing keys or analogies within a culture are often the witness that

God has left to Himself. They can be used to give the fullness of the revelation in Christ.

If these are ignored, and a message simply adapted from another culture, the opportunity
that God has left is lost.

Principle 23 . Existing beliefs and value systems determine reaction to a 'change" message .

The req0;ipn of the audience to new thought and a message calling them to change does not

depen(^ upon 'the communicator, but upon the audience itself. VThen that message directly
challenges deeply held values, rejection or explosion are the two most likely results. It

is essential to understand the core values of a society before presenting a life-transform-
ing message, or unwittingly the communicator may cause a premature rejection of the message
before the true contents of the message have been understood.

It is helpful to consider four levels of beliefs or values in every culture. The Peri-
pheral Level is easily changed and no major confrontation is likely at this level when
change suggestions are made. This level includes things like style of clothing, colours
used, or the kind of house preferred.

The Authority Level depends upon a particular authority outside of the person himself for

the strength of his beliefs. That authority may be a school teacher, the church minister,
the village headman or the authority of a book such as the Koran. Beliefs and values at

this level can be changed only when the authority followed is changed.

Then, moving deeper toward the heart of a person, lies the Personal Experience level of

beliefs. These beliefs are not subject to reason primarily-, nor do they rest upon what
someone else has said or taught. They rely on one’s own real and deep personal experience.
That which is personally experienced leads to beliefs that are very persistent.

The deepest level of beliefs is called the Core Values, or the Basic Assumptions of a per-
son or a society. Often the individual is unaware of these basic beliefs because they are
prevalent around him and are not subject to question or challenge. In fact, challenge to
these beliefs will cause a violent reaction in most cases. They are learned through the
process of enculturation, that is, through the social group. They are maintained by group
pressure especially from peers. Change at this level will occur primarily through the
group on the basis of a new personal experience.

All change is not the same, nor does all change involve the same degree of difficulty.
Change at the Peripheral and Authority levels, it is clear from this model, does not neces-
sarily mean change at the personal experience level or at the very core of a person. A full
response to the Gospel will cause change at the very core of a person, so profound a change
that Christ called it the new birth.

Principle 24 . Thought processes vary between cultural groups .

There ^e at least two m^jor logic patterns ip the world. / One is the linear logic common
in the' Western technological world, where cause and eff^t are carefully related.
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This linear logic is characterised by a pattern of statements followed by a conclusion
based upon those statements. For example, a = b, and b = c; therefore, a = c. This linear
logic has a long tradition in the West, dating at least from Aristotle. It is clearly
represented in Scripture in the book of Romans. Those who are taught to use this logic
system do not recognize any other form of logic as logical!

Contextual logic does not attempt to build a linear relationship of cause and effect, but
seeks to examine the total setting of an event. Within that total context, clues are
sought as to meaning and significance of an event, or to the causes of a particular hap-
pening. Visibly linked cause and effect relationships are not considered the only relevant
information. All information that might possibly relate to the occurrence must be examined,
since indirect links may exist that are not suspected by anyone.

An example from Scripture of the contextual approach is in the book of Hebrews, where the
central theme of Christ’s supremacy is examined. One viewpoint is presented then another
and another without a direct relationship visible between successive viewpoints. But all
viewpoints point to a single conclusion, Christ is supreme.

Principle 25 . The structure of a society determines appropriate communication strategy .

Political structures, socio-economic patterns and communication networks must all be remem-
bered as an appropriate strategy is developed for communicating Christ to any people.
Political structures will not only determine the control of power but show how messages
can be shaped and transmitted within the society. An open democratic society will require
a very different approach from an hierarchial society structured in a feudal manner. Where
decisions are made by group, it would be ineffective to appeal to individuals to make per-
sonal decisions, unless the message had been considered by the group first.

Almost every society is divided into social classes. Division may be based on economic
factors, historical, religious or military factors. In many developing countries four sec-

tions are easily recognized - elite, modernizing, emergent and peasant or subsistence
farmers. Each of these groups must be reached individually since they have different
interests, frequently different values and different aspirations and needs. A message
suited to one group will seldom be highly effective for another section of the same society.

Each society has a different kind of communication networks. In some cases they are based
on interpersonal relationship, in other cases on marketing patterns or social occasions
such as /feasts. In each society, the prevalent communication network must be utilized to

achieve effectiveness in distribution of the message.

/

Principle 26 . Messages are assimilated within the listener’s frame of reference, -wb4?eh

-in derr/e^ from physical^ . social and menta-l—^xp^rieaee .-

Comprehension and internalisation of the communication are always within the receiver ’

s

experience, or frame of reference. That would seem obvious, but unconsciously communi-

cators may assume that listeners ’’think the same way I do.” It is natural to assume that

other people have had similar experiences and are concerned about the same things as we

are. So it is expected that the receiver will give messages the same importance and essen-

tially the same interpretation as the communicator.

But there are always differences between the experience of the sender and the receiver.

Sometimes those differences are very great. Thus, the differences in interpretation of

the message will be equally great. How then can a communicator determine approximately
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what meaning will be given to his message when it is received by an audience that differs

from himself?

The communicator must learn the receiver's frame of reference. He must learn what physi-

cal, social and mental experiences are common among his intended audience. Only with this

knowledge can he reasonably predict what meaning will be developed when his message is

received. The emphasis in achieving effective communication must be on learning the audi-

ence's experiences and comprehension, rather than only on the communicator's ability to

use techniques skillfully.

Principle 27 Psychological patterns of individual receivers determine message effect

on that individual.

While general cultural patterns of an audience ^n'd their experiences can provide a broad

profile of anticipated response, ultimately i^is the individual that must hear and respond,

His ability to perceive the message will depend on his personal needs and his emotional
balance at the time the message is heard.,/

/
A message may be completely unperceived, even though it is apparently heard or seen, if

that message has no apparent significance for the intended receiver. The sensory organs -

eyes, feeling, taste and smell - ^Htay detect the signal, but the brain does not bring those

to consciousness. They remain,^'in effect, unperceived. If every signal in the world sur-
rounding us were consciously perceived, we would be reduced to a state of helplessness
because of our inability to/respond to each of them. The resulting confusion in our minds
would cause psychological/^isintegration . This protective pattern also works to screen
out messages that could.-'be helpful, but seem to have no direct relevance in meeting felt
needs. ^/'

Even when a messa^" is perceived, it may be re- interpreted by the individual. When a new
message is in dl^greement with an existing belief or commitment, the message may be
altered as it received so that it agrees with previously held belief. This is an uncon-
scious proems in most cases; the receiver is not aware that he is actually altering the
intent of ^e message. He only is aware that this new message supports his existing posi-
tion! Thiis, Christian teaching concerning angels may be used as support for belief in
intervention of ancestral spirits in human affairs.

Similar reinterpretations underlie many heretical beliefs, and explain the ability among
followers of some religions to "screen out" Biblical teaching.

/
Principle 28 . All communication has simultaneously both rational and omo 't4-0'ru»l dimensions .

It is too easy to assume that communication is primarily rational. Therefore, the reason-
ing approach is the correct approach to use in giving any message to an audience. We feel
there is something disturbing about using emotion in communication, something to be avoided
because it is uncd^ntrollable and faintly dishonorable. But in point of fact, the largest
part of communication is emotion in nature.

In principle 23, we\saw that there are 4 levels of belief. The outer levels of belief,
peripheral and authoVity-based beliefs, are primarily rational in their origin. Informa-
tion received can modify peripheral behaviour and can even cause a change in the authority
level on which livingXpat terns are based. Some emotion is involved in communication at
this level, but it is not the major component.
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On the other hand, when changes are sought at the deeper levels of beliefs, the level of

personal experience or in core values, communication must be primarily emotional. Rational
elements are present, but these levels are primarily emotional and will be changed slowly,
and only with communication that has emotional content.

Principle 29 . Individual change is achieved in relation to the relevant reference
group for that individual .

Change does not take place in a vacuum. All individuals are related to groups of one kind
or another; any change in the individual produces reaction in the group. If the reaction
is negative and the person values group membership, the change may be forgotten or denied,
in order to retain the support of the group.

Man social being;., iHe finds fullness, security and identity through interaction.

m care^ what peers and other people itet respect^ and depend|i on think of feel^
secure when holdjjT views identical to those of peers and other group members. To ask
hte" to believe or behave contrary to other group members makes hi*' insecure.

This principle is especially applicable in fundamental matters of values that lie at the

core of a person. These values (which are the foundation for beliefs, attitude and behav-
iours in an individual) are based in the groups to which an individual belongs either by

birth or by voluntary association. Therefore attempts to change beliefs and values must
be concerned with the group, not only the individual.

The group can be the channel for change in the individual, or in other cases, the group
must first be the target of change before the individual can be reached. The critics of

people movements may overlook the significant point. That is, normally the group must
change or be willing to change before the individual can be open to change himself. A
people movement may prepare the way for individual conversations, and on other occasions
individual conversions ^ 1t?y [

'
’ i ^ -^i

|- in a society may begin a people movement
that in turn opens the door for others to follow Christ personally. Either way, the sig-
nificance of the group must be remembered if an effective communication strategy is to be

developed

.

Principle 30 . Duaioion to» oha»8c is a- resurl^: Gemfaiincd ' offac t s 'pf- ^mblir^^^or- maag

a«iJLB4-JLttjljS£&6^^sonal networks,.

The process of decision has essentially six stages:

- of an alternative to the present behaviour or beliefs.
- in one or moVe of the alternatives.
- of the alternatives to see if one or the other is sufficiently

attractive to r^ake a change worthwhile.
- of which alternative to follow, or a choice to reject all of

the available alternatives.
Lt is already mentally made. This is making

visible by actionXa choice that is already been made internally,
\- of behaviour patterns, friends, and even lifestyle that results
\^rom the decision tWt has been made.

These six steps have been ex^nded into a spiritual decision process that give more speci-
fic guidance in constructing ^Christian communic^ion strategy, in James Engel, Contem-

porary Christian Communication .

(1) Awareness

(2) Intdtest

(3) Evalua^tion
\

(4) Choice

(5) Implementati,,

(6) Readjustment

-16-
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All communication approaches are not equally good at all six stages. Massive effort that

is well executed may be almost totally wasted if it is trying to accomplish the wrong thing

at the right time. In broad outline, the different kinds of media most influential at each

stage are:

(1) Awareness

(2) Interest

(3) Evaluation

(4) Choice

(5) Implementation

(6) Readjustment

Mass media or public use of the media such as in mass meetings
or church services

.

Mass or public media.
Primarily interpersonal networks, discussion among friends.

Again, interpersonal networks are most influential at the point
of choice.
Mass media may guide in how to implement the decision and rein-

force the choice already made, but interpersonal networks are
essential in knowing what steps can be taken to implement the

choice .

The interpersonal networks are critical in giving group support
to the individual making changes. The mass media may reinforce
the change that is under way, but it is critical to provide
fellowship - group support.

An adequate Christian communication strategy must use bo th interpersonal and media methods,
supplementing one another, rather than in competition.

Principle 31 . Perceived and actual feedback controls shaping of the message .

The communications process is not complete until the intended receiver has reacted to the
message that has been sent. In interpersonal communication, the reaction is prompt and
has immediate effect on the shaping of the message. That feedback may come more slowly in

mass media, but it still has an impbrtant effect on the message. The communicator may
expect certain feedback to his message, and shapes the message according to the feedback
that he anticipates will come: In such cases he may well be wrong and the message will
be incorrectly formed as a consequence.

It is obvious that obtaining accurate feedback for messages transmitted through the mass
media is just as important as it is in interpersonal communication. But extra effort is

involved in obtaining accurate feedback for mass media as compared to feedback resulting
from interperson'hl contacts .

Feedback is^just as important as sending in the whole communication process. Equal atten-
tion should be paid to both parts of the process to ensure effective shaping of the message.

Donald K. Smith
October, 1979

- 17-
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‘A child has feelings long before he can translate those feelings

into concepts, he is educated by these feelings and it will be a long

time before what is happening to him or her can be logically understood.

The demonstration of God's love through human relationships in the family,

the church and society is of great importance. To begin teaching about

God's love and God's truth while living a life quite consistently

unaffected by its transforming power is usually counter-productive as an

effective Christian witness. It can be dangerous to understand and teach

doctrine if the teacher has lost the feeling and insights and disciplines

of Christian love. This is equally true in our attempts to reach across

cultural boundaries with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Feelings usually

come first. And then one is able to translate those feelings into beliefs

and concepts at the rational level. Spiritual unoerstanding moves from

elementary insights and impressions to the more complex logical

interpretations that grow out of the study of God's Woro. If the

feelings, insights and impressions have been too negative and hurtful,

some people will not easily shake off these hurts, indignities and bad

impressions received early on and be able to move on to a level of real

communication with and understanding of God. Dogma without life insists

upon its own way. Love insists upon the way of God and is centered in him

in the whole communication process. We must be willing to stand with the

other person, the "outsider" under the judgment of God's Spirit. This is

basic in all of our witnessing.

It is important to remind ourselves that witnessing must not stop

at the level of feeling and demonstration alone. But the Christian must

constantly remember that mood precedes doctrine; and with this insight we

should confront our world, whether it be the child growing up in our midst

or the adult who is our neighbor.

There is another level of communication with the world that may

even precede the step just m.entioned. Outreach toward the other must

begin at some place where the Christian and the "outsider" - or even the

child in our midst - have a mutual field of understanding. We all know

how quickly communication breaks down without this. Some of us have had

the experience at some time or other of returning after many years'



absence to a high school or other class reunion. We enthusiastically

greet a friend we knew well in school, but after the initial small talk

and pleasantries we discover that we no longer share much in common. It

is almost as though we no longer spoke the same language. Conversation

slows down. The language is strange because experiences are different.

This is one reason why those who witness "at random" are apt to find that

their results are meager or superficial. We must re-establish areas of

common ground and friendship and understanding for good communication to

take place.

Sharing the Gospel is a tricky thing. We can so easily slip into

self-gratifi cation and one-way communication. Jesus Christ transforms by

his power - not by ours. Each of us needs the experience of deep

friendship. It is said that Carlyle and Chesterfield used to meet every

week and do nothing but sit together in silence; when they parted, they

thanked each other for a pleasant conversation. Whether by silence or

words, understanding comes because in the presence of one another we have

the feeling that there are satisfying results and the association ought to

be continued and renewed. The Christian can easily be tempted to

short-cut the task of establishing closeness, and substitute a bag of

tricks, or an attitude of self-righteousness and high-pressure tactics.

Some ways of witnessing may satisfy a need in the communicator but not in

the one who is on the other end.

Outreach in Christian witness is best made on the basis of a

friendly understanding of the "other" and respectful relationship with the

person and his world. That doesn't mean total conformity to his world.

Remember how Jesus in his last prayer prayed that the disciples might not

be taken from the world, but remain it it (John, ch. 17)? Remaining in

it, they were not to be "cf" the world - or let it dominate them. The

world can easily- overcome the Christian, because he has a great deal at

stake in it. We make cur living in the world and we feel an urge to prove

ourselves as acceptable members of the secular community. In attempting

to live in faithfulness to Christian convictions we will run into many

quandries and trying situations where one feels forced to conform to the



world, rather than to Christian convictions. But in spite of all these

difficulties it is important to stay in the world.

To communicate effectively with the world of the "outsider" it is

important to learn its language. This requires effort. It is quite

possible, though, to go too far and adapt almost automatically to the mood

we sense in the other. Notice how many people speak to children by

framing words and sentences in the way the child speaks. My greatest

frustration in learning Korean was to have Koreans speak to me using my

incorrect forms, rather than leading me out of that to a higher plane.

Sometimes when we speak to the sick we do so in a sober and morbid way.

Most of us err on the side of conforming too much to moods. We almost

instinctively adapt our language and manners to specific situations.

Remember the language of faith that lies deepest in your heart, the

language of friendship and love; of patience, kindness, long-suffering and

mercy. And most of all, the language of integrity. The child needs the

adult in us. The sick need our health. The weak need our strength.

Learning the language of the outsider is not the same thing as

conforming to his or her world. Integration is more than a conformity to

life-style cr an attempt to imitate the other. You can do all that and

lack integrity. Integrity and integration lies deep inside the person.

It can often be seen in the eyes, the face, the attitudes, the words, the

actions - no matter how awkward be the outer manifestations cf conformity.

The most difficult challenge to Christian communicators today may

not be the person who has never heard the name of Jesus or an effective

proclamation of the Gospel, but rather those who have never seen anything

unique in Christ but understand Christianity as just one cf many

relatively good religions or philosophies competing for the allegiance of

the human mind and heart.
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' HUMAN ELEMENTS IN COMMUNICATING GOD"$ TRUTH

{

Communication is a fundamental human characteristic. It is part

of our heritage of creation in God's image, no matter how broken that

image may be. It clearly distinguishes the human being from other living

creatures. There is, of course, an endless variety of kinds of communica-

tion. Many of them are superficial and casual. Some are verbal, some are

non-verbal. But we live in community and are dependent upon a series of

»j3cHdlsfcH¥fe relationships in the human family. Mutual contact is

vital. In communication we seek dse^p#ct^l attention and encounter with

others. We need each other for enjoyment, for support, for growth, for

guidance, for understanding and for purposeful cooperative work and

living. We were created by a loving God to live in loving relationship to

him and with each other. We cherish that meeting from eye to eye and from

heart to heart. The ideal encounter, however, is somewhat rare. When it

does happen, it is a priceless experience. The relationships where the

greatest possibilities for a deep and satisfying level of communication

lie before us are those of friendship, of marriage and family, and of the

comimunity of believers in the body of Ghrist. But even there life is so

often filled with failed, frustrated, or only partly successful

communication. The Bible says we are at enmity with God and with each

other. We are oriented inward toward satisfying self-will.

IiT-4Ms-&^i4TT'eaT ITglrt it is understandable why communication

between members of the human family is so often surrounded with mystery.

We reach out toward each other, yet we do not truly reach each other.

This dilemma is most clearly seen in those relations of deepest human

contact. The life of a married couple ought to be a relationship of the

greatest mutual love and respect and most fulfilling personal encounter.

It should be a relationship of trust and joy and growing understanding.

It is revealing that the Bible uses the word "know" for the deepest form

of human communication, the s&xmT union of man and wife. The use of this

word points up the essentially spiritual intent implied in this act of

union. The point of the ultimate aloneness of either person is reached



ard demands full respect and consideration for the sake of "right"

communication. "Right" communication knows its limits.ct^

Why, then, is "right" communication so often distinguished by its

failure? Let's turn our attention to some of the factors which cause

short circuits in human encounter. When discussing the com.ir.uni cation of

Christian truth we must once again acknowledge that the good news of Jesus

Christ is not mediated to us by human means apart from the agency of the

Holy Spirit. John Calvin writes: "...We can never come to Christ unless

we are drawn by the Spirit of God, so when we are drawn, we are raised

both in mind and in heart above the reach of cur own understanding. For

illuminated by him, the soul receives, as it were, new eyes for the

contemplation of heavenly mysteries, by the splendour pf which it was

before oazzled. And thus the human intellect, irradiated^by the light of

the Holy Spirit, then begins to relish those things which pertain to the

The theological factor is supreme in the communication of

Christian truth. But the Holy Spirit of God does work through human

agents. And so, this means that at the human level there are important

secondary factors at work, also. Some are anthropological, some psycho-

logical, sociological, cultural and so on. At this level we need to

exercise great wisdom and learn as much as we can about the human ele-

ments. Wf^efl e^Hing these psychol^ical , cultural and sociological

factors secondary, it should be understood that they are secondary only

beeetise the fundamental theological factor is primary whether it is

recognized or not and 4bese~trfcl^r factors are disguised manifestations of

kingdom of God, for which before it had not the smallest taste."
1

^Calvin's Institutes of the Christian Religion, Book III, Chapter

II, p. 638.



meet each c'^er and enter into dr^ccurse^ It is legitimate to say that in
\ / 1 \

many cases thfe tendency of Christian thirjkers to /ump too quickly to the

basic theological reality beh/nd the drairia of human communication, coupled

with a /negation of the importance of these secondary factors, is a damag-

ing sirnpl ification and a cyuse cf complete breakdown of communication

between Christiarixthinkei/s and the world,

I like the word "communication" rather than "approach" when

talking about Christian contact with those outside the Church. We

sometimes speak of the "approach" to Hinduism, to Buddhism, to Islam, to

Marxism, to secular humanism or whatever. "Approach" carries implications

of an attitude which some might call haughty. The idea comes to mind cf a

one-way communication or an insensitive confrontation. A kind of banging

someone over the head with truth.

"Communication", on the other hand, implies being, at least in

part, in solidarity with the life of another, not over against. And

attitudes are an extremely important element in the process of

communication. That is true regardless of the kino of message to be

conveyed. Attitudes speak loud and strong. Jesus demonstrated genuine

respect and love to perfection. He spoke with courtesy and grace though

never at the expense of truth. Unloving attitudes can be significant

barriers in achieving mind to mind and heart to heart communication.

"Communication" is a subject that interests people. Our

societies, institutions, families and individuals have serious problems

with satisfactory dialogue. The transfer of ideas and influencing of

wills is often accomplished, if at all, at great expense to mutual

understanding.
^ Distortion and breakdown is an enormous problem. Human

society is plagued by communication breakdown. Discourse, whether among

nations or between employer-employee, between a husband and wife, between

parent and child or is often the discourse of deaf mutes even

though words are very much a part of the breakdown.

The usual responses to the misunderstandings are retreat and

isolation, anger and frustration, or an attempt to dominate, control and



manipulate the other. Resentment and self-justification are its fruits.

Self-justifi cation usually solidifies the breakdown.

Language is the chief, but not the only instrument of

communication. Language is of crucial importance to the Church because of

its commission "to preach the Word". The "Word" is one of the key

concepts in the Bible. God creates the world by the power of his "Word"

.

This is a profound expression of the nature of reality. Every act of

creation in Genesis I is introduced, "And God said", or "By the Word of

the Lord were the heavens made." Or in Psalm 33: 6-9 we read, "He spoke

and it was done; he commanded, and it stood fast." Or turn to Hebrews

11:3: "Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the

word of God." This is not explained by calling it poetic phraseology. It

cuts to the heart of reality. Its deepest foundation is found in the

opening words of John's Gospel where, God ' s supreme act of revelation,

Jesus Christ, is called the divine "Word". ^ This same message runs through

the entire Nev/ Testament and reaches back into passages in Proverbs and

2
Job concerning divine wisdom.

In the Bible language means dialogue . There is dialogue within

the divine Trinity. There is dialogue between God and the man and the

woman. And there is dialogue between human beings. If the divine-human

dialogue is broken and disturbed, the dialogue at the human level is also

in disorder. In other words, language, that marvelous sign of ma nln^d

^

nobility and stamp of origin becomes a distortion full of inner

contradictions.

The Bible expresses this important fact in the famous tale of the

confusion of languages and the Tower of Babel. This tale of Genesis 11,

told in vivid style, is not just a naive story. It is not a ridiculous

story. It is not just an impressive story. It is one of the basic and

universal documents of the mysterious drama of humank4-ncL It is one of

the representative pronouncements on the human situation. It revolves

16:22.

^Job:12:12; 12:13; 28:12; 28:18. and Prov. 2:6; 4:7; 8:11 9:10;



around Genesis "And the whole earth was of one language, and of one

speech"; and verse 7: "Let us go down, and there confound their language,

that they may not understand one another's speech." This story follows in

direct sequence to Genesis, chapters 1 and 3 which tell about the unbroken

dialogue as the main feature of "normal" human existence; and the broken

dialogue (between God and man, and between members of the human family) as

the crux of humankind's actual existence^ after sin and its penalty entered

the picture. God's verdict and judgment on the human scene is contained

in the words: "Let us go down, and oonfuse their language, that they may
3

not understand one another's speech."

But, while this is part of the penalty and consequence of sin,

there is also hope. The Bible makes that abundantly clear. Our God

is a missionary God. he is a God of hope and of re-creation. He has a

desire and a plan to restore us to our "normal" existence. The

indispensable Biblical balance to Genesis, chapter 11 is Acts, chapter 2.

In this passage the condition of language in human life appears to be of

primary significance, because when the full power of the Holy Spirit

reigns and the divine-human dialogue is restored, the confusion of

languages begins to disappear and the way opens to unfrustrated

communication again. Fall and redemption, Babel and Pentecost are the

hidden factors behind language and communication. The story of Acts,

chapter 2, indicates with Biblical realism the fact that humankind, since

Pentecost, remains suspended between fall and redemption, between Babel

and Pentecost. We live now disoriented. But in this second chapter of

Acts the world of true reality beyond physical appearances breaks through.

Can we say, then, that language exists for communication? Verbal

communication often has the character of a combat and not of a spontaneous

meeting of minds. Language expression needs the other and yet can destroy

the other. The art of listening is as important a part of real

communication as is speaking. Why- i s it t lmt t ri i o Tfs tenirg- i^* rraftirH

^Genesis 11:7



by—&^-few? Aft4-i>iri=^y_l^it--that figuftfr are really only
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We could give many examples to point out how speech is a very

imperfect means of expression. The mystics, who practice flight away from

community have always exalted the absence of speech as the highest form of

communication. In this belief there is a grain of truth, but when carried
tU

to an extremeyi it is a disastrous deviation because it is denial of

the basic significance of community in the human structure.

fiany more observations could be made regarding the dual character

of language in communication. The act of communication can mean, as

already has been said, a combat, or it can be the means of genuine mutual

understanding in a healthy and wholesome encounter. It is a complex

affair.

This complexity bec/imes still more conspicuous when we take into

consideration communication not only between individuals but between

socially and culturally different groups, /^gain this is demonstrated in

the use of language. The various languages are means of expression for

different nations and peoples, each with its own unique history and

psychology, and a response to life which is characteristic of its special

type. This is reflected in the language. In a very strong sense this

holds true for the cultural di •'ferences , because different cultures have

distinct attitudes toward life. There is great variation in spirit and

orientation. Cultural and social differences make it very difficult to

find a common language which is understandable to both sides. For

communication, it is essential to understand the language of the other,

and what is more, to learn to use it. But knowing and understanding the

presuppositions end assumptions which are behind the language, thus

assuring a common universe of discourse, is just as essential as knowing

the language, itself. In fact, both are a part of successful

communication. On these presuppositions and assumptions behind the use of

any language hang the spontaneous reactions to the totality of life.



Important as language is, however, one should not forget that

there are many forms and means of "communication of" and "communication

between". Like language and sometimes even better than language or

speech, these other forms of communication create a world of meanings.

/Although the proclamation of the "Word" in the Protestant

tradition of preaching, as one of the most essential elements cf worship,

will alv/ays remain necessary, we Protestants must not neglect all other

means of "communication between" and "communication of" in a too-exclusive

dependence upon speech or preaching. It is a fortunate thing that often

the world forces the Church to re^^think its positions. The world is

largely illiterate in matters of thb -C4>ri stian Tcrl igioja. .Because of this,

there is a great urgency .1 eads to the discovery and

use of forms of communication other than speech. The Bible, in spite of

its impressive emphasis on the Word, does appear, on closer inspection, to

recognize many forms of expression and communication as natural gifts of

men and women, other than speech jperhaps even more than the Churches are.

Even in the "Western" world, an overwhelmingly verbal culture, there seems

to be a silent revolution going on among millions of people who prefer

"seeing" to "hearing" or "reading". It is significant to note that in

Jndo-Germanic languages the words "see" and "know" go back to the same

root.

Perhaps because of the highly rational and mechanical -technical

nature of much of modern life, many of the forms of communication that

were active in former periods of our culture have atrophied. One area

that should perhaps be re-emphasized is that of symbolism. Symbols are

material things or representations that point beyond themselves to a world

of higher values and realities. They are not themselves that reality but

only point to it.

A large part of the time of many people is filled by the modern

technical means of information and propaganda: television, radio, and

theater. These are the media through which they receive the impressions

which mold their thinking. The term "mass communication" is, in a way

misleading because genuine communi cation is always "personal". There are



cases in which mass communication becomes personal but in many cases a

great deal of what is produced by these media is propaganda. These media

have enormous demonic potentialities as well as potentialities for great

good. What we need is not a rejection of the media but a critical use of

them. We reed to build up our own Christian criteria and style in making

use of them. And we need to struggle against their demonic,

cul ture-destroying tendencies. The Church owes as one of its services to

the world, to this sector of modern life, the producing of men and women

who find ways of being the conscience of the world.



COMMUNICATION FROM A THEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

r

We have in the Book of Genesis a wonderful picture of created man

and woman before the fall. They walked with God. They spoke with Him.

They were unembarrassed at being totally transparent. They were v/ithout . .

sin, without guilt and without penalty. Their environment was lovely^and

they knew freedom and fulfilment. They knew security and satisfaction and

open communication. It was life abundant. But then something happened.

Disobedience entered the picture and one of the biggest penalties of it is

the cloud which now obscures the face of God and the voice of God. God's

presence and his spoken word are a dim and haunting memory to the human

family as a whole.

From that time of ex-communication from God's immediate presence

the great human tragedy has been disorientation. We no longer hear his

voice in the stillness of the Garden. We no longer meet him face to face.

We lost our true bearings. We lost our true freedom and fell into bondage

to self-orientation. The Biblical record makes it clear that God created

us men and women in his image and likeness for fellowship with himself ana

with each other. It isn't just that we lost God. He lost us, too. And

it hurts him deeply. He is more alone now.

The entire Biblical record from beginning to end is the story of

God's costly plan to restore his beloved but rebellious sons and daughters

to his home where he lives. In his Kingaom there is life and peace and

freedom and joy. But our tragedy is the v/asteland of our isolation. God

loves us. But we do not hear him and we do not respond to his voice. Our

orientation is inward now. Toward self.

So here we are spinning around false hopes. Our situation is very

serious because we are removed from the source and sustainer of life. We

are strangers now to the covenants of promise and according to the

Biblical record, without hope and without God. (Eph. 2:12)



A friend of ours wrote a book, "Let My Heart Be Broken With Those

Things Which Break the Heart of God". God's heart is broken over our

disobedience and isolation. We are living in a wasteland with a kind of

amnesia about our Father's house. There is a great lonliness in our lives.
. _

We look inward and there is the stamp of God's image but we^see it as

meaningless. ^2 Goc's dwelling place is off our map. There is a great

gulf fixed and we cannot bridge it. We know it must be somewhere out

there, but the longer we live without him the more convinced we become

that He doesn't exist and that this world is all there is.

At the risk of becoming trivial, let me ask - what would you do if

you were God and faced his communication problem?

When I was a student here many years ago there was a woman student

at Princeton Seminary who had worked for the Wycliffe Bible Translators in

South America. She had volunteered for an assignment in a remote,

isolated interior village of Peru. The people there one could only

describe as being in a pre-civilization culture. The purpose of going in

there v;as, of course, to begin learning the language so that it might

eventually be reduced to writing and the Scriptures translated into it.

Several men previously sent in had been killed by this tribe - presumably

out of fear of the strangers. Finally, the Wycliffe people decided to ask

for volunteers among some of their women, thinking perhaps a foreign woman

v^ouldn't be harmed. So, my friend had volunteered. In telling me of her

experience she made it clear how careful she was to try to relieve their

fears. She lived quite openly among them. She participated as much as

possible in their style and patterns of life and tried to make friends.

But gaining their trust was slow and painful and full of anxious tim.es.

They were so isolated. Their entire world view consisted of their

own village with one village up the river and one village down the river.

That was the whole of reality to them. Finally, after several weeks and

even mionths of living there she began by friendly smiles and little

victories to gain the trust of one village woman, in particular. This

woman was helping her learn the names things and they were beginning



to share other village life experiences. Ex-communication was moving more

toward communication between them.

One morning they were down by the river, side by side, washing

their clothes when this village woman asked her new friend a hard

question. It was simple, but hard to answer. The question was, "Where

did you come from?" Why was that so hard? Because my friend had come

from a place far beyond the village woman's map of reality. But to tell

her the truth would be hard for her to accept. It was beyond her world

and she probably v.'ouldn't believe it. How could my friend retain this

woman's trust end still tell the truth?

She prayed that the Lord would help her to answer this new friend

in a way that would be true but would not cause her to choke on the truth.

So, she said, "I came from one village up the river - and then some".

After a long, thoughtful silence, the woman showed that she was able to

accept that answer.

This personal experience of a friend made mere clear to me the

nature of the problem of communication which God faces with us.

We have the theological problem. Human beings have been banished

through sin from the household of God. There is a great gulf between our

view of reality and God's real world. And then we have cultural barriers

in this world where we live.

Ever since the sad time when man and woman were removed from God's

direct presence He has been trying to reach us and restore us. He wants

our vision of reality transfermed and he wants our center of gravity

re-formed around himself. He wants us to hum with life in response to his

master chords. Look at the book of Hebrews, chapter 1, verses 1 and 2:

"When in former times God spoke to our forefathers, he spoke in

fragmentary and varied fashion through the prophets. But in this the

final age he has spoken to us in the Son".



You niciy be thinking, "How is the challenge of communication any

different from the challenge of evangelism?" The word "communication" puts

the problem in a wider and deeper setting because in "communication" two

parts are brought together. Both are of vital importance. One we might

call "com.muni cation of". The other, "communication between".

1. When we are talking about reaching people with God's truth we

speak about the communicatio n of the good news of God's transforming grace

in Jesus Christ. This, by its very nature, acknowledges that there is

truth - ultimate truth - which has its source in God. Our concern is to

know what this truth is and make it known effectively and with impact in a

world that seems to be separated by a deep gulf from the thought, language

and true nature of the church. What are the possibilities cf

bridge-building? Is the world today so far separated from the range of

the Kingdom cf God that no bridge can be built? There is a lot of room

for thought on the question of human wisdom and the power cf the Holy

Spirit cf God in accomplishing this "communication of" divine truth.

2. But we sometimes forget another very important factor in the

communication of God's Word. It is not done in a vacuum. It is done ir a

human context. And we human beings live in societies. Very different

human societies. We often refer to them as cultures. God's Word is above

all these cultures and judges all these cultures and is understood in some

aspects a little differently in all these cultures. But it does not come

straight down from God to each one separately - even if the Bible is the

only medium of expression. Because the Bible uses human language and

concepts to express God's truth, just as Jesus, God's Son put on human

flesh to reveal to us his Father. Transferring the message of Biblical

truth from culture to culture is communication between . We often call it

"cross-cultural communication"

.

So, "communication of" and "communication between" must be

distinguished and yet at the same tim.e be kept together. God wants a new

creation. He wants to make us new creatures in Christ. Unity in Christ

and comm-unity with one another in the body of Christ. Christian

communication has a high purpose.



It is because of the interrelation between the two aspects of

communication that we begin by looking at commuri cation in a Biblical

light. However, a word of warning is in order. We will not find

ready-made answers in the Bible to the "how" questions of communication.

But communication is the fundamental human fact. It is the mark of our

humanity and yet it has been more conspicuous by its failure than by its

success in the history of human life. The understanding of man and of

woman and of God which we have ir the Biblical record is the cornerstone

of the task of communication.

In the Bible is laid out before us the history of God's risky

adventure with Adam and Eve and their descendants. That includes us all.

The Biblical record reveals God's intention and purpose in creation.

Without it, men and women are mysteries to themselves. They do not know

from whence they came or where they are going. And they do not know why

they are here in this world at all. There are all kinds of attempts to

stab at the answers to these questions and human societies offer a variety

of answers to people. When we get to the question of culture we'll go

into this matter more fully.

But the human being is a mystery to himself. And no wonder. He

cannot be understood in himself alone, but only in relationship to God,

his maker. And now that he lives in isolation, the landscape of reality

is all but blotted out. But God is a God who speaks. He is a

communicating God. He has spoken and revealed himself. And he has given

us the power to speak. This is one v/ay in which we are created in his

image.

The Biblical record makes it clear that God alone really knows man

and woman. He alone knov/s our inner motives and our being. It is,

therefore, true that knowledge of self goes through the knowledge of God

and not the other way around. It is said of Jesus Christ that he knew

what is in man (John 2:25). Psalm 139 insists upon this fundamental

starting point. "Oh Lord, thou hast searched me, and known me." "Search

me, 0 God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts." In the Old

Testament prophetic writings more than once the expression recurs that God
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alone knows and tries the reins and the heart of man (Jer. 11:20). All

these and similar statements are spoken out of the situation in which men

and women both know and yet do not really know themselves. We also both

know and yet really do not know the other person. The fundamental vision

of the Bible is that God, being the real source of our being, has created

us for communication or dialogue with himself. This being our character,

we are also created for communication with each other. This is authentic

humanity.

The God of the Bible is the God who speaks. He creates and

commands and wants to live in personal relationship with us whom he has

created. He invites us back into that personal relationship as the

fulfillment of human existence. In the words of Hebrews 1: 1-3 the record

of the communication of God with us is explained. God's missionary

intention shows up as a continued discourse. This divine urge toward

human beings is summed up beautifully in the name "Immanuel". This name

given to Jesus Christ means "God with us". It is the "Word" - or

"communication" made flesh.

This immediate, personal relationship or "communioation" of God

with men and women as the foundation of true life, finds a striking

expression in another aspect of the phraseology peouliar to the Bible.

Combined with the impression of a deep awe of God's majesty, holiness and

greatness, there is also on both sides, divine and human, a deep intimacy

of tone and relation. You are people, I am your God. The close

personal nature of God's communication with humanity and of the

communioation between people on the human level is, in the Old Testament,

an expression of the human response in love to God's speaking. This

response in love is the only adequate expression of full communication.

It is the only adequate response of man and woman to the loving initiative

of God. A response baseo upon wholehearted acceptance of founding our

life on the dialogue with God. Love is a mutual transparency and

responsiveness in which true communication comes to full flower. This is

what the Bible has to say, in sum, about communication as the fundamental

fact between human beings with each other and between human beings and

their God.



In the Bible the concepts of the covenant, the people, the church

as the "koinonia" of the believers with Christ, and in him with each

other, are so central. God wants a people whose hearts are bound together

in him. Christ prays for a church in which the members are one in the

Father and in him. The community of Israel has its calling in the divine

covenant. This community of Israel is not established in its biological,

cultural or even social unity. The sacral unity is an expression of the

community established by God. God called the people of Israel to be the

instrument of his redemptive will and purpose in regard to the whole of

humankind. Israel is called a "holy people". The two classical passages

are Ex 19: 4-6 and Deuteronomy 7: 6-12. What has this to do with the

subject? According to the Biblical view one can know God and full life

only in community. The "I" and the "you" are both founded in God's will

and life-giving power. Therefore, both are responsible to God and to each

other. We are related to him and to each other. This is unthinkable

without communication as the law of human nature. When our Lord is asked

by his disciples to teach them to pray, he tells them to say, "Our Father,

give ^... forgive lead u_s, deliver j£S. God is not the father of

isolated individuals, but of a people, the people of his Kingdom. And in

the final fulfilment of that Kingdom, communication will be perfect.

This is essentially what the Bible has to say about communication

as a general and fundamental human fact. But the other half is that

communication, which is so essential to human life and to human nature,

seldom succeeds and often fails. Can we overcome it by a great effort to

understand each other? The Biblical ansv/er is along this line: We are

created in the image of God. That image has been broken and distorted but

net erased. We are ex-communicated because of disobedience. Our ability

to communicate is firmly rooted in a right relationship to Goo, our maker,

judge ano redeemer. The breakdown and distortion of communication with

its dangerous and delicate place in human life is a consequence of the

distortion of this first relationship. The fact that our human condition

is not normal, but abnormal, in a broken relationship with Goo, is the

source of a corruption which carries over into all relationships. All our

patterns of communication are affected. Defectiveness in communication is

a sign as well as a consequence of the distortion of the God's creative



will. The breakdown of real communication in human life which

characterizes our personal and social relations is the result of a

primordial break of communication with God in whom we nevertheless live

and move and have our being. Human life if full of anxiety, fear and

frustration, as a result. The entire history of humankind is a religious

drama. The fundamental fact is described in Genesis, chapter 3. The man

and the woman know they have betrayed their trust and hide from God's

presence. They feel their guilt. Immediately all relationships are

affected and in disorder. The play of self-justifi cation lifts its head.

The series of accusations begins, one against the other. Even God is

accused by the man: Not I, Lord, "the woman whom you gave to be with me,

she gave me of the tree, and I did eat." And the woman showed no greater

virtue. The deepest of human relationships, that between husband and wife

is threatened. Labor, which is intended as a blessing, being a

partnership with God in creative activity, gets the stamp of a curse. And

then Cain kills his brother, Abel, and gives the tragic answer remembered

through all the ages when God calls him to account with regard to his

brother: "I know not where he is. Am I my brother's keeper?" In the

parable of the Good Samaritan Jesus answers the inquiring lawyer: "Don't

ask who is my neighbor. Know that you are always the neighbor to the

other.

"

Language which is the mark of our humanity and the symbol of unity

and communication among human beings often becomes the source of

misunderstanding, accusation, deceit and disruption. In human life

language assumes the ambiguous role, both of understanding and of

misunderstanding. Language can be used to bless and to curse. Every

person and all human relationships in every sphere of life suffer under

this ambiguity - and yet exploit it. The self-contradictory state in

which the human urge for communication shows itself has its origin in the

broken trust between the man and the woman and God.

Now, just as "communication of" God's salvation history requires

God's initiative and our response, so our "communication between" on the

human level requires the gracious action of God and our appropriate

response. In Christ our restoration and healing centers. The inward



nature of our focus begins to shift when the chemistry of his love begins

its transforming work. Now there is the lively hope of healthy,

respectful, loving, courteous, enjoyable comimuni cation with God and with

each other as we bigin to see others with God's insight.

This is one of the deep meanings of the church. It is tc be the

center of God's activity of re-creation because its function is to be the

true community - the embodiment of renewed humanity.

The Bible is consistent in presenting God first as the origin and

establishment of true relationships between himself and humankind and

among members of the human family. He is also revealed as the one who

takes the initiative in restoring the broken communication. "The Lord God

called unto Adam and said unto him. Where art thou? And he said, I heard

thy voice in the garden, ...and I hid myself." In these two expressions -

"Where art thou"? and "I hid myself" - the dialectic in the communication

between God and human beings is fully contained. In theological terms

this means that although men and women stil"' hear the voice of God ("I

heard thy voice in the garden"), we flee from him, and therefore the Bible

does not describe the religious history of mankind as a search for God,

but as a divine seeking after man and woman. God loves us and he wants to

be with us in restorea communication, according tc his original design in

full integrity. Jesus Christ could announce it as the Kingdom of God. A

new realm of unbroken communication.

God' way of restoring us to his Kingdom is by entering into

concrete human existence in Christ, in whom all things will be gathered.

He is, therefore, the Saviour, the one who restores that which was broken

and ex-communicated. He is the King and in relationship to him our

wholeness rests.

In Jesus Christ, the decisive and only authentic Word of God comes

to man and woman. In him the image of God becomes gloriously visible. In

him all things are reconciled to God. He overcomes the broken

relationship, reopening the way of authentic communication. In him it is



possible to be one in the full sense of the word, in spite of all

differences and divisions which separate us and hamper or frustrate

communication. In the truest sense, Jesus Christ is the only ground on

which full and true "communication between" can become effective. In and

through him there grows a body, a new community, which stands in the world

with a new hope.

But now we have reached an important point. In Jesus Christ, who

changes in principle the total human situation, because in him the new

realm of faith, hope and love as a divine gift enters the corrupt body of

humankind, the two patterns of communication - "communication of" and

"communication between" are connected. Telling the Christian mtessage, is

the heralding of Jesus Christ as the reconciler and the reintegrator of

the broken pattern of hum,an life. Biblical history uncovers the cause of

broken human communication and presents Christ in whose life, death and

resurrection we discover the way back to its real meaning.

In the whole range of forms in which "communication between" human

persons cakes place, there is, of course, also a lot of "communication of"

implied: communication of ideas, doctrines, emotions, instruction,

values, informiation, appeal, and so forth. And there is the whole range

of partial or full responses, including indifference and defiance. Here

the question arises: Is communication of the Christian message one kind of

the many forms of inter-human discourse or is it a category of its own?

In Biblical light, it has a dimension to it which makes it unique. Of

course, the Gospel message is transmitted in the same way as any other

message. But it comes out of the prophetic consciousness that it is the

Word of the Lord of the universe: "Hear, 0 heavens, and give ear, 0

earth: for the Lord hath spoken." (Isa 1:2) We must make it known. It is

not a private message. It has called a community into being, the Church ,

which exists for the sake of the world, for the sake of mission, and not

for its own sake. The communication of this message of healing to the

world is the thing for which the Church exists: "That thy way may be

known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations" (Ps. 67:2). It is

a constraining task and an unending one. Communication of the message is

the supreme category of which all activities of the Church are a part.



There is no part of life or of the world which is ever definitely

evangelized.

This unceasing communication of the Christian message is what we

call the apostolic or missionary obligation of the Church. What Paul says

in II Cor. 5:14 and 1 Cor. 9:16 about himself is valid for the Church as a

whole. "The love of Christ constrains us". It is the love £f Christ, not

our love for Christ. When Jesus Christ meets his disciples after his

resurrecticr. he makes them into his apostles by saying, "As my Father hath

sent me, even so send I you." Our God is a missionary God and his Church

is a missionary church. "For God so loved the world..." We are

ccrstrained to make this message known.

The Christian message makes known the revelation of God, not

simply an idea of God which enters into competition with human ideas about

the realm of the divine. Revelation is God's initiative in disclosing

himself, he wants to be known. God shows himself in his acts in history

and his inter-acticn with his people by his spoken word of command,

promise and of judgment. He opens his heart and makes known the "mystery"

of his saving will tc us. In the New Testament the proclamation always

has the character of the announcement of God's acts, which were done for

us, and of the invitation to enter into the stream of this divine saving

history.

The Christian message is not communicated in the realm of our

experience alone because experience is not the basic factor. What j_s

basic is that God's acts have established a new redemptive reality. At

Pentecost the crow'ds heard the apostles proclaim "the wonderful works of

God", and not their own undeniably marvelous experiences of their Master.

This does not mean that experiential witness has no value. The Old

Testament prophets are great object! vists and great subjectivists. But

they do not "have" the message as much as the message "has" them. The

Apostle John in the opening of his first letter expresses in a marvelous

way this unity of subjectivity and objectivity. "That which was from the

beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we

have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the Word of life; — that



which we have seen and heard declare we unto you, that ye also may have

fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship is with the Father, and with

his son Jesus Christ."

God wants to be known in his being, his will and his purpose. The

entire Biblical record makes that abundantly clear. His covenant with

Israel. His appointed prophets. The incarnation , life, death and

resurrection of his only Son. This yearning finds its expression in the

Church, which is his body on earth. The head of the church is Christ.

The apostolic mandate issues from him.

One other point should be made. Throughout the Bible it is

consistently maintained that the primary author of the effective

transmission of the Gospel message is the Holy Spirit. It is not simply

communication between two human partners. There is an invisible thiro

partner, the Holy Spirit. He is the chief one. The fundamental aim is

conversion. The Greek word is "metanoia" - a turning and re-orientation.

That is a step beyond persuasion. "Repent, and believe the gospel" (Mark

1:15).

While the message is imperative, it is, at the same time, a

scandal to all self-confident human wisdom. Human nature resists it,

although it is the only power capable of transforming the individual into

his or her true, created nature. The very best methods of communication

do not guarantee this life-transforming result.

There is in the Bible the concept of the hardening of hearts. It

is seen both from God's side and froni the human side. It is mentioned in

a number of passages. There is the mention of Pharoah in Exodus, of Psalm

95 and Hebrews, chapters 3 and 4. This is very pertinent to the treatment

of com.m.uni cation in Biblical light. The examples mentioned are pointed

cases of communication, both between God and his human children and

between members of the human family, themselves. Jesus said that Gcd can

harden human hearts through the purposeful use of parables. The irony is

that we usually consider these parables to be models of adaptive

communication. Look, for example, at Matt. 13: 11-15. As so often, Jesus
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appeals to the Old lestanient, Isaiah, chapter 6, where in a strangely

striking way Isaiah, after the vision of God's glory and offering himself

to God in order to be "sent", received as God's message to convey to the

people the following one: "Hear indeed, but understand not; and see

indeed, but perceive not" (Isa. 6:9). This cardiosclerosis (heardening of

heart), also called "fattening of the heart" is, according to the Bible an

act of God, and it happens. It is the frustration of communication within

the act of communication. This act of divine judgment points to the

"mystery of iniquity" in the world, the realm of demonic power tc which a

human being can deliver himself and become inaccessible to the source of

the transforming iNoro. So we see that the communication of the Word of

God is not cast in human form alone. It has also strong theological

foundations.

To think and live with the Bible in such a way that one's

fundamental thinking is inspired and governed by its view of reality

implies being fully conscious of its dominant purposeful motive. This

life cannot be adequately understood solely by means of human constructs

of philosophy, mythology, psychology, sociology, anthropology or whatever.

The Biblical affirmation is that we are in a genuine bondage to the

elemental spirits of the universe (Gal. 4:3) and under "principalities and

powers and spiritual hosts of wickedness (Eph. 6:12), (Rom. 8:28), (Col.

2:15). These are not included in the calculations of modern scientific

method. They have their place in the transcendant world, rot in the

closed constructs of the modern mind.

Real, though these powers are, the Bible says they have been

ultimately disarmed. There is a power greater than evil. And he is the

triune God: Father, Son and Holy Spirit.

In this Biblical perspective we get some idea of the dynamic

implications of the Lordship of Christ, the great liberator, and of what

"Christian liberty" can mean. It is true that the very same God who

hardens hearts sometimes is God our Saviour. And he wills that all shall

be saved and comie to the knowledge of the truth (1 Tim. 2:4). Jesus

Christ, who spoke in parables "because seeing they do not see; and hearing



they do not hear, nor do they understand" (Matt. 13:13), is the same Lord

who came to seek and to save sinners. But he will not violate our freedom

and our dignity. God is love. And love is kind. So kind that he will

even allow us to continue to live in darkness, self-orientation and

isolation if we resist his loving initiative.


